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To date, anticancer immunotherapy has presented some clinical bene�ts to most of advanced mismatch repair de�cient (dMMR)/
microsatellite instability-high (MSI-H) colorectal cancer (CRC) patients. In addition to MSI status, we aimed to reveal the
potential predictive value of adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene mutations in CRC patients. A total of 238 Chinese CRC
patients was retrospectively identi�ed and analyzed for clinical features and gene alternations in APC-mutant type (MT) and
APC-wild-type (WT) groups. Clinical responses were then evaluated from the public TCGA database and MSKCC immuno-
therapy database. Although programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD-L1) level, MSI status, loss of heterogeneity at the human
leukocyte antigen (HLA LOH), and tumor neoantigen burden (TNB) level were not statistically di�erent between the APC-MT
group and APC-WT group, tumor mutation burden (TMB) level was signi�cantly higher in APC-MT patients (P< 0.05).
Furthermore, comutation analysis for APC mutations revealed co-occurring genomic alterations of PCDHB7 and exclusive
mutations of CTNNB1, BRAF, AFF3, and SNX25 (P< 0.05). Besides, overall survival fromMSKCC-CRC cohort was longer in the
APC-WTgroup than in the APC-MTgroup (HR 2.26 (95% CI 1.05–4.88), P< 0.05). Furthermore, most of patients in the APC-
WTgroup were detected as high-grade immune subtypes (C2–C4) comparing with those in the APC-MTgroup. In addition, the
percentages of NK Tcells, Treg cells, and �broblasts cells were higher in APC-WTpatients than in APC-MTpatients (P< 0.05). In
summary, APC mutations might be associated with poor outcomes for immunotherapy in CRC patients regardless of MSI status.
�is study suggested APC gene mutations might be a potential predictor for immunotherapy in CRC.

1. Introduction

Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) targeting at the pro-
grammed cell death ligand 1 (PD-L1) or cytotoxic
T lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4) signaling pathway pre-
sented impressive success in di�erent cancer types [1–4].
Unfortunately, the overall response rate to ICI therapy re-
mains still limited. Subsequently, some biomarkers such as
PD-L1 expression, microsatellite instability (MSI), and tu-
mor mutation burden (TMB) have been established for
predicting the e«cacy of immunotherapy. However, still lots
of patients have low values of these recommended

biomarkers. �erefore, novel diagnostic and prognostic
biomarkers are expected for identifying more patients who
can bene�t from immunotherapy [5–7].

Colorectal cancer (CRC) ranks the third most common
cancer and the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths
worldwide [8]. Even though most of primary colorectal
lesions are resectable, the 5-year survival rate for advanced
CRC is still low. Generally, except for some patients with
MSI-H/DNA mismatch repair-de�cient (dMMR) tumors,
CRC is supposed to be a low immune-reactive cancer with
limited immune in�ltrating cells or extensive in�ltrating
immunosuppressive T cells. In recent studies, MSI-H/
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dMMR CRC patients have showed lasting clinical responses
and improved survival outcomes to ICI therapy [9–11]. /e
pity is that immunotherapy provides few clinical benefits to
most of advanced non-MSI-H/dMMR CRC patients.

Adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene on chromo-
some 5q21-q22 is known as a tumor suppressor gene and is
highly mutated in CRC [12, 13]. Particularly, APCmutations
have demonstrated to be related with familial adenomatous
polyposis (FAP) which can lead to tumor progression in
CRC development [14–17]. A recent study has presented
that APC is a negative regulator in the wingless signaling
transduction (WNT)/beta-catenin pathway [18]. Loss of
functions at APC genes can aid in proteasomal destabili-
zation, degradation, and nuclear accumulation of beta-
catenin, leading to activation of T cell factor or lymphoid
enhancer factor for initiating tumorogenesis [19–22].

In addition to MSI status, we aimed to reveal the latent
predictive value of APC mutations in order to provide a
potential biomarker for indicating therapeutic responses in
CRC patients with immunotherapy.

2. Methods

2.1. SampleCollection andPreparation. Relevant clinical and
sequencing data were collected from January 2019 to June
2020, respectively. General demographic data and patho-
logical diagnostic information were checked with corre-
sponding medical record for each patient. A certain amount
of fresh tumor tissue or formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded
(FFPE) tumor tissue after a biopsy or surgery were either
taken for each patient to perform PD-L1 expression analysis
and genomic profiling. /e study was approved by the Ethic
Committee of YuceBio Technology Co., Ltd., and each
patient or family member signed an informed written
consent.

Genomic DNAs were isolated from each tumor tissue,
and its matched peripheral blood sample was extracted using
the GeneRead DNA Kit and Qiagen DNA blood mini kit
(Qiagen), respectively, and extracted DNAs were then
amplified, purified, and analyzed using YuceOne™ Plus NGS
panel (Yucebio, China) [23, 24]. FFPE sections were stained
with anti-PD-L1 22C3 mouse monoclonal primary antibody
on a Dako Autostainer Link 48 system.

2.2. Sequencing Data Processing. Sequencing reads were
filtered at the condition of >10% N rate or >10% bases with
quality score <20 using SOAPnuke (Version 1.5.6). /e
somatic single nucleotide variants (SNVs) together with
insertions and deletions (Indels) were analyzed using Var-
Scan (Version 2.4), and furthermore, the in-house method
was implemented to distinguish the possible false positive
mutations. Afterwards, SnpEff (Version 4.3) was used to
perform functional annotation for detected mutations in the
tumor samples.

Tumor mutation burden (TMB) was measured as the
total number of nonsilent somatic mutations including
coding base substitution and indels per megabase, while
tumor neoantigen burden (TNB) was calculated as the total

number of all mutations which may generate neoantigens
per megabase. HLA genotyping was assessed by OptiType
[25] (Version 1.3.2), and the loss of heterogeneity (LOH) of
HLAwas detected as previously described [26, 27]./e levels
of microsatellite instability (MSI) were calculated using the
MSIsensor [28].

2.3. Data Acquisition and Immune Signature Analysis from
Public Database. TCGA-CRC cohort data with somatic
nucleotide mutations (SNVs), copy number variations
(CNVs), mRNA expressions, clinical features, and survival
information were downloaded from /e Cancer Genome
Atlas (TCGA) public database (https://portal.gdc.cancer.
gov/). MSKCC pancancer or CRC immunotherapy cohort
data with SNVs, clinical features, and survival information
were downloaded from the cBioPortal (https://www.
cbioportal.org) public database. Patients without follow-
up information and survival data were excluded.

/e immune subtypes were characterized into 6 immune
subtypes of IFN-c dominant, TGF-β dominant,
inflammatory, lymphocyte depleted, wound healing, and
immunologically quiet [29]. /ese subtypes were classified
by macrophage or lymphocyte signature difference,/1 cell/
/2 cell ratio, intratumoral heterogeneity level, aneuploidy,
neoantigen load level, overall cell proliferation, immuno-
modulatory gene expression, and prognosis. /en, the
proportions of infiltrating immune cells were calculated
using the xCell method integrating gene set enrichment
approaches with deconvolution approaches [30]. /is
method can provide gene signatures for 64 cell types gen-
erated from extensive expression profiles, including multiple
adaptive and innate immunity cells, epithelial cells, hema-
topoietic progenitors, and extracellular matrix cells.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. Correlations between APC muta-
tions and clinical parameters of CRC patients in this study
were examined using Fisher’s exact test for categorical
variables. Kruskal–Wallis rank sum tests or Wilcox rank
sum tests were used for comparisons of continuous variables
among different groups. Survival analysis was performed
from the public TCGA-CRC dataset, public MSKCC pan-
cancer immunotherapy dataset, and MSKCC-CRC immu-
notherapy dataset using the Kaplan–Meier survival curve
and log-rank test. P< 0.05 was regarded to be statistically
significant. All statistical analyses in this study were per-
formed with R statistical computing environment v3.6.1
software (https://www.r-project.org).

3. Results

3.1. Clinical Characteristics. As given in Table 1, a total of
238 Chinese CRC patients were identified in this study. /e
median age of the whole population was 59 and 58.4% (139/
238) was male patients. /e number of patients at grade IV
was 112 (47.06%). Altogether, there were 36 patients lacking
detailed information of cancer type. /e number of patients
with colon cancer was 113 (47.78%), while the number of
patients with rectum cancer was 89 (37.39%). In general, the
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number of the APC-mutant type (MT) and APC-wild-type
(WT) patients with CRC was 175 (73.53%) and 63 (26.37%),
respectively. Besides, 93.70% (223/238) was at MSI-L status,
while 6.30% (15/238) was at MSI-H status. Furthermore,
there were no significant differences of gender, tumor stage,
and tumor subtype between the APC-MT group and the
APC-WT group. Although PD-L1, MSI, HLA LOH, and
TNB were not statistically different between the APC-MT
and APC-WTgroups (P> 0.05), TMB level was significantly
higher in APC-MT patients (P< 0.05).

3.2. Mutational Landscape. /e 20 most frequent genomic
alternations in CRC patients are shown in Figure 1(a), in-
cluding TP53, APC, KRAS, PIK3CA, SMAD4, FBXW7,
TCF7L2, and FAT4 with a frequency more than 10%.
Furthermore, comutation analysis in Figure 1(b) revealed
co-occurring genomic alterations of PCDHB7 and exclusive
mutations of CTNNB1, BRAF, AFF3, and SNX25 (P< 0.05)
with APC genes. In TCGA cohort, shown in Supplementary
Figure S1, mutations of AFF3 and SNX25 were not exclusive
from APC mutations (P< 0.1), while those alternations of
CTNNB1 and BRAF were positively exclusive (P< 0.05). In
the MSKCC database, shown in Supplementary Figure S1,
there was also an indistinct mutually exclusion of CTNNB1
and BRAF from APC mutations (P< 0.1). Additionally,
hotspot in APC genes in NGS results (Figure 1(c)) were
similar with MSKCC (Figure 1(d)) and TCGA public
datasets (Figure 1(e)).

3.3. Biomarker Analysis. Next, we also performed further
analyses between other immunotherapy biomarkers and
APCmutations in this study (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)). In MSI-
L CRC patients, TMB level was highly correlated with APC
mutations (P< 0.05). Unfortunately, due to small sample
size, the relationship with TMB level and APC mutations

was not found in MSI-H CRC patients. Besides, APC mu-
tations were independent factors from MSI status, PD-L1
expression, and HLA LOH in this study (Figures 2(c)–2(e)).

3.4. Survival Analysis. As shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b),
patients without APC mutations did not have prolonged
overall survival from TCGA CRC cohort (HR 1.00 (95% CI
0.64–1.56), P> 0.05) and MSKCC pancancer immuno-
therapy cohort (HR 1.13 (95% CI 0.88–1.45), P> 0.05).
Interestingly, overall survival from MSKCC-CRC immu-
notherapy cohort was longer in the APC-WT group than in
the APC-MT group (HR 2.27 (95% CI 1.05–4.88), P< 0.05)
(Figure 3(c)).

3.5. Immune Signatures. Furthermore, we primarily char-
acterized immune signatures in CRC patients in the APC-
WTgroup and APC-MTgroup in Figure 4. Most of patients
in the APC-WTgroup were detected as high-grade immune
subtypes (C2–C4) compared with the APC-MT group. In
addition, the percentages of NK T cell, Treg cells, and fi-
broblasts cells were higher in APC-WT patients with non-
MSI-H status than in APC-MT patients with non-MSI-H
status (P< 0.05). But the statistical differences were not
observed in patients with MSI-H status.

4. Discussion

Instead of MSI status, we elucidated the predictive value of
APC mutations for poor clinical responses to immuno-
therapy in CRC patients. Furthermore, we found that TMB
was significantly higher in APC-MT patients than in APC-
WT patients. In addition, we distinguished important co-
occurring genomic alterations and exclusive mutations and
illustrated immune signature for underlying potential
mechanisms for its predictive role in CRC.

Table 1: Clinical characteristics and biomarkers of CRC patients.

Total (n� 238) APC-MT group (n� 175) APC-WT group (n� 63) P value
Age 59 (26–89) 61 (52–68) 59 (49–66) 0.189
Gender
Female 99 72 27 0.882
Male 139 103 36

Stage#

I–III 64 45 19 0.614
IV 112 87 29

Type#

Colon 113 82 31 0.186
Rectum 89 72 17

MSI
MSI-H 15 9 6 0.223
MSI-L 223 166 57

HLA LOH
Yes 39 32 7 0.235
No 199 143 56

TMB 6.69 (4.69–8.71) 6.7 (4.69–8.73) 5.36 (3.59–7.64) 0.022∗
TNB 2.62 (1.34–4.69) 2.68 (1.34–4.02) 2.55 (0.67–4.70) 0.766
TMB, tumor mutation burden; Mut/Mb, mutations per megabase; TNB, tumor neoantigen burden; Neo/Mb, neoantigens per megabase; HLA, human
leukocyte antigen; LOH, loss of heterogeneity. ∗P values <0.05. #Some data were missing.
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Figure 1: Distinct mutational patterns in Chinese CRC patients by APC gene mutation. (a)�emutational landscape of top mutated genes.
(b) Co-occurring and exclusive mutations. (c) Hotspot in APC genes in NGS results. (d) Hotspot in APC genes in the public MSKCC-CRC
dataset. (e) Hotspot in APC genes in the public TCGA-CRC dataset.
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Although PD-L1 expression is the gold biomarker for
immunotherapy, broad inconsistency of this biomarker can
be resulted from the variability of immunohistochemical
staining antibodies and heterogeneous expression [31, 32].
Recently, TMB has emerged as an important biomarker in
immunotherapy, especially for prognosis prediction [10, 33].
In clinical practice, TMB level in some cancer types such as
lung cancers and melanoma have been demonstrated to be
substantially related with the clinical outcomes of immu-
notherapy. Although there were some disagreements on the
cuto� values, FDA approved pembrolizumab monotherapy

for adult and pediatric patients with unresectable or met-
astatic solid tumors of high TMB level ≥10mut/Mb [32]. In
this study, we found that TMB levels was higher in APC-MT
patients than in APC-WTpatients, in addition to MSI status.
However, the overall TMB levels were around 5, which was
much lower than those results in public CRC datasets. �is
inconstancy might be resulted from di�erent sequencing
methods or sequencing products. TCGA CRC cohort data
were generated from whole exome sequencing, and MSKCC
cohort data were generated from di�erent targeted se-
quencing panels. Also, the cuto� values might be
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Figure 3: Survival analysis in the groups with or without APC mutations from public cohorts. (a) TCGA-CRC cohort. (b) MSKCC
pancancer immunotherapy cohort. (c) MSKCC-CRC immunotherapy cohort.
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inconsistent between public datasets and our study. �e
de�nite relationship needed to be further studied.

Besides, this study also presented more alternations
beyond TP53 and KRAS in APC-WT patients, which may
drive tumor metastasis signaling in advanced cancers
[34, 35]. As is known, APC genes can downregulate the
WNT/beta-catenin pathway and consequently initiate tu-
morigenesis. CTNNB1, BRAF, AFF3, and SNX25 were
enriched within the APC-WT CRC patients, suggesting a
latent mechanism for activating WNT/beta-catenin. Prior
studies indicated that CTNNB1 alternations were mutually
exclusive with APC mutations, which may replace APC
mutation to be the initiator genomic alteration in CRC
development [36]. As an oncogenic gene for β-catenin
mediated tumorigenesis, AFF3 can act on transcription and
RNA splicing in some aggressive cancer [37]. On the other
hand, mutations of PCDHB7 co-occurred in the APC-WT
subgroup. Expression of the protocadherin genes such as
PCDHB7 may reduce WNT signaling to β-catenin and
protein expression of the stem cell marker [38]. �ese ex-
clusive alternations to APC mutations might lead to more
robust WNT activation and worse overall outcome.

To date, in-depth immunogenomic analyses with tumor-
in�ltrating lymphocytes in tumor microenvironments are
proven to activate tumor immunogenicity. �e enrichment

of several adverse prognostic gene mutations in the Wnt
signaling pathway is ubiquitous in tumorigenesis and cancer
development [18]. In turn, recruitment of tumor-in�ltrating
T cells is reduced for mediating immune escape [39]. In this
study, we also observed lower percentage of NK T cell, Treg
cells, and �broblasts cells and more high-grade immune
subtypes (C2–C4) in the APC-WT group at non-MSI-H
status compared with the APC-MT group. No signi�cant
di�erences were observed with patients at MSI-H status.

Our study involved several limitations. First, most of the
patients in our studies were MSI-L, which might cause some
statistical bias. Second, some of clinical diagnostic data such
as cancer stage and tumor subtype were lacking, which
cannot give a more in-depth analysis on the di�erences of
the clinical characteristics. �ird, due to lack of su«cient
PFS and OS data in our real-world practice, we used public
TCGA or MSKCC datasets to evaluate the predictive role of
APC mutations on clinical response.

In summary, APC mutations are associated with poor
outcomes of immunotherapy in CRC patients regardless of
MSI status. Compared with APC-MT CRC tumors, APC-
WT tumors presented more genomic alterations for acti-
vating the WNT signaling pathway. Our data suggest APC
gene mutations might be a potential predictor to identify
CRC patients who can bene�t from immunotherapy.
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Objective. Colorectal cancer (CRC) is globally one of the most often diagnosed cancers with high mortality rates. is study aimed
to explore novel biomarkers for the diagnosis and prognosis of CRC. Methods. We collected 4 datasets about CRC in GEO and
sought di�erentially expressed genes (DEGs) with GEO2R. Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 19 (LRRC19) expression was
assessed through the Oncomine and TIMER database analyses, which was further con�rmed by qRT-PCR of CRC samples. We
used online survival analysis tools (GEPIA, PrognoScan, and Kaplan–Meier plotter) to examine the prognostic value of LRRC19 in
CRC and other malignancies. GO and KEGG enrichment analyses were employed to explore the biological functions of LRRC19.
Finally, we conducted network prediction by STRING and further validation on the GEPIA to discover other molecules that might
interact with LRRC19. Results. A total of 21 upregulated and 46 downregulated DEGs were identi�ed from the 4 datasets.  e
TIMER and Oncomine online analyses showed lower mRNA of LRRC19 in CRC tissues compared with adjacent normal tissues,
which was validated by qRT-PCR in CRC patient samples.  e survival analysis through the GEPIA and PrognoScan websites
revealed that low LRRC19 expression was signi�cantly correlated with poor prognosis in CRC patients.  e Kaplan–Meier plotter
survival analysis indicated that low LRRC19 expression was signi�cantly associated with the disease progression of patients with
ovarian cancer, gastric cancer, breast cancer, and lung cancer.  e enrichment analysis suggested that low expression of LRRC19
could be involved in the retinol metabolism and the zymogen granule membrane. rough STRING and GEPIA, it was found that
LRRC19 is clearly associated with ZCCHC10, MOB3B, IMMP2L, and TRMT11. Conclusion. LRRC19 mRNA was prominently
decreased in human CRC tissues and was signi�cantly associated with shorter survival in CRC patients. LRRC19 might serve as a
possible target for early diagnosis and prognosis assessment in CRC.

1. Introduction

Among the most commonly diagnosed cancers, colorectal
cancer (CRC) ranked third in men and second in women,
with an estimated 1.4 million cases and 693,900 deaths in
2012 worldwide [1]. Although investigators have tried hard
to uncover the molecular mechanism of occurrence and
progression of CRC, it has not been thoroughly illustrated.
 erefore, it is necessary to further explore CRC-related

genes and pathways, which helps not only to unravel the
molecular mechanism of the tumorigenesis and develop-
ment of CRC but also to guide the development of hopeful
diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers and optimal thera-
peutic strategies [2].

 e past few years of research obtained increased tumor
biomarkers related to the progression or prognosis of human
cancers. A number of above-mentioned biomarkers have
been assessed in CRC patients, such as BRAF, KRAS, NRAS,
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and MMR [3–5]. +e gene chip detection technique, which
can recognize all genes within the same sample time-point
expression information, is generally used to screen differ-
entially expressed genes (DEGs). Publicly available data-
bases, including the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) and
+e Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), have stored huge
amounts of core microarray data about the relationship
between genes and cancers at the gene level [6, 7]. +erefore,
a mass of gene expression profiles and prognostic bio-
markers have been accumulated regarding CRC. However,
as a result of independent sample heterogeneity, the out-
comes were different or limited. To address these defi-
ciencies, our study used the method of integrated
bioinformatics with expression profiling techniques to
recognize steady biomarkers for CRC.

We employed four microarray datasets (GSE215108,
GSE225989, GSE2387810, and GSE4132811) to screen DEGs
in CRC tissues by virtue of the GEO2R tool and Venn di-
agram software [8–11]. As a result, we found that LRRC19
mRNA was significantly downregulated in CRC samples
compared with adjacent normal tissues. Based on the
microarray findings, qRT-PCR was performed for further
expression validation and to explore the association between
the expression level of LRRC19 and the clinicopathological
features. +en, a combination of online databases (including
GEIPA, UALCAN, and Kaplan–Meier plotter) was further
performed to assess the correlation between LRRC19 ex-
pression and survival in CRC patients. Meanwhile, the
analyses of Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of
Gene and Genome (KEGG) enriched pathways were also
conducted for annotation and visualization with LRRC19
potential function. Finally, a network of LRRC19 interac-
tions with other molecules was predicated in the STRING
and GEPIA databases (Figure 1(a)).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data Resource and Description. Original data between
CRC tumor and nontumor samples were downloaded from

the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; https://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/) database, and four gene expression profiles
(GSE21510, GSE22598, GSE23878, and GSE41328) were
elected [12].+e array data of GSE21510 comprised 104 CRC
and 44 adjacent normal tissues [8]. GSE22598 included 17
CRC and 17 adjacent normal tissue samples [9]. GSE23878
consisted of 35GC and 24 adjacent normal tissue samples
[10]. Finally, GSE41328 contained 10 CRC and 10 adjacent
normal tissue samples [11].

2.2. Data Preprocessing of DEGs. +e GEO2R (https://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/geo2r/) online analysis tool was used
to screen differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between
CRC and adjacent normal tissues [7]. +e adjusted P values
were applied to correct the occurrence of false-positive
results using the Benjamini and Hochberg false discovery
rate method by default [13].+e fold change (FC) of LRRC19
was evaluated by log transformation. |logFC|> 1 and ad-
justed P< 0.01 were regarded as the screened threshold.
Subsequently, the Venn software was used online (https://
bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/Venn/) to recognize
the original data among the four datasets and to reveal the
commonly expressed DEGs.

2.3. LRRC19mRNAExpressionAnalysis acrossOncomine and
TIMER. +eLRRC19 gene expression levels in various types
of cancers were identified via the Oncomine database and
the TIMER database. +e summarization of LRRC19 ex-
pression in different tumor samples and its specific ex-
pression in CRC specimens compared with adjacent normal
tissues were analyzed via the Oncomine portal (https://www.
oncomine.org) [14]. +e cutoff values were a P value of 0.01,
fold change of 1.5, top 10% gene ranking, and the data had to
be from mRNA. +e fold change in LRRC19 expression in
various datasets is given in Table 1. We also analyzed
LRRC19 expression in different types of cancer via the
Tumor IMmune Estimation Resource (TIMER) database
(https://timer.cistrome.org) [15].
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Figure 1: Flowchart and Venn diagram of DEGs. (a) Flowchart. (b) LRRC19 expression level in 4 GEO databases. (c) 46 DEGs
downregulated in the four datasets (log2FC≤−2). Different colors meant different datasets.+e overlapped areas show the number of DEGs
among GSE21510, GSE22598, GSE23878, and GSE41328.
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2.4. Patients and Tissue Specimens. Tumor tissues from 56
CRC cancer patients were collected between May 2020 and
February 2021 at Shengzhou People’s Hospital and subjected
to quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR)
analysis. Fifteen of these tissues had adjacent normal
samples for control. Our experiments were in accordance
with the ethical standards formulated in the Helsinki
Declaration. +is study was authorized by the Ethics
Committee of Shengzhou People’s Hospital Health
Authority.

2.5.QuantitativeReal-TimePCR(qRT-PCR). Total RNA was
extracted from CRC tissues using TRIzol reagent (+er-
moFisher Scientific, USA). Subsequently, the cDNA was
amplified by a Reverse Transcriptional Kit (Promega, USA).
+e real-time PCR was performed using SYBR Premix Ex
Taq II (Takara Bio Inc., Otsu, Japan) by an ABI 7500 Fast
Real-Time PCR System (+ermoFisher Scientific, USA).
GAPDH was employed as the internal reference to control,
and the mRNA level was evaluated using a threshold cycle
value, for which the formula was 2−ΔΔCT, where ΔCT� (CT
(target gene)-CT (GAPDH)). +e primers used were as
follows: LRRC19: forward: 5′-ATGAAAGTCA-
CAGGCATCACAATCC-3′ and reverse: 5′-ATTTTCTT-
CACATAATTCATGGATA-3′; and GAPDH: forward: 5′-
TCGACAGTCAGCCGCATCTTCTTT-3′ and reverse: 5′-
ACCAAATCCGTTGACTCCGACCTT-3′.

2.6. Immunohistochemistry. Immunohistochemistry was
performed as previously described [16]. Anti-LRRC19 an-
tibody was used to detect protein expression in myocardial
tissue. +e Olympus microscope was used to capture images
at 200 magnification, and 3 fields of view of each sample
were randomly selected to quantify the relative intensity of
protein staining.

2.7. Survival Analysis in CRC via GEPIA and PrognoScan.
+e PrognoScan database (https://dna00.bio.kyutech.ac.jp/
PrognoScan/index.html) was utilized to analyze the corre-
lation between LRRC19 expression and survival in various
types of cancers [17]. Associations between gene expression
and patient prognosis, such as overall survival (OS) and
disease-free survival (DFS), were searched on the Progno-
Scan site. +e threshold was defined as a Cox P value <0.05.
Subsequently, the correlation between LRRC19 expression
and overall survival of CRC patients was explored on the
GEPIA website (https://gepia.cancer-pku.cn/) using COAD-
TCGA and READ-TCGA. GEPIA is a Web-based tool to
deliver fast and customizable functionalities based on TCGA
and GTEx data [18].

2.8. Survival Analysis in Patients with Malignancies through
the Kaplan–Meier Plotter. +e Kaplan–Meier Plotter
(https://kmplot.com/analysis/) is an online tool containing
the survival information (including OS, RFS, PPS, DMPS,
FP, or PFS) of patients with breast cancer, lung cancer,
gastric cancer, or ovarian cancer. It can estimate the effect of
54,675 genes on survival using 10,461 cancer samples. We
used the Kaplan–Meier plotter to analyze the relationship
between LRRC19 expression and survival in breast, ovarian,
lung, and gastric cancers [19]. +e log-rank P value and
hazard ratio (HR) with 95% confidence intervals were also
calculated.

2.9. GO and KEGG Pathway Enrichment Analysis. +e GO
(https://www.geneontology.org) database can provide
functional classification for genomic data, including bio-
logical process (BP), cellular component (CC), and mo-
lecular function (MF) [20]. It is a widely used annotating tool
of genes and gene products.+e Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes
and Genomes (KEGG, https://www.genome.ad.jp/kegg/)

Table 1: Oncomine analysis of LRRC19 mRNA expression in colorectal cancer.

Cohort no. Cohort Microarray Sample (n) Fold change P value
1 Hong colorectal mRNA Colorectal carcinoma vs. normal −12.606 1.87E− 32

2 Skrzypczak colorectal 2

mRNA Colon carcinoma epithelia vs. normal −4.523 5.01E− 11
mRNA Colon adenoma epithelia vs. normal −3.598 5.64E− 09
mRNA Colon carcinoma vs. normal −5.626 1.02E− 08
mRNA Colon adenoma vs. normal −6.367 8.55E− 07

3 Kaiser colon

mRNA Colon mucinous adenocarcinoma vs. normal −10.541 3.22E− 08
mRNA Cecum adenocarcinoma vs. normal −5.335 8.25E− 08
mRNA Colon adenocarcinoma vs. normal −4.466 5.5E− 10
mRNA Rectal adenocarcinoma vs. normal −5.807 0.0000303
mRNA Rectosigmoid adenocarcinoma vs. normal −6.676 0.0000224

4 Gaedeke colorectal mRNA Rectal adenocarcinoma vs. normal −7.798 3.04E− 35

5 Skrzypczak colorectal mRNA Colorectal adenocarcinoma vs. normal −2.757 3.71E− 14
mRNA Colorectal carcinoma vs. normal −4.481 1.74E− 10

6 Sabates–Bellver colon mRNA Colon adenoma vs. normal −2.58 5.24E− 13
mRNA Rectal adenoma vs. normal −2.955 0.000167

7 TCGA colorectal

mRNA Colon mucinous adenocarcinoma vs. normal −11.699 2.11E− 13
mRNA Rectal adenocarcinoma vs. normal −7.875 8.12E− 15
mRNA Cecum adenocarcinoma vs. normal −8.857 4.47E− 10
mRNA Colon adenocarcinoma vs. normal −6.529 3.42E− 13
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database is a networked website designed for genic function
analysis, annotation, and visualization [21]. In this study,
GO enrichment analysis and KEGG pathway analysis were
performed using the “enrichplot” package in R software
(https://www.R-project.org/) to explore the biological
functions of LRRC19. A P value <0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

2.10. Gene CorrelationAnalysis of LRRC19. To identify other
molecules that might have a relationship with LRRC19, pro-
tein-protein interaction analysis (PPI) was performed using the
STRING database (https://string-db.org/). +en, we used the
online database GEPIA for further gene expression correlation
analysis, which was performed on +e Cancer Genome Atlas
(TCGA) expression data. Spearman’s correlation analysis was
conducted, the nonlog scale was used for calculation, and the
log-scale axis was used for visualization.

2.11. Statistical Analysis. All data were analyzed using the
SPSS statistical package (version 17.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL,
USA). +e associations between LRRC19 expression and
clinicopathological characteristics were evaluated by the chi-
square tests and Spearman’s correlation analysis. Student’s
t-test was performed to compare the expression of LRRC19
between CRC and adjacent normal tissues. Data were an-
alyzed by GraphPad Prism software and presented as
mean± SD indicated in the figure legends. P< 0.05 was
considered to denote a statistically significant difference.

3. Results

3.1. DEG Filtering. Four GSE datasets were obtained from
the GEO database as follows: GSE21510, GSE22598,
GSE23878, and GSE41328 (Table 2). +rough analysis
conducted using the GEO2R online tool with the cutoff
criterion of adjusted P< 0.05 and |log2FC|≥ 2, the results

showed that GSE21510 consisted of 955 DEGs, GSE22598
included 342 DEGs, GSE23878 contained 481 DEGs, and
GSE41328 contained 206 DEGs. Finally, the commonly
expressed 67 DEGs, including 21 upregulated and 46 down-
regulated genes, were discovered in the CRC tissues compared
with the paracarcinoma tissue by Venn software in the four
datasets (Table 3, Figure 1(c), and Figures S1(A) and S1(B)). Of
the above genes, we found that LRRC19 was one of the
downregulated genes in CRC samples (Figure 1(b)) and its
character in CRC was unclear. As a result, LRRC19 was ul-
timately selected for further study.

3.2. mRNA Expression Levels of LRRC19 in Different Types of
Human Cancers. +e Oncomine database analysis proved
that LRRC19 mRNA expression in CRC was reduced
according to 19 of 23 analyses compared with the normal
tissues (Figure 2(a) and Table 1). Additionally, LRRC19
mRNA expression was lower in breast cancer, cervical
cancer, kidney cancer, and pancreatic cancer. Meanwhile,
higher expression levels were observed in esophageal cancer,
leukemia, and lymphoma in some datasets.

To further assess LRRC19 expression in human cancers,
we detected LRRC19 expression using the TIMER database
(Figure 2(b)). +e discriminate expression between the
tumor and adjacent normal tissues for LRRC19 across most
tumors is shown in Figure 2(b). LRRC19 expression was
obviously lower in colon adenocarcinoma (COAD), kidney
chromophobe (KICH), kidney renal clear cell carcinoma
(KIRC), kidney renal papillary cell carcinoma (KIRP), liver
hepatocellular carcinoma (LIHC), lung adenocarcinoma
(LUAD), lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC), and rectum
adenocarcinoma (READ) compared with adjacent normal
tissues. Nevertheless, LRRC19 expression was obviously
higher in esophageal carcinoma (ESCA), head and neck
cancer (HNSC), and stomach adenocarcinoma (STAD)
compared with adjacent normal tissues.

Table 2: Detailed information of the four GEO datasets.

ID Contributor(s), year Tumor Nontumor Platform

GSE21510 Tsukamoto et al., 2010 104 44 Affymetrix Human Genome
U133 Plus 2.0 Array

GSE22598 Okazaki et al., 2010 17 17 Affymetrix Human Genome
U133 Plus 2.0 Array

GSE23878 Uddin et al., 2010 35 24 Affymetrix Human Genome
U133 Plus 2.0 Array

GSE41328 Lin et al., 2012 10 10 Affymetrix Human Genome
U133 Plus 2.0 Array

Table 3: All 67 commonly differentially expressed genes (DEGs).

DEGs Total Gene name

Upregulated 21 CDH3, MMP7, TRIB3, FOXQ1, MMP3, INHBA, NFE2L3, CEMIP, AZGP1, CLDN2, CXCL8, DPEP1, ASCL2,
AJUBA, CLDN1, EPHX4, COL11A1, CTHRC1, MMP1, CRNDE, KRT23

Downregulated 46

LGALS2, NR3C2, SPIB, HSD17B2, ABCG2, ZG16, GUCA2B, CHP2, SCARA5, CLCA4, DHRS11, AKR1B10,
ARL14, CA4, NXPE4, SCIN, TSPAN7, CA2, FCGBP, PKIB, ANPEP, CEACAM7, ABCA8, MUC2, BEST2,

SLC51B, ADH1B, AQP8, GCG, CD177, MS4A12, PCK1, ADH1C, HEPACAM2, UGT2A3, GCNT2, LRRC19,
SCNN1B, C2orf88, LAMA1, BEST4, CA1, SI, GUCA2A, DHRS9, CA7
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3.3. Validation of the mRNA Expression Pattern of LRRC19 in
CRC Clinical Samples. +e aforementioned pancancer
analysis of LRRC19 expression showed that it was sig-
nificantly lower in CRC tissues compared with adjacent
normal tissues. To further confirm the distinguishing
LRRC19 mRNA expression in patients after radical re-
section for CRC, we performed qRT-PCR on 15 paired
CRC and noncancerous colorectal tissues (Figure S1(C)).
+e results further confirmed the significantly lower ex-
pression of LRRC19 mRNA in CRC, compared with ad-
jacent normal tissues (P< 0.001, Figure 3(a)). +e result of
qRT-PCR was further confirmed through the UALCAN
website (Figures 3(b) and 3(c)) (for subtype analysis,
Figure S2), which is an interactive Web portal for

analyzing cancer transcriptome data based on the TCGA
gene expression data [22].

3.4. Validation of the Immunohistochemistry of LRRC19 in
CRC Clinical Samples. Furthermore, we collected tumor
samples from patients with colorectal cancer and normal tissues
adjacent to the tumor for pathological sections and used im-
munohistochemistry to evaluate the expression of LRRC19 in
colorectal cancer. As a result, as shown in Figure 4, we could
establish that LRRC19 expression was also significantly reduced
in CRC samples compared with adjacent normal control tissues.
+is indicated that LRRC19 was also significantly decreased
in human CRC tissue at the protein function level.
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Figure 2: LRRC19 expression levels in different types of human cancers. (a) Increased or decreased LRRC19 in datasets of different cancers
compared with normal tissues in the Oncomine database. (b) Human LRRC19 expression levels in different tumor types from the TCGA
database determined by TIMER (∗P< 0.05, ∗∗P< 0.01, ∗∗∗P< 0.001).
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Figure 3: LRRC19 expression was decreased in colorectal cancer specimens at mRNA. (a) +e average LRRC19 expression± SD for all
studied tumors and their corresponding normal tissues (P< 0.001). Y-axis, the mean relative expression level of LRRC19 expression
normalized to normal tissues, GAPDH as an internal control. (b)-(c) +e mRNA expression of LRRC19 analyzed using TCGA-COAD and
TCGA-READ datasets through UALCAN website.
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3.5. Correlation of LRRC19 Expression with the Clinicopath-
ological Factors of CRC. +e LRRC19 mRNA levels in 56
CRC tissues were further correlated with the clinicopath-
ological characteristics of CRC (Table 4). Based on the av-
erage value of LRRC19 mRNA level, there were 30 patients

with high LRRC19 expression and 26 patients with low LRRC19
expression. LRRC19 expression was negatively associated with T
stage (P � 0.038) and N stage (P � 0.047). Meanwhile, no
important correlation was discovered between LRRC19 ex-
pression and other clinicopathological features, including age
(P � 0.589), gender (P � 0.278), tumor location (P � 0.399),
pathology stage (P � 0.104), and M stage (P � 0.211).

3.6. Association of Lower LRRC19 Expression with the Shorter
Survival of CRC Patients. We used the TCGA database
through the GEIPA website to study the correlation between
LRRC19 mRNA expression and the survival of patients with
CRC (data based on COAD and READmodules).+e results
showed that low levels of LRRC19mRNA expression in CRC
tissues were significantly correlated with poorer overall
survival (OS) (P< 0.059) among patients with CRC
(Figures 5(a) and 5(b)). Subsequently, LRRC19 expression
was assessed by means of the PrognoScan website and was
remarkably found to significantly affect the prognosis of
CRC patients. Two cohorts (GSE17536 and GSE14333) (30,
31) containing 226 specimens at different stages of CRC
proved that low LRRC19 expression was markedly related to
poorer prognosis (OS HR� 0.84, 95% CI� 0.72 to 0.98, Cox
P � 0.025916; DFS HR� 0.75, 95% CI� 0.61 to 0.92, Cox
P � 0.005594; DSS HR� 0.80, 95% CI� 0.68 to 0.95, Cox
P � 0.011420; DFS HR� 0.78, 95% CI� 0.68 to 0.89, Cox
P � 0.000287) (Figures 5(c)–5(f)). +ereby, it can be con-
jectured that low LRRC19 expression is an independent risk
factor and indicates poor prognosis in CRC patients. +e
lower the expression of LRRC19, the worse the shorter
survival of CRC patients.

3.7. Lower LRRC19 Expression Displays Poorer Prognosis of
Patients with Malignancies. To further evaluate the prog-
nostic potential of LRRC19 in different cancers, we used the
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Figure 4: LRRC19 expression decreased in colorectal cancer specimens at protein. Expression levels of LRRC19 protein in adenocarcinoma
samples from patients with colorectal cancer (rectum, n� 9) and colorectal cancer (colon, n� 9) and in adjacent normal tissues (muscularis,
mucosal) (200x).

Table 4: Association between LRRC19 mRNA and clinicopatho-
logical factors in CRC patients.

Characteristics Total
(N� 56)

LRRC19 mRNA
P

valueLow
(n� 26)

High
(n� 30)

Age 0.589
≤65 22 9 13
>65 34 17 17

Gender 0.278
Male 33 13 20
Female 23 13 10

Tumor location 0.399
Colon 19 7 12
Rectum 37 19 18

Pathology stage 0.104
I 0 0 0
II 29 9 20
III 27 15 12

T stage 0.038
T1 1 0 1
T2 9 2 7
T3 31 13 18
T4 15 11 4

N stage 0.047
N0 34 12 22
N1 12 6 6
N2 10 8 2

M stage 0.211
M0 54 24 30
M1 2 2 0
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Kaplan–Meier plotter database to evaluate the LRRC19
prognostic significance in four types of cancer, including
breast cancer, ovarian cancer, lung cancer, and gastric cancer
(Figure 6). Interestingly, poor prognosis in ovarian cancer
(OS HR� 0.77, 95% CI� 0.68 to 0.88, P � 0.00013; PFS
HR� 0.75, 95% CI� 0.66 to 0.87, P � 8.3e − 05) and gastric
cancer (OS HR� 0.72, 95% CI� 0.59 to 0.88, P � 0.0013; FP
HR� 0.72, 95% CI� 0.57 to 0.9, P � 0.0036) was shown to
correlate with lower LRRC19 expression (Figures 6(a)–6(d)).
Meanwhile, low LRRC19 expression was correlated with
poor prognosis of RFS in BRCA and had less influence onOS
(Figures 6(e) and 6(f )). However, low LRRC19 expression
was correlated with a better prognosis of FP in lung cancer
(Figures 6(g) and 6(h)). +ese results revealed that lower
LRRC19 was significantly associated with the prognosis of
patients with malignancies, including breast cancer, lung
cancer, gastric cancer, and ovarian cancer. In addition,
increased or decreased LRRC19 expression has different
prognostic effects according to the cancer type.

3.8. Gene Ontology Function Enrichment Analysis of LRRC19
in CRC. To identify the biological significance and function
of LRRC19, we performed an enrichment analysis for
LRRC19 (Figure 7).+e GO enrichment analysis showed the
functional roles of LRRC19 in three ways, including bio-
logical process (BP), cellular components (CC), and

molecular function (MF). For biological processes, our re-
sults revealed that LRRC19 was largely involved in anti-
microbial humoral response, chloride transmembrane
transport, chloride transport, inorganic anion transmem-
brane transport, and inorganic anion transport in COAD.
Meanwhile, in READ, LRRC19 mainly took part in immune
response-activating cell surface receptor signaling pathway,
immune response-activating signal transduction, humoral
immune response, complement activation, classical path-
way, humoral immune response mediated by circulating
immunoglobulin, complement activation, immunoglobulin-
mediated immune response, B-cell-mediated immunity,
and lymphocyte-mediated immunity. For cellular compo-
nents, both COAD and READ revealed that downregulated
LRRC19 was associated with apical part of cell, apical plasma
membrane, anchored component of membrane, zymogen
granule, NADPH oxidase complex, and zymogen granule
membrane. For molecular function, downregulated LRRC19
was principally enriched in chloride transmembrane
transporter activity, inorganic anion transmembrane
transporter activity, protein serine/threonine phosphatase
inhibitor activity, superoxide-generating NAD(P)H oxidase
activity, and intracellular calcium-activated chloride channel
activity in COAD. At the same time, LRRC19 was mainly
enriched in antigen binding, immunoglobulin receptor
binding, chloride transmembrane transporter activity, su-
peroxide-generating NAD(P)H oxidase activity, and
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Figure 5: Correlation between LRRC19 expression and survival of CRC patients. (a)-(b) Survival curves of OS and DFS in the database of
TCGA through GEIPA website. (c)–(f ) Kaplan–Meier survival curves of OS, DSS, and DFS compared the high and low expressions of
LRRC19 in two colorectal cancer cohorts (GSE17536 (n� 177) and GSE14333 (n� 226)) on the PrognoScan website. OS, overall survival;
DFS, disease-free survival; DSS, disease-specific survival.
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Figure 6: Kaplan–Meier survival curves comparing the high and low expressions of LRRC19 in different types of cancer in the
Kaplan–Meier plotter databases. (a)-(b) OS and PFS survival curves of ovarian cancer (n� 1,657, n� 1,436). (c)-(d) OS and FP survival
curves of gastric cancer (n� 881, n� 645). (e)-(f ) OS and RFS survival curves of breast cancer (n� 1,402, n� 3,955). (g)-(h) OS and FP
survival curves of lung cancer (n� 1,927, n� 982). OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; FP, first progression; RFS, relapse-free
survival.
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intracellular calcium-activated chloride channel activity in
READ (for immune subtype, Figure S3).

3.9. KEGG Pathway Enrichment Analysis of LRRC19 in CRC.
+e KEGG pathway analysis revealed that LRRC19 was
enriched in pancreatic secretion, bile secretion, pentose and
glucuronate interconversions, drug metabolism-cytochrome
P450, retinol metabolism, metabolism of xenobiotics by
cytochrome P450, and chemical carcinogenesis in COAD
(Figure 8(a)). In READ, we revealed that LRRC19 was
enriched in pancreatic secretion, nitrogen metabolism,
retinol metabolism, bile secretion, and proximal tubule
bicarbonate reclamation (Figure 8(b)). Remarkably, our data
support that LRRC19 plays an important role by regulating
the above cancer-related signaling pathways.

3.10. Forecast and Explanation of Associations between
LRRC19 and Other Molecular Networks. To determine the
other molecules that might have an association with
LRRC19, we applied an interaction network prediction using
the STRING database (https://string-db.org) and further
evaluation in the GEPIA database to increase the authen-
ticity of the result (Figure 9). According to the results, a total
of 7 candidate proteins (ARMCX3, IMMP2L, MOB3B,
TRMT11, TUSC1, ZCCHC10, and TMEM214) might have
an interaction with LRRC19 in this study (Figure 9(a)).
Afterwards, we sought for the relationship between LRRC19
and 7 molecules in the GEPIA database. We used the non-
log scale for calculation and the log-scale axis for visuali-
zation. +e results indicated that the estimates for both
database sites were partially congruent (Figures 9(b)–9(h)).
We found that ZCCHC10 and MOB3B were positively
correlated with LRRC19 (Pearson’s correlation coefficient:
R> 0.3; Figures 9(b) and 9(d)), whereas IMMP2L and
TRMT11 were negatively correlated with LRRC19 (Pearson’s
correlation coefficient R<−0.3; Figures 9(e) and 9(h)), but
there is no obvious linear relationship between TUSC1,
ARMCX3, and TMEM214 with LRRC19 based on the
current data (−0.3≤R≤ 0.3; Figures 9(c), 9(f), and 9(g)).

4. Discussion

During the past several decades, dietary, lifestyle, inflam-
matory infection, medication risk factors, and genetics have
been confirmed to be involved in the generation and pro-
gression of CRC; however, the detailed molecular mecha-
nism remains unclear [23]. Even though important
advancements have been made in terms of looking into the
underlying mechanisms associated with the diagnosis,
treatment, and prognosis estimation of CRC, more optimal
and new CRC biomarkers are yet in urgent need. +us, in
our study, we utilized bioinformatic tools to analyze four
GEO datasets to screen more effective proto-oncogenes or
tumor suppressors. We picked out LRRC19 as a potential
tumor suppressor gene for its significant downregulation of
mRNA levels in CRC tissues, as well as its largely unknown
status in most of the tumors including CRC. More im-
portantly, compared with previous studies, we further

screened potential hub genes [24] that play important bi-
ological functions in CRC by adding an important dataset
(GSE21510, which has the most CRC samples).

LRRC19, a functional transmembrane receptor, belongs
to the mammalian protein subgroup of singleton LRR-only
group within the LRR family [25, 26]. Except for LRRC19,
the mammalian protein subgroup also contains 14 kinds of
leucine-rich repeat (LRR) proteins, such as LRRC17,
LRRC25, and Lrg1. In postmenopausal women, the low
plasma level of LRRC17 was considered as an independent
risk factor for osteoporotic fractures [27]. In addition, in
ovarian cancer, LRRC17 also acts as a prognostic gene as it
regulates cancer cell viability via the p53 pathway [28].
Hoffman et al. proposed that LRRC25 might increase the
risk of breast cancer, given that elevated LRRC25 leads to an
enhanced inflammatory response [29]. Zhang and colleagues
found that overexpressed LRG1 could induce the EMT
process and angiogenesis in colorectal cancer [30]. However,
only few studies have been conducted on the LRRC19 in
human tumors. +is study showed that the LRRC19 protein
appears to be specifically expressed in the kidney, spleen, and
intestine [31]. Liu et al. reported that the reduced expression
of LRRC19 was an independent risk factor for OS and
LRRC19 could serve as a novel biomarker for prognosis and
adjuvant treatment of selenium [32]. Chai et al. proposed
that LRRC19 can activate NF-kB and induce the expression
of pro-inflammatory cytokines and is involved in the re-
sponse to local inflammation [31]. Cao et al. reported that
LRRC19 is associated with enteritis, colitis, and colitis-as-
sociated tumorigenesis in Lrrc19 KOmice [33]. LRRC19 was
also mentioned for its therapeutic potential in pressure
ulcers, by promoting NF-kB-dependent pro-inflammatory
response [34]. +e latest research demonstrated that
LRRC19 can increase the permeability of the gut epithelial
barrier by degrading PKC to reduce the expression of ZO-1,
ZO-3, and occludin [35].

In our study, we first evaluated LRRC19 mRNA ex-
pression in human CRC using data from the TIMER and
Oncomine online tools. +e results displayed that LRRC19
mRNA expression was dramatically reduced in CRC tissues
compared with adjacent normal tissues, which was further
verified by the qPCR result for paired clinical samples. +e
above results of LRRC19 differential expression were im-
mediately confirmed by the UALCAN website. +ese
findings revealed that the expression of LRRC19 mRNA was
significantly decreased in CRC tissues, which might be
necessary for the occurrence and progression of CRC.
Subsequently, we also investigated the association between
LRRC19 mRNA with the clinicopathological characteristics
in CRC patients. LRRC19 expression was negatively related
to T stage (P � 0.038) and N stage (P � 0.047) and showed
no significant difference in age, gender, tumor location,
pathology stage, and M stage between the two groups. In
addition, we adopted the GEPIA and PrognoScan websites
to assess the prognostic value of LRRC19 expression. Our
research revealed that reduced LRRC19 expression was
markedly associated with shorter OS, DFS, or DSS in CRC
patients. +ese data remind us that downregulated LRRC19
might be a general event in CRC and a beneficial biomarker
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for the prognosis of CRC patients. Further survival analysis
in four human common cancers (including breast cancer,
lung cancer, gastric cancer, and ovarian cancer) inferred that
lower LRRC19 expression significantly correlates with
poorer progression (including OS, RFS, PPS, DMPS, FP, or
PFS) in patients, suggesting the potential value of lower
LRRC19 expression on prognostic prediction.

To further clarify the biological functions of LRRC19 in
CRC, GO and KEGG pathway analyses were carried out
(Figures 7 and 8). Overall, our analysis suggested that low

expression of LRRC19 could be mainly involved in the
transmembrane transport, immune response, NADPH ox-
idase complex, zymogen granule membrane, and retinol
metabolism, leading to the tumorigenesis and progression of
CRC. Among the identified pathways, retinol metabolism
pathway took part in CRC occurrence, and the incidence of
CRC was associated with lower serum levels of retinol [36].
Of the screened biological processes, the immune response
has also been found to be implicated in colorectal cancer
[37, 38], which offers us a new research direction of
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Figure 9: Network prediction and annotation of LRRC19 with other molecules. (a) Seven candidate molecules might have an interaction
with LRRC19. (b)–(h) +e GEPIA database showed that the above candidate molecules might be associated with LRRC19. (b)–(d) Positive
relation (R> 0). (e)–(h) Negative relation (R< 0).
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anticancer therapeutic approach via immune checkpoint
inhibition. Chai et al. also verified that LRRC19 can be
involved in the response to local inflammation [31]. For
cellular components, NADPH oxidase and zymogen granule
have long been recognized as essential factors in colorectal
carcinogenesis and development. For instance, upregulated
NOX4 predicts poor prognosis and facilitates tumor pro-
gression in CRC [39]. Meng et al. proved that zymogen
granule protein 16 (ZG16) regulates PD-L1 expression and
immune response in CRC [40]. Furthermore, LRRC19 is
involved in a number of molecular functions related to
tumor progression, such as protein serine/threonine phos-
phatase inhibitor activity and superoxide-generating
NAD(P)H oxidase activity. +e above study indicates that
LRRC19 participates in many biological processes involving
tumorigenesis and progression.

However, through GO and KEGG enrichment analyses,
we also found some interesting points. It can be seen that in
terms of BP and MF in the GO enrichment analysis, in
COAD, the function of LRRC19 is more closely related to
some ion transport; in READ, the relationship between
LRRC19 and immune activation is stronger. However, in the
CC plate, the functions performed by LRRC19 are relatively
close. We speculate that, at the functional level, LRRC19 has
different biases in COAD and READ, which may be related
to their specific locations, but LRRC19, as a functional
transmembrane receptor, naturally has greater similarities in
cellular components. However, when several types of
molecules with different functional tendencies are enriched
in the KEGG pathway, it can be seen that their main
functions are similar in COAD and READ, which is also in
line with the characteristics of LRRC19 transmembrane
transporter, which is related to the secretion of various
substances, metabolic hooks.

Finally, to discern the other molecules that might in-
teract with LRRC19, we carried out a network prediction of
LRRC19 with other molecules in the STRING database along
with further validation on the GEPIAwebsite.We found that
LRRC19 might interact with ZCCHC10, MOB3B, IMMP2L,
and TRMT11. Some of these known or predicted interacted
genes had been reported to be oncogenes or tumor sup-
pressor genes. For example, for zinc finger CCHC-type-
containing 10 (ZCCHC10), acting as a direct target of miR-
410-3p in CRC, miR-410-3p-mediated ZCCHC10 sup-
pression can facilitate the EMT process, cell migration, and
invasion of CRC cells by means of regulating NF-κB acti-
vation [41]. ZCCHC10 can also inhibit lung cancer pro-
gression and cisplatin resistance through reducing MDM2-
mediated p53 ubiquitination and degradation [42]. +ese
shreds of evidence underline that ZCCHC10 plays its role as
a tumor suppressor gene in CRC and lung cancer.

Meanwhile, ZCCHC10, which may have a positive linear
relationship with LRRC19, can reduce the ubiquitination
and degradation of p53 and inhibit EMTand cell migration.
MASPIN, which is also closely related to p53 in CRC, can
also inhibit tumor proliferation and has antiangiogenic and
proapoptotic properties. Coincidentally, MASPIN is a useful
tool for identifying tumor buds and, through examining the
subcellular localization of its staining, for evaluating EMT in

CRC. Cytoplasmic MASPIN positivity is associated with the
best prognosis, but nuclear MASPIN positivity is associated
with the shortest survival time and high invasion [43, 44].
+erefore, we speculate that there may be a connection
between LRRC19 and MASPIN, and this connection may
make LRRC19 assist MASPIN in the molecular classification
of CRC. However, the biological function and detailed
molecular mechanism of LRRC19 in CRC should be further
handled in future studies.

All in all, our research has certain novel and exciting
findings, which may help other researchers in the field or
scholars interested in this direction. For example, the low
expression of LRRC19 may be mainly involved in biological
processes such as transmembrane transport and immune
response, which can provide the possibility of in-depth
research for the majority of scholars. Second, we screened
several molecular markers that may be directly related to
LRRC19 by combining STRING and GEPIA databases,
which also provide a bridge for further exploration of the
detailed molecular mechanism of LRRC19.

5. Conclusion

Overall, this study is the first to demonstrate that LRRC19
prominently decreases in human CRC. Moreover, reduced
LRRC19 expression was significantly associated with shorter
survival in CRC patients. +e results of the functional en-
richment pathway and PPI analyses suggest that LRRC19
might be a tumor suppressor gene. Additional research will
be needed to seek the detailed mechanisms of LRRC19
function and its possible clinical value in CRC.
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Supplementary Materials

Figure S1: (A) Venn diagram reveals all 67 DEGs in the four
datasets (|log2FC|≥ 2). (B) 21 DEGs upregulated in the four
datasets (log2FC≥ 2). (C) LRRC19 mRNA expression in 15
pairs of CRC tissues and noncancerous colorectal tissues
measured by qPCR analysis. Figure S2: mRNA expression of
LRRC19 analyzed using TCGA-COAD and TCGA-READ
datasets through UALCANwebsite and a full TCGA subtype
analysis. Figure S3: correlation between LRRC19 gene ex-
pression and TILs in COAD and READ and MESO by the
TIMER database. (Supplementary Materials)
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�e platelet-to-albumin ratio (PAR) was developed to evaluate in�ammatory and nutritional status among patients.�e primary goal
of the current study was to gain insight into the prognostic role of PAR in critically ill patients with colorectal cancer (CRC). �e
secondary aim was to develop and verify a clinical model including PAR for the prediction of 28-day mortality. �is observational,
multicenter study used data from theMedical InformationMart for Intensive Care (MIMIC) IV, e-ICU databases, andUnion cohort.
Data from 776 critically ill patients with CRC were from the e-ICU database, 219 from the MIMC-IV database, and 135 from the
Wuhan Union Hospital. Propensity score matching (PSM) analysis, along with inverse probability treatment weighting, was used to
control the in�uence of confounding factors. Support vector machine (SVM) and LASSO Cox models were then applied to identify
signi�cant metrics associated with 28-daymortality in the test cohort. Receiver operating curve (ROC) analysis, along with sensitivity
and speci�city, was measured to assess the predictive performances of PAR and the survival nomogram.�e threshold value for PAR
was 8.6, and patients with high PAR (≥8.6) experienced higher 28-day mortality compared to those with low PAR (<8.6). ROC curve
analyses revealed that the discriminative ability of PAR was better than platelet count and albumin alone. LASSO Cox regression
along with SVM identi�ed six signi�cant metrics associated with 28-day mortality in critically ill patients with CRC, including PAR.
�e C-index of the critically ill CRC nomogram was 0.802 (0.744–0.859) in the e-ICU training cohort, 0.839 (0.779–0.899) in the
e-ICU validation cohort, 0.787 (0.695–0.879) in theMIMIC-IV cohort, and 0.767 (0.703–0.831) in the Union cohort. PAR is a simple
score that combines in�ammatory and nutritional status. PARwas a reliable index to predict short-term survival outcome of critically
ill patients with CRC. Moreover, a clinical nomogram incorporating PAR exhibited satisfactory performance for predicting 28-day
mortality of critically ill patients with CRC.

1. Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is reported to be the third most
common cancer in terms of incidence and the second
leading cause of cancer-related death globally [1]. Despite
major advances in CRC healthcare, the worldwide incidence
and mortality rates of CRC continue to increase, with >2.2
million newly diagnosed cases and 1.1 million deaths

projected by 2030 [2]. Major progress has been achieved in
the treatment of CRC in past decades, especially in the �eld
of molecular targeted therapy and immunotherapy. Nev-
ertheless, a vast number of CRC patients with advanced stage
disease do not bene�t from these therapies, and their long-
term survival outcomes remain unsatisfactory [3].

Most recent research has focused on biomarkers for the
early diagnosis of CRC and the assessment of long-term
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survival outcomes of individuals with CRC. However, few
studies have specifically devoted attention to critically ill
patients with CRC. Advances in anticancer treatment and
survival evaluation are closely linked to the increased number
of patients with CRC requiring intensive care [4]. CRC pa-
tients in advanced stages of disease are especially vulnerable to
complications with severe infection, acute respiratory failure,
cardiovascular events, and neurological disorders; thus these
individuals commonly require intensive care [5]. Recently,
mortality rates of CRC patients have decreased with the wide
application of advanced organ support techniques. Because
early organ support is related to improved survival for crit-
ically ill CRC patients, identification of novel biomarkers with
adequate predictive accuracy is crucial for accurate risk
stratification to avoid delayed organ support for individuals
with CRC at high risk for death.

Inflammation and malnutrition are the important fac-
tors responsible for disease progression among patients with
CRC [6]. 2e inflammatory response drives the progression
of malnutrition, and continued malnutrition status may, in
turn, induce severe and systemic inflammatory responses,
which results in a vicious cycle [7]. In recent years, many
oncologists have preferred to focus on clinical metrics
combining malnutrition and inflammation. Sugimachi et al
[8] investigated the significance of the immunonutritional
index in evaluating the risk associated with the elderly
patients undergoing pancreatectomy and found that
immunonutritional status was remarkably impaired. Hay-
ama et al [9] developed a nutrition inflammation status
model based on cholesterol, serum albumin, neutrophil
count, C-reactive protein (CRP), and platelet count for the
prediction of overall survival among individuals with CRC.
Liu et al. [10] also created a survival nomogram based on
several immunonutritional indexes, and this immunonu-
tritional model demonstrated good accuracy for the pre-
diction of survival outcomes among CRC patients.
Matsubara et al. [11] identified CRP-to-albumin ratio as the
most significant prognostic biomarker among immunonu-
tritional indexes among patients with non-small cell lung
cancer. However, these studies were all based on well-
established indexes, and no additional novel biomarkers
were explored.

Platelet-to-albumin ratio (PAR), a combined indicator of
nutritional and inflammatory status, has been indicated as a
potent survival biomarker in peritoneal dialysis and various
cancer.We hypothesized that PAR is correlated with the short-
termmortality of critically ill patients with CRC.2erefore, we
performed this clinical study to determine whether PAR could
be a prognostic metric for critically ill patients with CRC in
intensive care unit (ICU) through a propensity score matching
(PSM) analysis. 2en, we will design and validate a clinical
model consisting of PAR for the prediction of short-term
mortality of critically ill patients with CRC.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Design. 2is is a retrospective and observational
study based on data from two large critical databases (e-ICU
and MIMIC-IV). 2e two databases mainly contain

participants who are critically ill, but also contain individuals
with cancer. E-ICU database was mined to design and in-
ternally verify the prognostic significance of PAR and sur-
vival nomogram, and MIMIC-IV database was searched to
externally validate the significance of PAR and survival
nomogram. Finally, we also collected the clinical data of 135
CRC patients who were admitted to ICU from Wuhan
Union Hospital. Our study design was strictly in line with
the Declaration of Helsinki, and our research plan was
approved by the clinical ethics committee of Wuhan Union
Hospital.

2.2. Data Collection. Data from critically ill patients with
CRC were collected from two critical care databases;
however, potentially eligible participants were excluded for
the following reasons: complicated with other malignant
tumors; lost or absent critical clinical information, such as
platelet count, albumin, or survival data; and age <18 years.
Ultimately, data from 776 critically ill patients with CRC
were collected from the e-ICU database and 219 from the
Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care (MIMIC) IV
database. 2e main outcome of this retrospective analysis
was 28-day, all-cause mortality of critically ill patients with
CRC. 2e optimal cut-off value for PAR was determined
using X-tile version 3.6.1 based on 28-day mortality. X-tile is
an easy-to-use tool for the selection of survival outcome-
based cut-point [12]. 2e X-tile software for grouping uses
each number between the range of the removed PAR counts
as the cut-off value. Subsequently, the X2 score and P value
are measured using the number as the cut-off value.2e final
number with the maximum X2 score and the minimum P

value was identified as the optimal cut-off value [13].

2.3. Statistical Analysis. Propensity score matching (PSM)
and propensity score-based inverse probability of treatment
weighing (IPTW) were also used to adjust the covariates to
ensure robustness of the results. One-to-one nearest
neighbor matching, with a caliper width of 0.05, was applied
in the current study. An IPTWmodel was constructed using
the estimated propensity scores as weights. Standardized
mean differences were calculated to evaluate the effective-
ness of the PSM and IPTW models. Continuous metrics are
summarized as mean and standard deviation, and cate-
gorical indexes are expressed as frequency with percentage.
Differences in clinical features between the high and low
PAR groups were detected using the chi-squared test or
Student’s t-test according to the data type. Because machine
learning methods could help to handle nonlinear and high-
order terms automatically and improve the predictive
performance of clinical model [14, 15], the support vector
machine algorithm, along with LASSO Cox regression, was
then applied to identify significant metrics associated with
28-day mortality in the test cohort, and only informative
metrics with P< 0.05 were finally included in the con-
struction of the survival nomogram. Receiver operating
curve (ROC) along with sensitivity and specificity was
measured to assess the predictive performances of PAR and
survival nomogram. 2e Kaplan-Meier curves along with
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log-rank test were utilized to estimate the prognostic role of
PAR and survival nomogram in critically ill patients with
CRC. Sensitive analyses were conducted to enhance the
robustness of our conclusions. All the statistical works were
finished via SPSS software (version 25.0) and R software
(4.1.0). P value no more than 0.05 implicates statistical
significance.

3. Results

3.1. Description of Baseline Features. Based on the inclusion
criteria, data from 776 critically ill patients with CRC from
e-ICU database, 219 from the MIMIC-IV database, and 135
from the Union cohort were included. For the purpose of
model construction and verification, subjects were randomly
divided into an e-ICU cohort, a training cohort (N� 547),
and an internal validation cohort (N� 229). Both the
MIMIC-IV cohort (N� 219) and Union cohort (N� 135)
served as external validation cohorts. As listed in Table S1,
the mean age of the critically ill patients with CRC was 69.2
years in the e-IUC training cohort, 69.9 years in the e-ICU
validation cohort, 69.4 years in MIMIC-IV cohort, and 57.5
years in Union cohort, indicating that older CRC patients
were more likely to progress to critically ill status, probably
due to underlying diseases or advanced tumor stage. 2e
proportion of males was 57.0%, 63.3%, 57.5%, and 48.9% in
the e-ICU training cohort, e-ICU validation cohort, MIMIC-
IV cohort, and Union cohort, respectively. Regarding 28-day
in-hospital mortality, there were no statistical differences
among the four cohorts (13.3% in the e-ICU training cohort,
14.8% in the e-ICU validation cohort, 17.4% in the MIMIC-
IV cohort, and 14.8% in the Union cohort).

Using 28-day in-hospital mortality as the final out-
come, X-tile software was used to ascertain the threshold
value of PAR. As shown in Figure 1, PAR demonstrated
the most significant association with 28-day in-hospital
mortality at a PAR value of 8.6. Subsequently, critically ill
patients with CRC were divided into low and high PAR
groups based on the PAR threshold value. In the e-ICU
training cohort, there was a higher proportion of female
CRC patients, use of mechanical ventilation, and higher
Overall Anxiety Severity and Impairment Scale (OASIS)
and Acute Physiology Score (APS) III scores in the high
PAR group. Due to differences in several clinical metrics
between the low and high PAR groups, PSM was applied
to balance the distribution of common features. In total,
202 individuals with low PAR were matched with 202
exhibiting high PAR. To further reduce the imbalance
between the low and high PAR groups, IPTW was also
performed (Figure 2). As shown in Table 1, all clinical
metrics were deemed to be well balanced in the weighted
cohort. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
analysis was used to compare the predictive performance
of PAR, platelet count, and albumin level for 28-day
mortality in critically ill patients with CRC. As shown in
Table S2, PAR showed the highest predictive performance,
not only in the e-ICU cohort (area under the ROC curve
[AUC] 0.789), but also in the MIMIC-IV cohort (AUC
0.75).

3.2. Survival Analysis and Sensitivity Analysis of PAR.
Kaplan-Meier curves comparing 28-day mortality of criti-
cally ill patients according to the cut-off for PAR are shown
in Figure 3. CRC patients admitted to the ICU with high
PAR demonstrated higher 28-day mortality compared to
those with low PAR in the original cohort (hazard ratio [HR]
2.66 [95% confidence interval (CI) 1.80–3.94]; P< 0.0001)
(Figure 3(a)). After balancing several confounding risk
metrics, the strong correlation between 28-day mortality and
high levels of PAR existed not only in the PSM cohort (HR
2.2 [95% CI 1.29–3.73]; P � 0.003) (Figure 3(b)), but also in
weighted cohort (HR 2.51 [95% CI 1.58–3.99]; P< 0.0001)
(Figure 3(c)). Interestingly, when this survival correlation of
PAR was validated using the same threshold value, CRC
patients admitted to the ICU with high PAR experienced
higher 28-day mortality compared to those with low PAR in
the MIMIC-IV cohort (HR 3.88 [95% CI 1.99–7.35];
P< 0.0001) (Figure 3(d)). Regarding the sensitivity analysis,
a univariate Cox model was constructed in the original,
PSM, weighted, and validation cohorts to assess the pre-
dictive value of PAR for 28-day mortality. Some potential
covariates were also adjusted in the three models, and the
results demonstrated a similar tendency (P< 0.01) (Table 2).

3.3. Clinical Model for the Survival Prediction of Critically Ill
Patients with CRC. 2e LASSO Cox model (Figure 4(a)),
along with the SVM algorithm (Figure 4(a)), was used to
identify clinical metrics closely associated with 28-day
mortality of critically ill CRC individuals in the e-ICU
training set. Final result (Figure 4(c)) revealed that the
optimal survival model had four potential predictors (PAR,
acute kidney injury, vasopressor, and international nor-
malized ratio). Subsequently, the clinical nomogram was
constructed for the prediction of 28-day mortality of criti-
cally ill patients with CRC based on the four potent risk
factors (Figure 5). 2e four-factor clinical model was con-
sidered to be the critically ill CRC nomogram, and this
clinical model achieved satisfactory predictive performance
for the prediction of 28-day mortality in critically ill indi-
viduals with CRC. 2e C-index for the critically ill CRC
nomogram was 0.873 (0.829–0.916) in the primary cohort,
0.896 (0.851–0.941) in the e-ICU validation cohort, 0.827
(0.743–0.912) in the MIMIC-IV cohort, and 0.767
(0.703–0.831) in the Union cohort.

3.4. Evaluation of the Clinical Model and Risk Stratification.
Calibration curves were used to precisely measure the
goodness of fit of the critically ill CRC nomogram. 2e
critically ill CRC nomogram demonstrated an encouraging
goodness of fit between the predicted and actual 28-day
mortality among critically ill patients with CRC, not only in
the e-ICU training (Figure 6(a)) and internal validation
cohorts (Figure 6(b)), but also in the MIMIC-IV
(Figure 6(c)) and Union (Figure 6(d)) cohorts. Decision
curve analysis (DCA) was also implemented to assess the
clinical utility of the critically ill CRC nomogram. As listed in
Figures 6(e)–6(h), if the risk threshold of a critically ill CRC
patient was 0.2, the critical ill CRC nomogram gained more
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clinical benefit than either treat-all regimen or treat-none
scheme, suggesting that the survival nomogram was com-
petent for the prediction of 28-day mortality among criti-
cally ill CRC patients in clinical practice.

Finally, we divided critically ill CRC patients into the low
risk and high risk subgroups based on the median value of
the nomogram. A remarkably statistical difference in 28-day
mortality between the low risk and high risk subgroups was
revealed by Kaplan-Meier curve in the e-ICU training cohort
(HR� 13.42, 95% CI: 4.88–36.91, P< 0.0001, Figure 7(a)),
the e-ICU validation cohort (HR� 29.24, 95% CI: 3.7–59.24,
P � 0.004, Figure 7(b)), MIMIC-IV cohort (HR� 4.06, 95%
CI: 1.68–9.77, P � 0.002, Figure 7(c)), and Union cohort
(HR� 13.96, 95% CI: 1.75–60.46, P � 0.024, Figure 7(d)).
Hence, the survival analyses revealed that the critically ill

CRC nomogram could be used for risk stratification among
critically ill CRC patients, and critically ill CRC patients with
high risk might receive earlier and radical treatment.

4. Discussion

To our knowledge, the present investigation was the first
clinical study based on two large cohorts to explore the
association between PAR and survival outcome among
critically ill patients with CRC and also confirmed the re-
lationship with our own cohort. We found that higher PAR
was correlated with an increased risk for 28-day mortality
among critically ill patients with CRC, and PAR was a potent
prognostic biomarker of short-term mortality after the
adjustment for confounding variables. After PSM, we found
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Figure 1: X-tile analyses of PAR values in e-ICU database. X-tile plots for critically ill patients with CRC (a). Black circles refers to the
optimal threshold value of PAR (b). Kaplan-Meier curve of critically ill patients with CRC divided by PAR (c).
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the prognostic value of PAR for the prediction of 28-day
mortality in critically ill patients with CRC was much higher
compared to that before PSM. Moreover, we designed the
first survival nomogram for the prediction of 28-day mor-
tality in critically ill patients with CRC. 2is predictive
model demonstrated good predictive performance not only
in the e-ICU test and internal cohorts, but also in the
MIMIC-IV and the Union cohorts, which are totally dif-
ferent from e-ICU database.

In past decades, platelet count was regarded to be a key
factor in hemostasis and thrombosis in past decades.
However, accumulating evidence has shown that platelets
could contribute to tumorigenesis and invasion through
complex crosstalk between platelets and tumor cells [16]. In

the microenvironment of CRC, platelets can promote
growth and metastasis of tumor cells via releasing trans-
forming growth factor-beta and vascular epidermal growth
factor. A recent study [17] reported that platelet count was
positively correlated with serum levels of CRP and a variety
of cytokines and highlighted the close correlation between
platelets and inflammation status in CRC. Moreover, cy-
tokines secreted by platelets can, in turn, promote cancer-
associated inflammation [18].

On the other hand, albumin is an acute-phase protein
used in clinical practice and decreases in response to in-
flammatory reactions and responses. Moreover, low levels of
albumin generally signify malnutrition and can exert neg-
ative effects on survival outcomes among patients with CRC
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Table 1: Comparison of baseline metrics between the low and high PAR groups.

Baseline metrics
Original cohort Matched cohort Validation cohort

Low PAR High PAR P Low PAR High PAR P Low PAR High PAR p
Number 511 265 — 202 202 — 154 65 —
Age, years 70.1 (13.4) 68.1(13.6) 0.051 68.6 (14.1) 69.5 (12.8) 0.472 69.7 (12.0) 68.7 (15.2) 0.620
Gender, male, n (%) 320 (62.6) 137 (51.7) 0.004 113 (55.9) 107 (53.0) 0.617 98 (63.6) 28 (43.1) 0.008
BMI, kg/m2 27.7 (7.9) 28.0 (8.3) 0.590 28.2 (8.4) 28.1 (8.3) 0.885 29.2 (8.4) 27.5 (8.3) 0.186
Ethnicity, n (%) 0.568 0.479 0.087
White 400 (78.3) 199 (75.1) 155 (76.7) 154 (76.2) 110 (71.4) 40 (61.5)
Black 66 (12.9) 41 (15.5) 33 (16.3) 28 (13.9) 19 (12.3) 6 (9.2)
Other 45 (8.8) 25 (9.4) 14 (6.9) 20 (9.9) 25 (16.2) 19 (29.2)

Interventions, n (%)
MV use 136 (26.6) 99 (37.4) 0.003 77 (38.1) 66 (32.7) 0.298 49 (31.8) 29 (44.6) 0.098
RRT use 6 (1.2) 3 (1.1) 1.000 1 (0.5) 1 (0.5) 1.000 7 (4.5) 0 (0.0) 0.185
Vasopressor use 75 (14.7) 48 (18.1) 0.093 33 (16.3) 32 (15.8) 1.000 57 (37.0) 23 (35.4) 0.940

Score system, points
SOFA 3.5 (1.0) 3.4 (1.1) 0.909 3.6 (1.2) 3.4 (1.2) 0.592 4.8 (1.5) 5.4 (1.4) 0.282
OASIS 23.6 (10.2) 26.7 (10.4) 0.001 26.1 (10.9) 26.7 (10.1) 0.716 31.9 (8.7) 35.2 (9.8) 0.013
APSIII 43.5 (12.5) 50.0 (24.1) 0.001 48.6 (14.6) 47.7 (14.8) 0.725 47.8 (21.1) 56.1 (25.0) 0.021

Comorbidities, n (%)
Hypertension 75 (14.7) 34 (12.8) 0.553 30 (14.9) 26 (12.9) 0.666 64 (41.6) 19 (29.2) 0.117
Diabetes 131 (25.6) 60 (22.6) 0.406 47 (23.3) 50 (24.8) 0.816 46 (29.9) 9 (13.8) 0.020
CKD 57 (11.2) 21 (7.9) 0.196 16 (7.9) 15 (7.4) 1.000 21 (13.6) 7 (10.8) 0.720
Myocardial infarct 41 (8.0) 16 (6.0) 0.390 16 (7.9) 16 (7.9) 1.000 25 (16.2) 6 (9.2) 0.252
CHF 64 (12.5) 20 (7.5) 0.046 24 (11.9) 15 (7.4) 0.178 35 (22.7) 11 (16.9) 0.434
COPD 63 (12.3) 32 (12.1) 1.000 22 (10.9) 23 (11.4) 1.000 30 (19.5) 18 (27.7) 0.245
Liver disease 11 (2.2) 2 (0.8) 0.253 1 (0.5) 1 (0.5) 1.000 16 (10.4) 4 (6.2) 0.461
CCI, points 5.7 (2.3) 5.4 (1.5) 0.191 5.5 (2.3) 5.5 (2.5) 0.965 8.9 (2.6) 9.0 (2.9) 0.670

Complications, n (%)
AKI 119 (23.3) 81 (30.6) 0.168 54 (26.7) 49 (24.3) 0.347 43 (27.9) 20 (30.8) 0.793
Sepsis 76 (14.9) 45 (17.0) 0.507 29 (14.4) 28 (13.9) 1.000 73 (47.4) 29 (44.6) 0.818

Vital signs
MAP, mmHg 87.1 (16.1) 87.9 (17.4) 0.548 88.9 (16.0) 87.7 (17.0) 0.464 83.0 (19.6) 81.6 (16.7) 0.623
Heart rate, bpm 89.2 (21.0) 93.9 (21.7) 0.004 92.4 (22.1) 92.2 (22.4) 0.934 96.5 (24.3) 100.6 (23.2) 0.248
RR, bpm 19.1 (5.0) 19.3 (5.4) 0.504 19.6 (5.7) 19.6 (5.4) 0.943 19.9 (5.4) 20.8 (6.3) 0.252
SpO2, % 96.9 (3.2) 96.6 (4.7) 0.080 96.6 (4.0) 96.7 (3.4) 0.687 95.8 (5.7) 97.0 (4.7) 0.137

Laboratory results
WBC, ×109/L 10.5 (4.0) 13.5 (5.8) 0.001 12.3 (4.8) 12.1 (4.7) 0.817 11.2 (4.3) 13.4 (4.8) 0.123
HGB, g/dL 11.2 (2.3) 10.1 (2.3) 0.001 10.4 (2.3) 10.4 (2.2) 0.898 10.4 (1.9) 9.8 (2.2) 0.033
PLT, ×109/L 186.7 (70.9) 388.2 (95.7) 0.001 195.1 (77.8) 370.9 (97.6) <0.001 189.0 (64.3) 346.9 (94.9) <0.001
HCT, % 34.1 (6.7) 31.5 (6.6) 0.001 32.3 (6.9) 32.3 (6.2) 0.973 32.5 (5.6) 31.0 (5.9) 0.070
Albumin, g/dL 3.5 (0.7) 2.9 (0.6) 0.001 3.5 (0.7) 2.9 (0.7) <0.001 3.5 (0.6) 2.7 (0.7) <0.001
PAR 5.4 (1.9) 14.0 (5.0) 0.001 5.6 (1.9) 13.4 (5.5) <0.001 5.5 (1.8) 13.0 (4.0) <0.001
ALP, U/L 138.5(64.9) 174.3 (72.7) 0.018 169.5 (65.4) 154.8(61.5) 0.501 132.7(68.90 132.1(67.2) 0.965
Bilirubin, mmol/L 1.2 (0.5) 1.3 (0.6) 0.504 1.3 (0.5) 1.2 (0.5) 0.612 1.6 (0.6) 1.1 (0.5) 0.217
Anion gap, mEq/L 10.8 (4.0) 12.0 (4.9) 0.001 11.5 (4.6) 11.2 (4.3) 0.445 14.7 (4.2) 15.5 (4.7) 0.221
Bicarbonate, mEq/L 24.0 (4.5) 24.2 (4.6) 0.504 24.2 (4.6) 24.4 (4.2) 0.569 22.8 (4.6) 22.6 (5.4) 0.783
BUN, mg/dL 22.9 (8.2) 24.9 (9.9) 0.166 24.1 (9.4) 23.1 (8.4) 0.593 24.2 (10.8) 25.6 (12.6) 0.662
Creatinine, mg/dL 1.3 (0.5) 1.4 (0.6) 0.254 1.4 (0.5) 1.4 (0.5) 0.628 1.3 (0.6) 1.2 (0.5) 0.572
Glucose, mg/dL 141.0(63.2) 131.4(50.2) 0.032 140.0(67.3) 133.1 (52.2) 0.249 144.9 (59.3) 133.5 (56.0) 0.189
Potassium, mmol/L 4.1 (0.7) 4.2 (0.9) 0.269 4.1 (0.9) 4.2 (0.8) 0.521 4.2 (0.9) 4.2 (0.7) 0.796
Sodium, mmol/L 137.2 (5.3) 136.2 (5.9) 0.022 136.2(6.2) 136.4(5.6) 0.783 137.4 (5.2) 137.8 (4.1) 0.579
Calcium, mg/dL 8.5 (1.1) 8.6 (0.9) 0.160 8.6 (1.0) 8.6 (0.9) 0.812 8.4 (0.7) 8.2 (0.6) 0.216
Chloride, mmol/L 103.3 (6.3) 101.4 (6.8) 0.001 101.8 (7.0) 102.1 (6.3) 0.725 102.7 (7.1) 102.3 (5.4) 0.704
PT, s 16.6 (7.8) 16.8 (7.3) 0.851 17.2 (7.3) 16.5 (7.4) 0.480 15.7 (5.3) 16.2 (5.7) 0.484
APTT, s 34.9 (10.7) 35.0 (8.0) 0.933 35.7 (11.6) 34.8 (7.8) 0.480 36.4 (10.8) 36.7 (11.7) 0.903
INR 1.5 (0.5) 1.5 (0.5) 0.686 1.5 (0.6) 1.5 (0.5) 0.577 1.4 (0.5) 1.5 (0.5) 0.526

Clinical outcome
LOS, days 10.9 (4.6) 12.2 (5.2) 0.109 12.2 (5.4) 12.0 (5.4) 0.838 11.7 (5.6) 10.9 (5.3) 0.606
Death, n (%) 42 (8.2) 65 (24.5) 0.001 20 (9.9) 55 (22.3) 0.001 15 (9.7) 23 (35.4) <0.001
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[19]. PAR, derived from platelet count and albumin levels,
represents an entirely different index, combining both nu-
tritional and inflammatory status. It is quite significant in
simultaneously evaluating inflammatory and nutritional
status in critically ill patients with CRC. High levels of PAR
represent higher platelet counts with inflammatory re-
sponse, and lower levels of albumin with malnutrition,
eventually resulting in inferior short-term clinical outcomes
of critically ill patients with CRC. ROC curve analysis
revealed that PAR demonstrated better accuracy than
platelet count or albumin in the prediction of 28-day
mortality among critically ill patients with CRC. In addition,

our analysis also demonstrated that ill patients with high
PAR experienced higher 28-day mortality than those with
low PAR.

Several clinical investigations have gained insight into
the prognostic value of PAR. Yang et al. [20] performed a
single-center study with 405 peritoneal dialysis patients and
reported that PAR was a risk factor associated with mor-
tality. Moreover, PAR not only contributed to critical illness
but was also implicated in the risk assessment of a list of
malignant tumors. Huang et al. [21] concluded that PAR was
a potent risk factor for lymph node metastasis of gastric
cancer and also constructed a clinical model including PAR
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Figure 3: Kaplan-Meier curves for critically ill CRC patients stratified by PAR in the original cohort (a), in the matched cohort (b), in the
weighted cohort (c), and in the validation cohort (d).

Table 2: Summary of results of 28-day mortality and sensitivity analysis.

Original cohort Matched cohort Weighted cohort Validation cohort
HR (95% CI) P value HR (95% CI) P value HR (95% CI) P value HR (95% CI) P value

Unadjusted 2.66 (1.80–3.94) <0.001 2.20 (1.29–3.73) 0.003 2.51 (1.58–3.99) <0.001 3.82 (1.99–7.35) <0.001
Model 1 2.74 (1.85–4.08) <0.001 2.24 (1.31–3.84) 0.007 2.54 (1.57–4.11) <0.001 3.77 (1.86–7.64) <0.001
Model 2 3.07 (2.03–4.64) <0.001 2.81 (1.59–4.97) <0.001 2.79 (1.71–4.55) <0.001 4.59 (2.04–10.34) <0.001
Model 3 3.44 (2.15–5.49) <0.001 3.81 (1.98–7.35) <0.001 3.73 (2.02–6.90) <0.001 6.79 (2.58–17.87) <0.001
Model 1 adjusted for age, gender, BMI, ethnicity. Model 2 adjusted for model 1 plus comorbidities and Charlson comorbidity index. Model 3 adjusted for
model 2 plus score system, interventions, complications.
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for risk assessment of lymph node metastasis among
individuals with gastric cancer. A recent study [22] in-
volving 198 individuals with lung cancer revealed that
high PAR was correlated with less unfavorable overall
survival, while subsequent multivariate Cox analyses
identified PAR as a potent risk indicator for worse overall
survival. Saito et al. [23] assessed the prognostic role of
PAR in cholangiocarcinoma and found that preoperative

PAR was inversely associated with overall and disease-
free survival in cholangiocarcinoma patients who un-
derwent primary resection. Li et al. [24] reported that
individuals with hepatocellular carcinoma with high
preoperative PAR exhibited a lower long-term survival
rate and higher recurrent risk than hepatocellular car-
cinoma patients with low PAR. However, no study has
addressed the clinical association between PAR and
mortality among critically ill patients with CRC. Con-
sistent with the results from other cancers, survival
analysis also demonstrated that critically ill CRC patients
with high PAR exhibited a risk ratio of 2.66 for mortality
compared with the low PAR group in the primary cohort;
this ratio was increased to 3.88 in the validation cohort.

Our analysis had three primary limitations. First, we
could not assess the relationship between PAR and long-
term survival outcomes of critically ill individuals with CRC,
such as six-month and one-year mortality due to technical
reasons. Subsequently, we only abstracted baseline PAR on
admission and did not have information about time vari-
ations in PAR. Finally, because the two databases only in-
cluded data from critically ill patients, some important
inflammatory and nutritional indexes were missing, such as
prognostic nutritional index, CRP, and lactate
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Figure 4: Selection of informative factors associated with 28-day mortality using the LASSO Cox regression model and SVM algorithm. (a)
LASSO coefficient profiles of 44 clinical features. (b) Selection process of SVM algorithm. (c) Four significant indexes were selected by
LASSO Cox regression model and SVM algorithm.
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Figure 7: Kaplan-Meier curves of 28-day mortality for CRC patients stratified by the mean point predicted by the nomogram in e-ICU
training cohort (a), in e-ICU validation cohort (b), in MIMIC-IV cohort (c), and in the Union cohort (d).
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Figure 6: Calibration curves for in-hospital mortality in critically ill CRC patients in e-ICU training cohort (a), in e-ICU validation cohort
(b), in MIMIC-IV cohort (c), and in the Union cohort (d). Decision curve analysis for 28-day mortality in CRC patients in ICU to detect its
clinical usefulness in e-ICU training cohort (e), in e-ICU validation cohort (f ), in MIMIC-IV cohort (g), and in the Union cohort (h).
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dehydrogenase; as such, we could not appraise the rela-
tionship between PAR and these well-established inflam-
matory and nutritional indexes. Hence, multicenter trials
including more established indexes and longer follow-up are
needed to further validate the prognostic role of PAR in
critically ill patients with CRC.

5. Conclusion

2is was the first clinical analysis to investigate the
prognostic role of PAR among critically ill patients with
CRC. PAR is a simple score that combines inflammatory
and nutritional status. PAR can be applied to predict
short-term survival outcome of critically ill patients with
CRC. Moreover, a survival nomogram incorporating
PAR demonstrated satisfactory performance for pre-
dicting 28-day mortality in critically ill patients with
CRC.

Abbreviation

CRC: Colorectal cancer
PAR: Platelet-to-albumin ratio
BMI: Body mass index
MV: Mechanical ventilation
RRT: Renal replacement therapy
SOFA: Sequential organ failure assessment
OASIS: Oxford acute severity of illness score
APSII: Acute physiology score III
CKD: Chronic kidney disease
CHF: Congestive heart failure
COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
CCI: Charlson comorbidity index
AKI: Acute kidney injury
MAP: Mean arterial pressure
RR: Respiratory rate
WBC: White blood cell
HGB: Hemoglobin
PLT: Platelet
HCT: Hematocrit
ALP: Alkaline phosphatase
BUN: Blood urea nitrogen
PT: Prothrombin time
APTT: Activated partial thromboplastin time
INR: International normalized ratio
LOS: Length of hospital
SVM: Support vector machine
PTW: Probability of treatment weighing
PSM: Propensity score matching.
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Purpose. To perform the first systematic report about histological subtypes of nonpolypous hamartomas of the gastrointestinal
(GI) tract, from esophagus to anal canal. Design. From over 19,000 studies about hamartomas, most of them published as case
series or case presentations, we have selected the most representative ones for the GI tract, excluding polyposis syndromes. To
have a whole picture of these hamartomas, all of the data were combined with the personal experience of the authors who are
GI pathologists. Results. The examined articles showed predominance of vascular and combined vascular and mesenchymal
hamartomas. Arteriovenous hamartomas or Brunner gland hamartomas are mainly diagnosed in the small intestine, with
preponderance for duodenum. Other malformations such cavernous hamartomas are more specific for the colorectal segments,
whereas chondromatous hamartomas or those derived from the neural ectoderm were mostly reported in the esophagus. As
newly recognized entities were admitted in the last years, misdiagnosis is frequent, and the best therapeutic approach is far to
be known. Conclusion. Even rare, hamartomas of the GI tract need to be differentiated from tumors and familial polyposis
syndromes. Knowing their proper denominations and possible complications is valuable for gastroenterologists, pathologists,
and surgeons, to be aware in the differential diagnosis.

1. Introduction

Hamartomas are rare developmental aberrations that occur in
1 of 3000-4000 live births [1]. The term derives from the Greek
word “hamartia” meaning error or failure. Albrecht defined
these “tumor-like malformations” in 1904 as being composed
by normal cells and tissue components, like the organ in which
they occur, which show a disorganized architecture and a pre-
dominance of one component [2, 3]. As the diagnosis is fre-
quently difficult, improper nomenclature and misdiagnoses
can prolong the diagnosis time, and therapeutic approach
requires a multidisciplinary team [4].

In gastrointestinal (GI) tract, hamartomas are uncommon
and usually affect children and young adults. They can occur
anywhere in the submucosa and rare in the mucosa of the

GI segments, from esophagus to the anal canal. At diagnosis,
it is necessary to take into account that a GI tract hamartoma
can frequently associate other malformations of the GI tract,
pancreas, vertebrae, or other organs [1].

The two main groups of GI hamartomas are the hamarto-
matous familial gastrointestinal polyposis [5] and vascular
hamartomas [4, 6–8]. The other uncommon subtypes include
mesenchymal [3] and heterotopic hamartomas (e.g., ectopic
pancreas or gastric mucosa, gastric duplication, and duplica-
tion cysts) [9–11].

The aim of this review is to synthesize the literature data
regarding classification, evolution, therapeutic approaches,
and incidence of these lesions. Only one previous similar
review was published this year (2022) which refers to symp-
tomatic polypoid hamartomas of the jejunum and ileum of
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39 adults and 10 children [12]. As most of the gastrointesti-
nal hamartomas reports are limited to single cases or case
series, this is the first review addressing the histological sub-
types of nonpolypous GI hamartomas, from esophagus to
anal canal.

2. Methodology

To elaborate this review, a systematic search of the literature
was undertaken to identify those representative papers
which show classic and particular features of GI hamarto-
mas. It was focused on the whole clinical data, from inci-
dence to therapeutic approaches.

To enrich the above-mentioned aim, we have performed a
systematic review of papers indexed in Medline (PubMed)
and Web of Science databases. All data available till March
2022 were included. The following search terms were used as
combined with hamartoma: “gastrointestinal” “esophagus”,
“stomach”, “intestine”, “duodenum”, “jejunum”, “ileum”, “ileo-
cecal”, “diverticul”, “colon”, “cecum”, “rectum”, and “anal
canal”. The other searched MeSH terms and text words were
“angiodysplasia”, “vascular malformation and gastrointestinal”,
“neuromuscular and vascular hamartoma”, “caliber persistent
artery”, “Dieulafoy lesion”, “duplication cyst and gastrointesti-
nal”, “tailgut cyst”, “Brunner gland hamartoma”, “hemangioma
and gastrointestinal”, and “lymphangioma and gastrointesti-
nal”. Data assessment was conducted independently by two of
the three authors (GS, BD, and JI) using predefined terms.

From the research, we have eliminated the hamartoma-
tous familial gastrointestinal polyposis syndromes which
include Cowden syndrome, juvenile polyposis, Peutz-
Jeghers syndrome, Bannayan-Riley-Ruvalcaba syndrome,
hereditary mixed polyposis syndrome, Gorlin syndrome,
Birt-Hogg-Dube syndrome, neurofibromatosis type I, and
multiple endocrine neoplasia syndrome 2B [5] (Figure 1).

3. Vascular Hamartomas

In 1996, the International Society for the Study of Vascular
Anomalies (ISSVA) firstly classified vascular aberations into
vascular malformations and proliferative vascular lesions
(tumors). This classification was updated in 2014 and
grouped them in simple and combined vascular malforma-
tions [4]. Simple malformations include capillary-, venous-,
arteriovenous-, and lymphatic malformations, same as arte-
riovenous fistula, whereas combination between vessels
(more than two vascular malformations in the same lesion)
is considered a combined malformation [4].

In GI tract, vascular hamartomas are rather not diagnosed
than rare and are mostly arteriovenous type [4, 6]. Denomina-
tions such as “caliber-persistence” or “caliber-persistent
artery,” “submucosal aneurysm,” “large submucosal arteries,”
“angiodysplasia,” “submucosal arteriole malformation,” “vas-
cular malformation,” and “gastric arteriosclerosis” are used
in daily practice [6]. In the French literature, the “caliber per-
sistence” is also known as “Dieulafoy’s lesion” [6, 13].
Although the 2014 updated ISSVA classification includes
hemangiomas and lymphangiomas in the group of tumors,

the World Health Organization considers them as malforma-
tive lesions of the GI tract [4].

3.1. Arteriovenous Hamartomas. They are developed in GI
submucosa and consist of proliferation of malformed cap-
illaries and large arterial and venous structures, some of
them with sinuous aspect [4, 14]. A characteristic feature
is protrusion of the large vessels from submucosa, through
muscularis mucosae, in mucosa, predisposing to occult or
fulminant and even lethal hemorrhage [6, 15, 16]. Arterio-
venous communications and shunting might coexist [4].

First description of Dieulafoy’s lesion was provided by
Gallard in 1884 who called it as “millier aneurysm of stomach”
[6]. The French pathologist Paul Georges Dieulafoy described
it in 1897 as “exulceratio simplex” [6, 7]. The term was then
changed by Voth in German literature in 1962 and firstly used
by Krasznai in English literature in 1968 as “caliber persis-
tence” [15, 16]. Nowadays, it is defined as a small erosion of
the GI mucosa, due to a large caliber and persistent submuco-
sal arteriole, and is the cause of 0.5%-14% of upper GI bleeding
in adults [13]. In children and young people, this syndrome is
rare (only 27 reported cases till 2019) but can be represented
by multiple GI erosions and be part of PHACE syndrome
(posterior fossa brain malformations, hemangiomas, arterial
lesions, cardiac, and eye abnormalities) [13].

In English literature, Moore et al. firstly performed a clas-
sification of arteriovenous malformations of the GI tract in
1976, based on angiographic examination [17]. They split
them in three groups: type 1: solitary lesions, more frequent
in the proximal colon; type 2: large malformations, frequently
flat, commonly located in the small intestine; and type 3:
punctate angiomas associated or not to hereditary hemor-
rhagic telangiectasia (Rendu-Osler-Weber syndrome) [17].
Type 1 are acquired lesions of elderly people, whereas types
2 and 3 are rather malformative and affect younger ones [14].

Arteriovenous malformations are more frequent (up to
75%) in the proximal stomach, involving branches of the
right gastric artery, followed by the small intestine [6, 13]
but are uncommon in the inferior mesenteric artery region
[18]. The acquired vascular disorders of the submucosal
layer can be differentiated at angiography, from congenital
vascular malformations (hamartomas), based on the intense
and persistent vein opacification in the venous phase, as
result of a rapid venous filling [14].

In some cases, these hamartomas can associate carcino-
mas that are usually diagnosed in early stage, especially in
the stomach [8]. In other cases, congenital malformations
such as Meckel’s diverticulum may serve as a place of devel-
opment of an arteriovenous malformation [14]. Treatment
consists in vascular embolization but, as this therapeutic
approach can induce intestinal ischemia, surgical resection
is recommended in selected patients. In children, antiangio-
genic prolonged (3 years) therapy with rapamycin or other
substances was proved effective to reduce GI bleeding and
inhibit angio- and lymphangiogenesis [13].

3.2. Venous Hamartomas/Cavernous Hemangiomas. These
rare malformations of distal colon and rectum were described
in 1839 by Philips and only 351 cases were reported in Medline
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database till 2021 [19, 20]. In patients with anemia and occult,
minimal, or fulminant rectal bleeding, the endoscopy can
reveal unspecific lesions, from purple mucosa, submucosal
petechiae, or fluid-filled cystic structures, which induce pro-
longed bleeding, after biopsy, till circumferential thickening
of the GI wall and formation of phleboliths in 29-50% of
the cases [19, 20]. Differential diagnosis includes hemor-
rhoids, pneumatosis or melanosis coli, ulcerative colitis, proc-
titis, and carcinoma [19, 20].

3.3. Lymphangiomas. They are composed by dilated lym-
phatic channels or cysts that are lined by podoplanin
(D2-40) or LYVE-1 positive-endothelial cells and predom-
inantly occur in the small intestine [4, 21]. Based on the
size of the dilated vessels, lymphangiomas are classified
in capillary, cavernous and cystic lymphangiomas [4, 21].
If capillary and cavernous lymphangiomas are mainly
developed in the submucosa of the GI tract, cystic lym-
phangioma is rather a mesenteric lesion developed as
result of the mTOR pathway activation, which is therapeu-
tically inhibited by everolimus [21, 22].

3.4. Hemolymphangioma. It is a rare variant of lymphan-
gioma, with venous and lymphatic component, which esti-
mated incidence is 1.2 to 2.8 per 1000 newborn infants [21].
Only 8 cases were reported in adults, all of them in the small
intestine [21]. Endoscopic or open surgery removal, along
with endoscopic sclerotherapy, was used in the reported cases,
as the therapy of choice [21].

Lymphangiomatosis, which is a multisystem presence of
lymphangiomas, can involve the GI tract along with other
organs such as the liver, spleen, or kidney [23]. GI lymphan-
giomatosis might associate occult anemia, spontaneous bleed-
ing, and abdominal pain and can be complicated by protein-
losing enteropathy [23]. In such cases, besides removal of the

lesion, when necessary, systemic therapy with rapamycin or
thalidomide is recommended [23].

3.5. Multifocal Lymphangioendotheliomatosis. It is a
cutaneous-visceral lesion consisting on association of GI
vascular hamartomas, which are characterized by distinct
endothelial proliferation marked immunohistochemically
by the lymphatic vessel endothelial LYVE-1 or hyaluronan
receptor 1, with diffuse congenital vascular lesions of the
skin, lung, spleen, choroid plexus, bones, etc. [24–26]. It
might be complicated with thrombocytopenia refractory to
blood cell transfusions and life-threatening bleeding, with a
subsequent mortality rate of 65% in newborns [24, 27]. As
this is a newly recognized entity, which was firstly described
by North et al., there is no consensus on the proper therapy
[25, 28]. The rapamycin inhibitors such as sirolimus, combi-
nation of vincristine and prednisolone, and association of
aminocaproic acid, octreotide drip, and corticosteroids were
used in the cases reported in literature [25–28]. In refractory
cases, the antiangiogenic therapy with bevacizumab was sug-
gested to be used [27].

4. Combined Vascular and
Mesenchymal Hamartomas

4.1. Neuromuscular and Vascular Hamartoma. Neuromus-
cular and vascular hamartoma (NMVH), which is also
known as fibrovascular hamartoma, represents a variant of
vascular hamartomas in which the proliferated vessels are
relatively small and mesenchymal components are associ-
ated [29]. Macroscopically, NMVH is a localized lesion of
the submucosa of the small intestine, usually hemorrhagic,
which is covered by normal or ulcerated mucosa and can
protrude in the intestinal lumen [29, 30]. Uni- and multifo-
cal thickening of the submucosa, with stenosis of the intesti-
nal lumen, were also described [30, 31]. Small intestine

Articles identified using the keyword "hamartoma" (n = 19208)

Articles focused on hamartomas of the gastrointestinal tract (n = 2918)

Identification

Screening

Eligibility

Included

1443 Articles were excluded
- Polyposis syndromes
- Reports in animals
- Tumors

Full text articles screened for eligibility (n = 1475)

1400 articles were excluded
- Duplicates
- Insufficient information
- Comments, letters to editor
- Non-English papers

Articles included (n = 75)

Figure 1: Preferred reported items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses (PRISMA) flow diagram for searching the PubMed and Web of
Science databases between 2000 and 2022.
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contrast-enhanced ultrasonography is considered as the
optimal imagistic method for diagnosis of NMVH [29].

Under light microscope, the overlying mucosa is intact or
ulcerated, the muscularis mucosae appears disorganized, and
submucosa is enlarged and encompasses fascicles of smooth
muscle derived from the muscularis mucosae admixed, in a col-
lagenous stroma, with hemangiomatous and lymphatic vessels,
neural fibers, and ganglion-like cells with or without adipose tis-
sue or other mesenchymal structures [30–33]. Amyloidosis and
presence of inflammatory cells or lymphoid follicles at the
upper edge of NMVH and focal duplication of the muscularis
propria were also described [29, 31]. The proliferated vessels
are small, with thin walls, or mature and positive to CD31/
CD105 and smoothmuscle actin (SMA) [34] and can show vas-
culitis, venopathic changes (“vessel-in-vessel” appearance of the
veins, myointimal hump, concentric venous myohypertrophy,
obliterative venopathy, etc.), or arteriopathies (concentric arte-
rial medial hypertrophy, elastotic degeneration and crumpling
of arterial elastic lamina, etc.) [31].

Fernando and McGovern described first two cases of
NMVH, one in ileum and the other one in jejunum of two
females (30 and 36 years) in 1982 [30]. Other 27 cases of the
small intestine, located in jejunum or ileum of patients aged
between 12 and 76 years, with a median age of 53.7 years
and a male to female ratio of 1 : 1.5, were described till 2021
[29–33, 35]. Except the small intestine, NMVH can also
involve the cecum, with two reported cases, one in a 76-
year-old female [36] and one in a 13-year-old boy [37]. Sasaki
et al. described one in the appendix of a 60-year-old male in
2020 [32]. One case of NMVH that was developed in a Meckel
diverticulum was also reported in 2009 [38].

The clinical symptoms are nonspecific and consist of
intermittent abdominal pain, vomiting, loss of weight and
appetite, obstructive symptoms, diarrhea, occult hemor-
rhages, anemia, etc. [31–33]. In cecum, they can induce
intussusception [37] and in appendix they can mimic an
appendicitis [32].

Differential diagnosis of muscularization of the submucosa
includes “burn-out phase” of Crohn’s disease, ischemic colitis
with hyperplasia of muscularis mucosae, radiation enteritis,
cryptogenic multifocal ulcerous stenosing enteritis (CMUSE),
and other chronic inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs)
[30–32, 35, 39]. In chronic inflammatory lesions, NMVH-like

aspect can be induced by the mesenchymal morphologic
response to inflammation [31] which is also known as type 2
epithelial to mesenchymal transition/mesenchymal metapla-
sia/neomuscularization responsible by tissue repair/fibrogenesis
[31, 40, 41]. A similar lesion can be induced by consumption of
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and, because
it is like a diaphragm-like annular stricture of the intestine, it
was called “diaphragm disease” [29, 31]. In hamartomas with
prominent neural proliferation, neurinomatous hyperplastic
lesions such as paragangliomas, ganglioneuromas, glomus
tumors, and neurofibromatosis need to be excluded [30].

4.2. Neuromesenchymal and Vascular Hamartoma. It is sim-
ilar with NMVH but the mesenchymal components like adi-
pose tissue and fibrous tissue are better represented [33]. In
one of our cases, a similar lesion was found in the cecum of a
79-year-old female, without personal history of IBD or other
significant diseases. This patient presented with obstructive
symptoms and endoscopy was not successful, due to obstruc-
tion of the lumen. The abdominal contrasting computed
tomography (CT) revealed the suspicion of an unusual cecal
lipoma in which the contrast substance was absorbed in the
upper edge of the lesion. Histopathological diagnosis revealed
a well-defined lipomatous lesion covered by normal mucosa
with submucosal proliferation of small podoplanin-positive
lymphatic vessels, along with arterial and venous structures
marked by CD31 and CD34, some of them enlarged or pro-
truding into the mucosa. They were embedded in a collage-
nous stroma and in submucosa, muscularis mucosa was
disorganized, and smooth muscle fiber bundles were scattered
between the proliferated vessels (Figure 2). After surgical
removal of hamartomatous lesion, no recurrences or other
complications were reported after 13-month follow-up.

5. Mesenchymal Hamartomas

5.1. Mucosal Schwann Cell Hamartoma. It is an uncommon
sessile lesion of the GI tract mucosa characterized by ill-
defined proliferation of Schwann cells in the lamina propria,
without whorls, palisading, fasciculation, or necrosis [34, 42].
These S100-positive elongated spindle cells have tapering
small nuclei and well-defined eosinophilic cytoplasm and are

HE, 2X Tricrom masson, 2X SMA, 2X

Figure 2: Microscopic and immunohistochemical features of neuromuscular and vascular hamartoma: enlarged submucosa with
proliferation of small vessels marked by smooth muscle actin (SMA), embedded in a collagenous stroma.
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usually negative for neurofilament protein (NFP) [34, 43, 44].
In the past, these lesions were known as neuroma [45].

Gibson and Hornick described the first 26 cases of
mucosal Schwann cell hamartomas of the colon presented
as mucosal polyps [43]. Between 2008 and 2021, other 60
cases were reported. The 86 cases of the appendix (n = 3),
proximal colon (n 16), distal colon (n = 57), and rectum
(n = 10) occurred in males and females with a median age
of 60.2 years [43, 44]. Although Schwann cell hamartoma
was considered as exclusively occurring in the colon, a series
of 6 cases of gastroesophageal junction was published in
2020 by Li et al. [45].

As mucosal Schwann cell hamartomas can be multiple
(4/86 cases), differential diagnosis includes von Recklin-
ghausen’s (type 1) neurofibromatosis, in which the mucosal
crypts are not affected, and multiple neuromas from patients
with multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2B (MEN 2B)
[42–44]. As opposite, schwannoma is well circumscribed
but not capsulated, is surrounded by a lymphoid peripheral
cuff and is usually a solitary tumor [42, 43]. Schwannoma
is more frequent in the distal colon followed by stomach
and gastroesophageal junction [42–44]. Solitary ganglio-
neuroma, neurofibroma (ganglion cells are positive for
CD34), leiomyoma (positive for smooth muscle actin), gas-
trointestinal stromal tumor (GIST), and perineuroma (for-
merly known as “benign fibroblastic polyp”) should also be
excluded [34, 41, 45].

5.2. Neural Ectoderm-Derived Hamartomas. Systematized
epidermal nevi of the esophagus are considered hamartoma-
tous lesions originated from the neural ectoderm. This mul-
tisystemic syndrome mostly involves the brain, head and
neck area, arms, and trunk. Oyesanya et al. reported the first
case of verrucous epidermal naevi of the esophagus [46].

5.3. Rhabdomyomatous Mesenchymal Hamartoma. Hen-
drick et al. first described this “striated muscle hamartoma”
in 1986 [47]. It is also known as “congenital midline hamar-
toma,” “hamartoma of cutaneous adnexa and mesenchyme,”
and “skin tag hamartoma” [48, 49]. The commonest location
is the deep dermis and the subcutaneous adipose tissue of
the head and neck area of children (34 out of 46 cases
reported up to 2016 and 88% of those published till 2019)
but can also affect the jaw and rarely the tongue, orbit, back,
appendages of the sacrum, digits, and even Eustachian tube
[47–49]. Only four cases were reported in the perianal
region [48, 49]. Rhabdomyomatous mesenchymal hamarto-
mas are diagnosed as single or multiple papules or peduncu-
lated or sessile polypoid lesions and are microscopically
composed by randomly arranged disorganized desmin or
myogenin-positive mature skeletal muscle fibers and myofi-
broblasts [48, 49]. Cleft lip/palate is commonly associated
[49]. Differential diagnosis includes smooth muscle hamar-
toma, fetal rhabdomyoma/sarcoma, nevus lipomatous
superficialis, infantile myofibromatosis, benign triton tumor
(showing CTNNB1 mutation), and Langerhans-cell histio-
cytosis [47, 49]. In some cases, rhabdomyomatous mesen-
chymal hamartoma was described as part of the amnion
band syndrome or Delleman (oculocerebrocutaneous) syn-

drome, which is characterized by absence of corpus callosum
associated with colobomas, orbital cysts, cerebral cysts, skin
tags, etc. [49].

5.4. Chondroma-Like Hamartomas. Chondromatous hamar-
toma is an uncommon intramural lesion of the esophagus
composed by hyaline cartilage, spindle cells, and glandular
structures [50]. It represents <7% of all benign polypoid
lesions of the esophagus and are mainly located between
muscle and mucosal layer and can be endoscopically
resected [3, 50]. Differential diagnosis should firstly
include low-grade chondrosarcoma, choristoma, and tera-
toma [50, 51].

Osteochondromatous hamartoma is a variant of chon-
dromatous hamartoma in which cartilage proliferation is
accompanied by bone, fat, and fibrous tissue [3]. Dysphagia,
dry cough, vocal cord paralysis, vomiting, and infrequent
weight loss can accompany these intramural lesions [50].

Chondroid hamartoma is composed by chondroid, adi-
pose, and fibrous connective tissue [51].

Chondromesenchymal, angiomatous, lipomatous, and
leiomyomatous hamartomas are other described variants
[51]. Only 19 cases of esophageal hamartomas were reported
to date, from which 8 involved the upper segment [50, 51].
Leiomyomatosis-like lymphangioleiomyomatosis was reported
in three case reports, as a manifestation of tuberous sclerosis
in colon and ileocecal segments. The epithelioid component
can express melanoma markers such HMB-45 but is negative
for C-kit, CD34, and DOG-1, which are characteristic for
GISTs [52].

6. Heterotopic Hamartomas

6.1. Ectopic Pancreas. It is defined as abnormal presence of
pancreatic tissue in anatomical areas which do not have
continuity with the pancreas [9, 53]. It can be a solid or
cystic lesion which mostly involves the stomach and small
intestine but can be also developed in a Meckel’s divertic-
ulum, cystic duplication or other GI hamartomas [9, 53].
In 1909, von Heinrich classified the ectopic pancreas in
two main groups, the classification being still available. It
is about identification of ectopic tissue comprising ducts,
acini, and Langerhans islands (type 1), presence of ducts
and acini (type 2), or cystically dilated ducts only, without
acini or endocrine component (Heinrich’s type 3) [9, 54].
The main complications are hamartomatous chronic pan-
creatitis with pseudocyst formation, gastric outlet obstruc-
tion, and malignization [55].

6.2. Myoepithelial/Myoglandular Hamartoma. This hamar-
toma, which is also known as adenomyosis or ademyomata, is
a variant of Heinrich’s type 2 ectopic pancreas which appears
as a submucosal mass of the GI tract [11, 55–58]. As it is espe-
cially located in the gastric antrum (85%) and pylorus (15%),
Magnus-Alsleben called it in 1903 “adenoma of the pylorus”
[56] being later called adenomyoma [57]. Only 58 cases were
reported till 2019 in the stomach and 7 cases in the ampulla
of Vater [11, 57, 59]. Under microscope, it is composed by
smooth muscle bands admixed with glandular structures, some
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of them cystically dilated, Brunner or pyloric glands, and
trypsin-positive pancreatic acini [11, 57]. It can coexist with
othermalformations such annular pancreas, gastric duplication,
and duodenal adenomas [57]. In newborns, it can mimic the
infantile hypertrophic pyloric stenosis [58]. Endoscopic submu-
cosal resection can be the therapy of choice and the maligniza-
tion rate is <2% [57].

6.3. Brunner’s Gland Hamartoma. While Brunner described
in 1688 the glands with the same name, Cruveilhier
described first case of Brunner gland hamartoma in 1835
[60]. Then, the described lesion was separated in three enti-
ties: diffuse hyperplasia, localized hyperplasia, and hamar-
toma or adenoma which was recently denominated as
benign glandular hyperplasia [10, 60–63]. It is about nodu-
lar or pedunculated uncommon submucosal masses of the
duodenum diagnosed in adults [10, 60, 61]. About 70% of
the cases involved the pylorus and duodenal bulb [64].
Only one pediatric pyloric localization was reported in lit-
erature [62, 63].

According to the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology,
solitary or multiple masses below 5mm in size, composed
by excessive Brunner glands separated by fibrous septa, is
indicated to be called “hyperplasia” [61, 64]. The term
“hamartoma” is reserved to nonencapsulated solitary and
larger than 5mm, even giant masses, composed by sheets
of Brunner glands along with acini and ducts, some being
dilated, mesenchymal (smooth muscle bundles and adipose
tissue), and lymphoid tissue, which are infrequently
admixed with heterotopic pancreas [10, 61, 63]. Differentia-
tion from an adenoma (Brunneroma) is not clearly defined
in literature, and the two lesions are usually considered sim-
ilar and were reported in patients between 24 and 76 years
[59, 61, 63]. As incidence, 5-10% of duodenal benign lesions
are thought to be Brunner’s gland hamartomas [63].

Similar to other GI tract hamartomas, patients can be
asymptomatic or present nonspecific symptoms such
abdominal pain, nausea, bilious vomiting, anemia, and intus-
susception [10, 61–63]. Treatment consists of endoscopic
mucosal resection or surgical excision [10, 60], respectively,
longitudinal pyloromyotomy with transverse pyloroplasty
[62]. The main complications are intussusception and ileus.
Although it was long-time known that malignization is not
a complication of Brunner gland hyperplasia/hamartoma,
recent data showed dysplasia in 2.1% and associated Brunner
glands adenocarcinoma in 0.3% of cases [60, 64, 65].

The Brunner gland hyperplasia needs to be differentiated
by polyposis syndromes, pancreatic heterotopia, pyloric/
duodenal duplication cysts, nodular lymphoid hyperplasia
or duodenitis, and tumors such as neuroendocrine neo-
plasm, lipoma, and leiomyoma [60, 62, 64].

6.4. Heterotopic Gastric Mucosa. It is an uncommon hamar-
toma of the cervical esophagus which is discovered inciden-
tally in 1-10% of adults during screening endoscopies. It is
predominantly composed by funding-gland type (24%)
followed by cardiac-gland type mucosa (15%), but most of
the cases (61%) include both types [66]. Other segments of
the GI tract, such as duodenum, jejunum, ileum, or Meckel’s

diverticulum, can be infrequently involved. Although endo-
scopic resection is indicated, malignization was not reported.

7. Other Cystic Hamartomas

7.1. Duplication Cyst. The estimated incidence of GI tract
duplications is 1 : 4500 live births [1]. Although 60% of the
subepithelial lesions of the GI tract is supposed to be dupli-
cations [67], few cases can be found in English literature
[68]. These enteric cysts are especially found in the ileum
(33%), esophagus (20%), jejunum (10%), colon (13%), and
stomach (2-9%) [1]. The appendix and duodenum are infre-
quently involved [1, 68–70]. A number of 50 cases were also
reported as anal canal duplications [71].

First, jejunal duplication cyst was described in 1950 by
Oyama [69] and, as it shares the mesenteric vascularization
[67], was called “chyliferous cyst of the mesentery” [69].
Other 30 jejunal duplication cysts were reported till 2016
[9]. In the stomach, the lesion is also known as “double
stomach” [68]. Distal grater curvature is mostly involved
being followed by the posterior wall, the lesser curvature,
the anterior wall, and pylorus [1, 68].

The patients can be asymptomatic, but if they are diag-
nosed in the first year of life or early childhood, mostly
before the age of 12, abdominal pain, vomiting, weight loss,
and even a palpable abdominal mass can be revealed [1, 68].
In adults, iron deficiency anemia, bleeding episodes, abdom-
inal pain, nausea, vomiting, pancreatitis, and cholestasis
might be the symptoms [68, 70].

These tubulars or spheric malformative structures are
attached by the adjacent GI segment and can communicate
with the GI lumen or with the appendix or major duodenal
papilla [9, 67, 70]. However, communication is not a condi-
tion for diagnosis and is not present in up to 80% of the
cases [1, 9, 67]. To be diagnosed as a duplication cyst, the
presence of a separate cyst-lining mucosa but a common
muscular wall with the GI segment sharing a common blood
supply is necessary to be proved [1]. Under microscope, the
gastric or intestinal mucosa-lined cyst is surrounded by a
well-defined smooth muscle coat, without a cleavage plane
between the cyst and muscularis propria of the involved GI
segment, making it contiguous with the GI wall [1, 9, 68].
In the anal canal duplication, the cyst is lined by squamous
or transitional epithelium [71].

Inside the cyst, clear fluid is usually found, but bile and
enteroliths were observed in duodenal cysts [70, 72]. The
cystic wall might also incorporate an ectopic pancreas [9].
Depending on the localization, diameter, associated compli-
cations, and the experience of the surgical team, therapy
consists of endoscopic removal or marsupialization, excision
of the common wall, bypass, or surgical removal of the
affected GI segment through laparotomy or laparoscopic
methods [1, 9, 68, 70].

In some cases, theymimicked a neoplasm such as GIST or a
neuroendocrine tumor [68]. In 11 cases reported in literature till
2018, gastric duplication cyst was reported as a premalignant
lesion which predisposed to further development of carcino-
mas, especially adenocarcinomas or squamous cell carcinomas,
but neuroendocrine tumors can also be developed [1]. In such
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cases, elevated serum levels of carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)
or CA 19-9 can be found [1]. Although only one case of malig-
nization a duplication of the anal canal was reported [71], the
risk of malignization does not depend on the localization [70].
Elevated CEA can be found in patients with duplication cysts
before malignization and can serve for identification of associ-
ated carcinomas in early stages [1].

7.2. Tailgut Cyst or Retrorectal Cystic Hamartoma. It is a
duplication cyst located in the retrorectal-presacral space
[73, 74]. It derives from a postnatal remnant of the hindgut
and can show enteric or neuroenteric components. It is dif-
ferentiated by the rectal cystic duplication by the absence of
the smooth muscle coats. The male to female ratio is 1 : 5.
The lesion varies from asymptomatic cyst to cystic structures
which prolapses through the anal canal and can mimic hem-
orrhoids or dermoid cysts [73]. As development of neuroen-
docrine tumors, adenocarcinomas, and transitional or
squamous cell carcinoma was reported in 24 cases [73, 74],
the surgically resected specimens need to be attentively
evaluated.

8. Summary and Future Perspectives

In GI tract, nonpolypous hamartomas proved to be more
frequently incidentally diagnosed. Although rarely reported,
their incidence seems to not be low, and more attention need
to be paid to these mimickers. In some cases, neoplasms
might be missed, and fatal hemorrhage or intestinal ileus
can be the first symptoms, especially for hamartomas of
the small intestine. In other cases, they can be premalignant
lesions which evolve to transformation in carcinomas or
neuroendocrine tumors. Large cohorts need to be examined
to check the real incidence of nonpolypous GI hamartomas,
at endoscopy or autopsy. As CEA level might be elevated in
serum of patients with GI duplication cysts, this serum
marker should not be used as an indicator of presence of a
malignant tumor but should raise concerns about presence of
a malformative lesion with risk for malignant transformation.
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Background. Although microsatellite instability (MSI) is an indicator for active immunotherapy response, only 15% of colon
adenocarcinoma (COAD) patients are with MSI. An investigation into the immune profiles in low MSI (MSI-L) and
microsatellite stable (MSS) COAD remains lacking, whereas such exploration may provide new insights into COAD immunity.
Methods. We hierarchically clustered MSI-L/MSS COAD based on the enrichment levels of 28 immune signatures to identify
its immune-specific subtypes. We also comprehensively compared molecular and clinicopathologic profiles among these
subtypes. Results. We identified three immune subtypes of MSI-L/MSS COAD (IM-H, IM-M, and IM-L), which had high,
medium, and low immune signature scores, respectively. We demonstrated that this subtyping method was reproducible and
predictable by analyzing five different datasets, including four bulk tumor datasets and one single-cell dataset. IM-H was
characterized by high immunity, high stemness, strong potential of proliferation, invasion and metastasis, epithelial-
mesenchymal transition, elevated expression of oncogenic pathways, low tumor purity, low intratumor heterogeneity (ITH),
genomic instability, inferior response to chemotherapy, and unfavorable prognosis. IM-M was characterized by the highest
ratio of immunostimulatory to immunosuppressive signatures, the best response to chemotherapy, and favorable prognosis.
IM-L was characterized by low immunity, high tumor purity, high ITH, and genomic stability. Conclusion. The immune-
specific subtyping of MSI-L/MSS COAD may provide new insights into the tumor immunity as well as clinical implications for
immunotherapy of the COAD patients who lack MSI.

1. Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC), including colon cancer and rectal
cancer, is the third most common cancer and the fourth
leading cause of cancer deaths worldwide [1]. Although
early-stage CRCs are often curative by surgical resection
alone, late-stage CRCs have a poor prognosis due to recur-
rence or metastasis [2]. In CRC, colon cancer or colon ade-
nocarcinoma (COAD) is more common than rectal cancer
[3]. Previous studies have shown that COAD is highly het-
erogeneous in molecular profiles [4, 5]. For example, the

TCGA Research Network identified three molecular sub-
types of COAD, including chromosomal instability (CIN),
microsatellite instability (MSI), and CpG island methylator
phenotype (CIMP) [6]. MSI, resulting from inactivation of
the mismatch repair (MMR) system by either MMR gene
mutations or hypermethylation of the MLH1 promoter,
occurs in around 15% of colon cancers [7]. Based on the
MSI status, COAD can be divided into three subgroups:
MSI-H (high-frequency microsatellite instability), MSI-L
(low-frequency microsatellite instability), and MSS (micro-
satellite stable). Major clinicopathologic and molecular
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features show no significant difference between MSI-L and
MSS tumors, although they are significantly different
between MSI-H and MSI-L/MSS tumors [8]. MSI-H tumors
are characterized by the strong lymphocyte infiltration, high
tumor mutation burden (TMB), and high expression of
immune checkpoint molecules, e.g., PD-L1 [9], and are thus
more responsive to immunotherapies. As a result, MSI-H
COAD patients have a more favorable prognosis than
MSI-L/MSS patients [10].

Antitumor immunotherapies have recently been shown
to be effective in treating various cancers [11]. Particularly,
immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) targeting cytotoxic T
lymphocyte-associated antigen 4 (CTLA-4) and the pro-
grammed cell death protein 1 pathway (PD-1/PD-L1) have
demonstrated successes in treatment of many refractory
malignancies [12]. Nevertheless, currently, only a subset of
cancer patients respond to ICIs [13]. To improve the
response rate to ICIs in cancer patients, certain biomarkers
have been identified, including PD-L1 expression [14],
TMB [15], and DNA damage repair deficiency or MSI
[16]. In fact, besides its predictive value in the response to
classic therapy with 5-FU [17], MSI is an indicator for the
active response to immunotherapy [16]. Notably, the US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) have approved ICIs
for treating solid tumors with high MSI [18]. Nevertheless,
the immunotherapeutic efficiency for the majority of colon
cancers, which are MSI-L/MSS, remains unclear or unex-
plored. Therefore, it is crucial to stratify MSI-L/MSS COAD
patients responsive to immunotherapies.

It has been shown that the tumor immune microenvi-
ronment (TIME) plays a critical role in mediating antitumor
immune response and immunotherapeutic response [19].
Thus, classification of MSI-L/MSS COADs based on the
TIME may identify their subtypes responsive to immuno-
therapies. To this end, we aimed to identify subtypes of
MSI-L/MSS COADs on the basis of the enrichment levels
of 28 immune cells. We further analyzed molecular and clin-
icopathologic features of these subtypes, including pathway
enrichment, genomic features, tumor phenotypes, and clini-
cal outcomes. The identification of immune-specific sub-
types may provide new insights into the pathogenesis of
MSI-L/MSS COAD and potential clinical implications for
immunotherapy of this disease.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data Acquisition and Processing. We downloaded The
Cancer Genome Atlas Colon Adenocarcinoma (TCGA-
COAD) dataset, including RNA-Seq gene expression profiles
(RSEM normalized), somatic mutation profiles (“maf” file),
somatic copy number alterations (SCNAs) (“SNP6” files),
protein expression profiles (Reverse Phase Protein Array
(RPPA), normalized), pathological slides data, and clinical
data, from the genomic data commons (GDC) data portal
(https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/). We obtained other COAD
transcriptomic datasets (GSE39582, GSE41258, and
GSE143985) from the NCBI gene expression omnibus
(GEO) (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). We also down-
loaded a single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) dataset

(GSE132465 [20]) for COAD from the NCBI GEO. A sum-
mary of these datasets is shown in Supplementary Table S1.

2.2. Single-Sample Gene Set Enrichment Analysis. Based on
gene expression profiles, the single-sample gene set enrich-
ment analysis (ssGSEA) [21] calculates the enrichment score
of a gene set in a sample, which represents the degree to
which the genes in the gene set are coordinately up- or
downregulated in the sample. We used the ssGSEA to eval-
uate the enrichment of immune cells, biological processes,
and pathways in tumors based on the expression profiles
of their marker or pathway genes. The marker or pathway
genes are presented in Supplementary Table S2. We
performed the ssGSEA with the R package “GSVA.”

2.3. Clustering Analysis. We hierarchically clustered MSI-L/
MSS COAD to uncover its immune subtypes based on the
enrichment scores of 28 immune cell types. These cell types
included CD56-bright natural killer (NK) cells, effector
memory CD4 T cells, eosinophil, CD56-dim NK cells, type
17 T helper cells, activated B cells, monocytes, memory B
cells, activated CD4 T cells, type 2 T helper cells, plasmacy-
toid dendritic cells, neutrophils, macrophages, effector mem-
ory CD8 T cells, myeloid-derived suppressor cell (MDSC),
immature B cells, T follicular helper cells, NK cells, imma-
ture dendritic cells, mast cells, type 1 T helper cells, activated
dendritic cells, central memory CD4 T cells, gamma delta T
cells, central memory CD8 T cells, regulatory T cells, acti-
vated CD8 T cells, and natural killer T cells [22]. The enrich-
ment score of an immune cell type in a tumor was the
ssGSEA score of its marker gene set in the tumor. Before
clustering, we normalized the ssGSEA scores by z-score
and transformed them into distance matrices by the R func-
tion “dist” with the parameter method= “Euclidean.” We
performed hierarchical clustering using the function “hclust”
in the R package “Stats” with the parameters method= “-
ward.D2” and members =NULL.

2.4. Class Prediction. To predict the immune subtypes of
MSI-L/MSS COAD by the immune cell types, we first nor-
malized attribute values (ssGSEA scores of immune cell
types) by z-score. We used the random forest (RF) algorithm
to perform the class prediction. In the RF, the number of
trees was set to 100, and the attributes included all 28
immune cell types. We reported the accuracy and weighted
F-score as the prediction performance. We implemented
the class prediction by Weka (version 3.8.5) [23].

2.5. Survival Analysis. We used the Kaplan-Meier (K-M)
model [24] to compare overall survival (OS) and disease-
free survival (DFS) time among different groups of cancer
patients. K-M curves were used to display the survival time
differences, and log-rank tests were utilized to evaluate the
significance of survival time differences. We performed sur-
vival analyses in TCGA-COAD and GSE39582 in which
related data were available.

2.6. Evaluation of TMB, SCNA, ITH, Immune Scores, and
Tumor Purity in Tumors. TMB was defined as the total
count of somatic mutations in the tumor. We used GISTIC2
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[25] to calculate G-scores in tumors with the input of
“SNP6” files. The G-score indicates the amplitude of the
SCNA and the frequency of its occurrence across a group
of samples [25]. We used the DITHER algorithm [26] to
evaluate ITH levels, which scores ITH at the DNA level.
We utilized ESTIMATE [27] to evaluate immune scores
and tumor purity for bulk tumors. The immune score indi-
cates the tumor immune infiltration level and tumor purity
the proportion of tumor cells in a bulk tumor.

2.7. Pathway and Gene Ontology (GO) Analysis. To identify
pathways highly enriched in one class versus another class,
we first identified upregulated genes in the class relative to
another class using Student’s t test with a threshold of false
discovery rate ðFDRÞ < 0:05 and fold change ðFCÞ > 2. By
inputting the upregulated genes into the GSEA web tool
[28], we obtained highly enriched KEGG [29] pathways with
a threshold of FDR < 0:05. In addition, we used the weighted
gene coexpression network analysis (WGCNA) [30] to iden-
tify the gene modules of coexpressed genes. Based on the
expression correlations between the hub genes in gene mod-
ules, we identified the GO terms having significant correla-
tions with specific traits. We performed the WGCNA
analysis with the R package “WGCNA” (version 1.68).

2.8. scRNA-Seq Data Analysis. We analyzed a scRNA-seq
dataset (GSE132465 [20]) for MSS COAD. The gene expres-
sion values have been normalized by natural log transforma-
tion of transcripts per million (TPM). We utilized the single-
cell consensus clustering (SC3) method [31] to perform
unsupervised clustering of cancer cells in each immune sub-
type. We used the inferCNV algorithm [32] to infer large-
scale DNA copy number variations (CNVs) in cancer cells
versus normal cells. We normalized the CNV values of cells
output by inferCNV by subtracting the average of the max-
imum and minimum values in the matrix of CNV values
to make the “0” representing the copy number in normal
cells. We defined the CNV score of each cell as the average
of quadratic sum of the CNV values for all genes.

2.9. Statistical Analysis. We used Student’s t test (two-tailed)
to compare two classes of normally distributed data, includ-
ing gene expression levels, protein expression levels, and the
ratios of two different immune signatures. The ratios were
the log2-transformed values of the average expression levels
of all marker genes in an immune signature divided by those
of all marker genes in another immune signature. In com-
parisons of two classes of nonnormally distributed data, such
as ssGSEA scores of gene sets, TMB, ITH, immune scores,
and tumor purity, we used the Mann–Whitney U test
(one-tailed). We utilized the Spearman method to evaluate
the correlation between pathway activities (ssGSEA scores)
and immune scores. The Fisher’s exact test was used to ana-
lyze contingency tables. To adjust for P values in multiple
tests, we calculated FDR with the Benjamini and Hochberg
method [33]. We performed all statistical analyses with the
R programming language (version 3.6.0).

3. Results

3.1. Clustering Analysis Identifies Three Immune Subtypes of
MSI-L/MSS COAD. Based on the enrichment scores of 28
immune cell types, we identified three subtypes of MSI-L/
MSS COAD by hierarchical clustering, consistently in the four
bulk transcriptome datasets (TCGA-COAD, GSE39582,
GSE41258, and GSE143985) (Figure 1). The three subtypes
had high, medium, and low enrichment scores of the immune
cells, termed IM-H, IM-M, and IM-L, respectively. The consis-
tent clustering results demonstrate the reproducibility of this
classification method. Furthermore, to explore whether this
classification is predictable, we used the TCGA-COAD dataset
as the training set and the other three datasets as test sets. The
10-fold cross-validation (CV) accuracy in the training set was
89.52%. The prediction accuracies were 82.88%, 72.93%, and
87.06% in GSE39582, GSE41258, and GSE143985, respec-
tively (Figure 1(b)). The weighted F-scores in these predic-
tions were 89.60%, 83.40%, 75.00%, and 87.30% for TCGA-
COAD, GSE39582, GSE41258, and GSE143985, respectively
(Figure 1(b)). Overall, these results demonstrate that the
immunological classification of MSI-L/MSS COAD is repro-
ducible and predictable.

Notably, both immunostimulatory signatures (such as
M1 macrophages, activated CD8 T cells, and NK cells) and
immunosuppressive signatures (such as M2 macrophages,
regulatory T cells, MDSCs, and PD-L1) showed the highest
enrichment scores in IM-H and the lowest enrichment
scores in IM-L (one-tailed Mann–Whitney U test or two-
tailed Student’s t test, P < 0:001) (Figure 2(a)). However,
the ratios of immunostimulatory to immunosuppressive sig-
natures (M1/M2 macrophages) were the highest in IM-M
among the three subtypes (two-tailed Student’s t test, P <
0:05) in TCGA-COAD (Figure 2(b)). We further compared
the percentages of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs)
among the three subtypes provided by the pathology slide
data in TCGA-COAD. As expected, the percentages of TILs
were significantly higher in IM-H than in IM-M and IM-L
(P < 0:001) (Figure 2(c)). Taken together, these results con-
firmed that IM-H and IM-L had the highest and lowest
enrichment of immune signatures, respectively.

We compared OS and DFS rates among the immune
subtypes of MSI-L/MSS COAD in TCGA-COAD and
GSE39582, in which related data were available. Survival
analyses showed that IM-M had better DFS than IM-H
and IM-L (log-rank test, P < 0:05) in TCGA-COAD, while
there was no significant difference of DFS between IM-H
and IM-L in this cohort (P = 0:49) (Figure 2(d)). Moreover,
IM-M displayed better OS than IM-L in TCGA-COAD
(P < 0:05) (Figure 2(d)). In GSE39582, IM-M showed better
OS than IM-H (P = 0:01), and IM-L had better DFS than
IM-H (P < 0:05) (Figure 2(d)). Taken together, these results
indicate that IM-M and IM-H likely have the best and worst
survival, respectively. In addition, we compared the response
rate to chemotherapy among the three immune subtypes in
TCGA-COAD. We found that the response (complete or par-
tial response) rate to chemotherapy followed the pattern IM-
M (77.78%)> IM-L (70.59%)> IM-H (50.00%) (Figure 2(e)),
supporting the results of prognostic analysis.
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Figure 1: Continued.
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3.2. The Immune Subtypes of MSI-L/MSS COAD Have
Significantly Different Phenotypic and Molecular Features.
We observed that the phenotypic or molecular features
indicative of tumor progression, such as stemness,
epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), proliferation,
invasion, and metastasis, were significantly more enriched
in IM-H compared to IM-M and IM-L (P < 0:05) (Figure 3
(a)). Furthermore, numerous oncogenic pathways displayed
significantly higher enrichment in IM-H versus IM-M and
IM-L (P < 0:001), including the pathways of PI3K-Akt,
VEGF, JAK-STAT, RAS, HIF-1, and MAPK signaling
(Figure 3(b)). In contrast, tumor purity was significantly
lower in IM-H than in IM-M and IM-L (P < 0:001)
(Figure 3(c)); ITH scores followed the pattern IM-H< IM-
M< IM-L (P < 0:05) (Figure 3(d)).

There was no significant difference of TMB among the
three immune subtypes of MSI-L/MSS COAD (Kruskal–
Wallis test, P = 0:568). However, tumor aneuploidy, namely,
copy number alteration (CNA), showed significant differ-
ence among the subtypes, as evidenced by that the G
-scores of copy number amplifications and deletions were
the highest in IM-L and the lowest in IM-H (Figure 3(e)).
Since the G-score represents the amplitude of CNA and
the frequency of its occurrence across a group of samples
[25], it indicated that IM-L and IM-H had the highest and
lowest CNA, respectively. This result is in agreement with
the previous studies showing that tumor aneuploidy corre-
lates with reduced antitumor immune response [34]. Fur-
thermore, we compared the enrichment scores of nine
major DNA damage repair (DDR) pathways among the sub-
types. These pathways included mismatch repair, base exci-
sion repair, nucleotide excision repair, the Fanconi anemia

(FA) pathway, homology-dependent recombination, nonho-
mologous DNA end joining, direct damage reversal/repair,
translesion DNA synthesis, and damage sensor [35]. Nota-
bly, the enrichment scores of nine DDR pathways followed
the pattern IM-L> IM-M> IM-H (P < 0:05) (Figure 3(f)).
Together, these results indicated that IM-L and IM-H had
the highest and lowest genomic instability, respectively.

We found 14 genes more frequently mutated in IM-H
than in IM-L (Fisher’s exact test, P < 0:05; odds ratio ðORÞ
> 3). These genes included USH2A, HMCN1, PTPRT,
ADAMTSL3, TDRD6, TRO, TCHH, ATP8A2, CCDC9,
DCDC5, FADS3, LRRC7, NOTCH3, and SPG20. Notably,
the mutations in each of these genes were correlated with
significantly higher immune scores in MSI-L/MSS COAD
(P < 0:05) (Supplementary Table S3). On the contrary,
seven genes showed a significantly higher mutation rate in
IM-L than in IM-H (P < 0:04; OR > 7), including APC,
CHD5, DCLK1, FBXL7, COL6A6, KRTAP10-10, and
PCDHGA5. APC is a tumor suppressor gene involved in
the regulation of WNT signaling, whose mutations are
prevalent in nonhypermutated tumors [36]. The APC
mutations in IM-L were mainly truncating mutations
(Figure 3(g)), which may initiate chromosome instability
[37, 38]. This could partially explain why IM-L had higher
genomic instability than IM-H. Furthermore, we compared
gene mutation profiles between IM-M and IM-H/L.
Notably, IM-H/L displayed a significantly higher frequency
of CUBN mutations than IM-M (P = 0:037; OR = 7:15). A
previous study has demonstrated that CUBN mutations
might promote the malignancy of CRC [39]. There were
28 genes showing a significantly higher mutation rate in
IM-M than in IM-H/L (P < 0:05; OR > 2). Noticeably, the
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Figure 1: Hierarchical clustering of MSI-L/MSS COAD bulk tumors based on the enrichment of 28 immune cell types. (a) Clustering
analyses uncovering three immune subtypes of MSI-L/MSS COAD, IM-H, IM-M, and IM-L, which have high, medium, and low
immune cell enrichment scores, respectively, consistently in four datasets. (b) Prediction of the three immune subtypes of MSI-L/MSS
COAD by random forest based on the enrichment scores of 28 immune cell types. TCGA-COAD dataset as the training set and the
other three datasets as test sets. The 10-fold cross-validation results in the training set and prediction results in the other datasets are shown.
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Figure 2: Continued.
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mutation frequency of NOTCH3 was significantly higher in
IM-M than in IM-H/L (P = 0:011; OR = 5:16), and its
mutation was associated with a higher OS rate in MSI-L/
MSS COAD (P = 0:033) (Figure 3(h)).

We compared the expression of 226 proteins among the
subtypes. We found 45 proteins significantly upregulated in
IM-H relative to IM-L (two-tailed Student’s t test, FDR <
0:05) (Figure 3(i) and Supplementary Table S4). Many of
these proteins were protein kinases involved in signal

transduction, such as p38_MAPK, MEK1, MAPK_pT202_
Y204, and Lck. Several cluster of differentiation CD
molecules were also in the list of the 45 proteins, such as
CD20, CD26, and CD31, supporting the higher tumor
immunity in IM-H versus IM-L. The 45 proteins also
included some molecules involved in immune regulation,
such as ETS1 [40], Annexin-1 [41, 42], and Lck [43]. In
contrast, 48 proteins showed significantly higher
expression levels in IM-L than in IM-H (Figure 3(i) and
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Figure 2: Comparisons of immune signature enrichment and clinical outcomes among the three immune subtypes. Comparisons of the
enrichment scores of immunostimulatory signatures (M1 macrophages, activated CD8 T cells, and NK cells) and immunosuppressive
signatures (M2 macrophages, regulatory T cells, myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs), and PD-L1) (a), ratios of
immunostimulatory to immunosuppressive signatures (M1/M2 macrophages) (b), and the percentage of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes
(TILs) (c) among the three immune subtypes. The Kruskal–Wallis test (a), one-way ANOVA (b), and one-tailed Mann–Whitney U test
(c). P values are shown. ∗P < 0:05, ∗∗P < 0:01, ∗∗∗ P < 0:001, and nsP ≥ 0:05. It also applies to the following figures. (d) Comparisons of
overall survival (OS) and disease-free survival (DFS) rates among the immune subtypes by the Kaplan–Meier curves. The log-rank test P
values are shown. (e) Comparisons of the response (complete or partial response) rates to chemotherapy among the three immune
subtypes in TCGA-COAD. The chi-square test P value is shown.
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Supplementary Table S4). Notably, two DNA mismatch
repair proteins (MSH2 and MSH6) were in the list of the
48 proteins. In addition, several tumor suppressors, such as
Rb, tuberin, and E-cadherin, were upregulated in IM-L
relative to IM-H. The higher enrichment of these tumor
suppressors in IM-L could explain why IM-L had a better
relapse-free survival rate than IM-H.

3.3. Identification of Pathways and GO Highly Enriched in
the Immune Subtypes of MSI-L/MSS COAD. Pathway analy-
sis by GSEA [28] identified numerous KEGG pathways
highly enriched in IM-H versus IM-L in TCGA-COAD.
These pathways were mainly involved in immune, stromal,
oncogenic, and metabolic signatures (Figure 4(a)). The
immune-related pathways included cytokine-cytokine
receptor interaction, hematopoietic cell lineage, chemokine
signaling, intestinal immune network for IgA production,
leukocyte transendothelial migration, complement and
coagulation cascades, primary immunodeficiency, Toll-like
receptor signaling, T cell receptor signaling, natural killer
cell mediated cytotoxicity, B cell receptor signaling, Jak-
STAT signaling pathway, NOD-like receptor signaling, Fc
epsilon RI signaling, antigen processing and presentation,
Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis, and cytosolic DNA-
sensing pathway. It confirmed that IM-H had higher
immune activity than IM-L. The stromal signature-related
pathways included cell adhesion molecules, ECM-receptor
interaction, focal adhesion, regulation of actin cytoskeleton,
and tight junction. The cancer-related pathways included
pathways in cancer, MAPK, TGF-β, VEGF, and Hedgehog
signaling. The metabolism-related pathways included tryp-
tophan metabolism, renin-angiotensin system, purine
metabolism, tyrosine metabolism, ether lipid metabolism,
PPAR signaling, and phenylalanine metabolism. As
expected, in addition to the immune-related pathways, most
of the other pathways showed significantly positive correla-
tions of their enrichment scores with immune scores in
MSI-L/MSS COAD (Spearman’s correlation, P < 0:05)
(Figure 4(b)).

WGCNA [30] identified seven gene modules signifi-
cantly differentiating MSI-L/MSS COAD by the subtypes
and survival prognosis in TCGA-COAD (Figure 4(c)).
Notably, six gene modules (highlighted in blue, yellow,
brown, turquoise, black, and green, respectively) were sig-
nificantly upregulated in IM-H, while they were downreg-
ulated in IM-L (P < 0:001). Interestingly, these gene
modules’ enrichment was consistently and negatively cor-
related with OS and/or DFS time (P < 0:05) (Figure 4(c)).
The representative GO terms for these gene modules
included innate immune response, adaptive immune
response, binding, extracellular matrix, neuron part, and
muscle system process (Figure 4(c)). It is in agreement
with the previous results that immune and stromal path-
ways are upregulated in IM-H relative to IM-L. Besides,
there was a gene module (highlighted in red) significantly
upregulated in IM-M but downregulated in IM-L (P < 0:01
). The representative GO term for this gene module was
UDP-glycosyltransferase activity. UDP-glycosyltransferase
activity accelerates metabolic inactivation of drug therapies

to produce drug resistance and affects cancer progression
[44, 45]. That is, patients in the IM-L subtype are more
likely to benefit from drug treatment because of low drug
resistance.

3.4. Clustering Analysis Identifies Three Immune Subtypes of
MSI-L/MSS COAD Single Cells. We performed a similar
clustering analysis of MSI-L/MSS COAD single cells using
a scRNA-seq dataset (GSE132465). This dataset involved
gene expression profiles in 12,484 cancer cells from 16
MSS COAD patients. We hierarchically clustered these can-
cer cells based on the enrichment scores of four immune-
related pathways, including antigen processing and presen-
tation, apoptosis, JAK-STAT signaling, and PD-L1 expres-
sion pathway in cancer. We used these pathways instead of
the previous 28 immune cell types in clustering single cells
because these pathways are likely expressed in cancer cells
themselves. Likewise, we identified three clusters of these
cancer single cells (IM-H, IM-M, and IM-L), which had
high, medium, and low enrichment scores of these path-
ways (Figure 5(a)). As expected, PD-L1 expression levels
were the highest in IM-H and the lowest in IM-L
(P < 0:001) (Figure 5(b)). We further performed unsuper-
vised clustering of each subtype of these single cells by
SC3 [31] and identified 37, 29, and 41 cell clusters in
IM-H, IM-M, and IM-L, respectively (Figure 5(c)). It indi-
cated that IM-L and IM-M had the highest and lowest
heterogeneity of cancer cells. Furthermore, we observed
that the inferred CNVs by inferCNV [32] followed the
pattern IM-L> IM-M> IM-H (P < 0:001) (Figure 5(d)).
These results were consistent with those obtained in bulk
tumors, supporting that IM-L and IM-H had the highest
and lowest genomic instability, respectively, at the single-
cell level. Based on the cell clustering results, we calculated
the proportions of cancer cells of each patient in each sub-
type of IM-H, IM-M, and IM-L and assigned each patient
into the subtype which involved the highest proportion of
cancer cells of that patient. We further compared the
enrichment levels of several T cell subpopulations among
IM-H, IM-M, and IM-L patients, including CD4+ FOXP3
for regulatory CD4+ T cells, CD4+ IL7R for resting CD4+
T cells, CD4+ CXCL13 for activated CD4+ T cells, and
CD8+ GZMB T cells. The enrichment levels of these T cell
subpopulations were the average expression levels of their
marker genes (Supplementary Table S2). Interestingly, the
CD4+ FOXP3 T cell enrichment was the highest in IM-
H and the lowest in IM-M (P < 0:05) (Figure 5(e)).
However, the CD4+ CXCL13 T cell enrichment followed
an opposite pattern: IM-H< IM-L< IM-M (P < 0:001). In
addition, the CD4+ IL7R T cell enrichment was the
highest in IM-L and the lowest in IM-M (P < 0:001),
while the CD8+ GZMB T cell enrichment followed an
opposite pattern: IM-L< IM-H< IM-M (P<0.001). These
results indicated that immunostimulatory signatures were
the most enriched in IM-M, while immunosuppressive
signatures were the least enriched in this subtype. It is
consistent with the finding of the highest ratios of
immunostimulatory to immunosuppressive signatures in
IM-M among the three subtypes in bulk tumors.
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4. Discussion

Although MSI has been identified as an indicator for antitu-
mor immune response and immunotherapy response, only
15% of COAD patients are endowed with this feature. This
study focused on MSI-L/MSS COAD and identified its
immune subtypes based on the immune features displayed
in the TIME. We identified three immune subtypes of
MSI-L/MSS COAD (IM-H, IM-M, and IM-L), which had
high, medium, and low immune signature scores, respec-
tively. We demonstrated that this subtyping method was
reproducible and predictable by analyzing five different
datasets, including four bulk tumor datasets and one single
cell dataset. IM-H was characterized by high immunity, high
stemness, strong potential of proliferation, invasion and
metastasis, EMT, high expression of oncogenic pathways,
low tumor purity, low ITH, genomic instability, inferior
response to chemotherapy, and unfavorable survival prog-
nosis (Figure 6). IM-M was characterized by the highest
ratio of immunostimulatory to immunosuppressive signa-
tures, the best response to chemotherapy as well as survival
prognosis. IM-L was characterized by low immunity, high

tumor purity, high ITH, and genomic stability. It is interest-
ing to observe that IM-H has the worst survival among these
subtypes, although this subtype displays the “hottest” TIME.
The inverse association between tumor immune infiltration
levels and clinical outcomes has also been observed in some
other cancer types, such as glioma [46] and prostate cancer
[47]. The main reason for the inverse association between
tumor immune infiltration levels and clinical outcomes
could be that the strong immune infiltration leads to tumor
progression-promoting inflammation [48]. Our data indi-
cate that this inflammation is in fact antitumor immunosup-
pression as IM-H displays the highest expression of various
immunosuppressive signatures, including M2 macrophages,
regulatory T cells, MDSCs, and PD-L1. Another interesting
finding is that IM-M instead of IM-L has the best survival
prognosis. A possible explanation for the best prognosis in
IM-M could be that the immune-mediated tumor killing is
the strongest in this subtype, as evidenced by the highest
ratio of immunostimulatory to immunosuppressive signa-
tures in bulk tumors, as well as the highest enrichment of
immunostimulatory signatures (such as activated CD4+ T
cells and CD8+ GZMB T cells) and the lowest enrichment
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Figure 4: Pathways and Gene Ontology (GO) enriched in the immune subtypes. (a) The KEGG pathways upregulated in IM-H versus IM-L
in TCGA-COAD. (b) Spearman’s correlations between the enrichment scores of pathways upregulated in IM-H and immune scores in MSI-
L/MSS COAD. The correlation coefficients (ρ) and P values are shown. (c) The gene modules and their representative GO terms
significantly differentiating MSI-L/MSS COAD by the immune subtypes and survival prognosis in TCGA-COAD.
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of immunosuppressive signatures (such as regulatory CD4+
T cells and resting CD4+ T cells) in single cells in IM-M. In
addition, previous studies [49, 50] have demonstrated that
relative proportions of M1 macrophages and M2 macro-
phages correlates positively with survival prognosis in
COAD. It is in line with the highest ratio of M1/M2 macro-
phages in IM-M. Nevertheless, by contrast, the association
between tumor immune infiltration levels and clinical out-
comes is positive in many other cancer types, such as gastric

cancer [51], head and neck squamous cell cancer [52], and
triple-negative breast cancer [53]. Hence, the association
between the TIME and malignancy is complex and cancer
type dependent.

Among the three subtypes of COAD defined by TCGA
(MSI, GS, and CIN) [54], MSI-L/MSS constituted around
82% of CIN. Notably, IM-L harbored the highest proportion
of CIN cases (47.93% in IM-L versus 25.44% in IM-H and
26.63% in IM-M) (Fisher’s exact test, P < 0:05). CIN is
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Figure 5: Validation of the immune signature enrichment-based subtyping method in MSS COAD single cells. (a) Hierarchical clustering of
12484 cancer cells from 16 MSS COAD patients based on the enrichment scores of four immune-related pathways identifying three
subtypes. (b) Comparisons of PD-L1 expression levels among the subtypes of cancer cells. The one-way ANOVA test P value is shown.
(c) Unsupervised clustering of each subtype of single cells by SC3 [31] identifying 37, 29, and 41 clusters in IM-H, IM-M, and IM-L,
respectively. (d) Comparisons of the inferred copy number variations (CNVs) by inferCNV [32] among the three immune subtypes of
single cells. The one-tailed Mann–Whitney U test P values are shown. (e) Comparisons of the enrichment of T cell subpopulations
among the immune subtypes. The two-tailed Student’s t test P values are shown.
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Figure 6: A summary of molecular and clinical characteristics of the three immune subtypes. The figure was created with http://BioRender
.com.
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characterized by marked aneuploidy that is consistent with
the highest CNA exhibited in IM-L. Furthermore, it con-
forms to the previous findings that aneuploidy correlates
with reduced antitumor immune response [34]. Another
previous study [55] identified four consensus subtypes of
CRC (CMS1, CMS2, CMS3, and CMS4), by integrating six
different classification systems. We found that 71.43% of
IM-H cases were included in CMS4, compared to 23.81%
of IM-M and 4.76% of IM-L in CMS4 (Fisher’s exact test,
P < 0:001). In fact, there were common features between
CMS4 and IM-H, including EMT upregulation, TGF-β sig-
naling pathway activation, stromal invasion, and worse
prognosis. Meanwhile, 66.23% of IM-L cases were involved
in CMS2, compared to 2.60% of IM-H and 31.17% of IM-
M in CMS2. Again, CMS2 shared several prominent charac-
teristics with IM-L, including high CIN, low immunogeni-
city, and decreased relapse rates. A previous study [56]
molecularly classified CRC based on the expression levels
of EMT-associated markers and identified three subtypes:
epithelial, mesenchymal, and hybrid. Among the MSI-L/
MSS COAD immune subtypes we identified, IM-H should
have the highest overlaps with the mesenchymal subtype
for its highest EMT scores, while IM-L should have the high-
est overlaps with the epithelial subtype for its lowest EMT
scores; IM-M likely has the highest overlaps with the hybrid
subtypes. That study [56] indicated that the EMT-based
classification of CRCs could identify the most aggressive
subtype showing a mesenchymal phenotype, consistent with
our results showing that IM-H has the worst clinical out-
comes among the three immune subtypes of MSI-L/MSS
COAD.

MSI-H is an established indicator for immunotherapy
response for its high TMB, PD-L1 expression, and TIL level.
However, we found that IM-H COADs likely had signifi-
cantly higher TIL levels than MSI-H COADs (P < 0:05).
Moreover, PD-L1 expression levels showed no significant
difference between MSI-H and IM-H COADs in two of the
three datasets (P > 0:35). These data indicate that a propor-
tion of non-MSI-H tumors could also be propitious to
immunotherapy. Thus, the immune signature enrichment-
based subtyping of MSI-L/MSS COAD may identify non-
MSI-H patients responding well to immunotherapy. In fact,
the immunotherapy of MSI-L/MSS COAD has been under
investigation by clinical trials [57]. In addition, the combina-
tion of immunotherapy with other therapies could be a
promising direction in treating MSI-L/MSS COADs.

This study has several limitations. First, the results pre-
sented in this study were obtained by bioinformatics analy-
ses but lack experimental validation. Our next step is to
validate the results by in vitro and in vivo experiments. Sec-
ond, although our classification has potential value in strat-
ifying COAD patients responsive to immunotherapies, it
needs to be verified with clinical data with immunotherapy
information. It is also an objective of our future research.

5. Conclusions

Based on the enrichment scores of immune signatures, MSI-
L/MSS COAD can be classified into three subtypes with

high, medium, and low enrichment of immune signatures
in the TIME. The immune-specific subtypes have signifi-
cantly different TIME, tumor purity, stemness, tumor pro-
gression phenotypes, ITH, genomic features, response to
chemotherapy, and survival prognosis. This study may pro-
vide new insights into COAD immunity, as well as identify
non-MSI patients responsive to immunotherapy.

Data Availability
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Nutritional and inflammatory status was associated with prognosis in various types of malignant cancer, including colorectal
cancer (CRC). This clinical research was performed to estimate the prognostic role of immune-nutritional indexes CRC in
patients and to set up a survival nomogram based on the significant immune-nutritional indexes. 1024 CRC patients
underwent surgical resection from Wuhan Union Hospital were enrolled and divided into the test cohort (n = 717) and
validation cohort (n = 307). A total of 19 immune-nutritional indexes were included into our analysis. The Cox regression
analysis was utilized to identify the informative immune-nutritional indexes which were closely associated with overall survival
(OS) and disease-free survival (DFS). Survival nomograms were created in the test set and further verified in the validation set.
Td-ROC was curved to estimate the predictive performance of survival nomograms for CRC patients. Body mass index (BMI),
chemotherapy, TNM stage, T stage, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)/prealbumin (PA), monocytes (MON)/albumin (ALB), and
prognostic nutritional index (PNI) were seven potent prognostic biomarkers of CRC patients. We created an OS-nomogram
based on the seven risk indexes, and the predictive accuracy expressed with area under curve (AUC) was 0.826 for 1-year,
0.809 for 3-year, and 0.80 for 5-year OS rates in the test set and 0.795 for 1-year, 0.749 for 3-year, and 0.647 for 5-year OS
rates in the validation set. TNM stage, T stage, LDH/ALB, and MON/ALB were risk factors for unfavorable DFS in CRC
patients. We further built a DFS-nomogram based on the four risk factors, and the predictive performance presented with
AUC was 0.806 for 1-year, 0.763 for 3-year, and 0.82 for 5-year DFS rates in the test set, and 0.704 for 1-year, 0.692 for 3-year,
and 0.692 for 5-year DFS rates in the validation set. Our survival nomogram based on immune-nutritional indexes is a useful
and potential prognostic tool in CRC patients.

1. Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) accounted for 12.7% of all newly
diagnosed cancer, which is the second most frequently occur-
ring cancer [1]. In 2020, CRC accounted for 12.4% of all
deaths, being the second most common cause of cancer death
based on data from 27 countries of the European Union [2].

The exact pathogenic mechanism of CRC is still uncertain,
but genetic susceptibility, gut flora, dietary habit, and envi-
ronmental factors are reported to play key roles in its occur-
rence [3]. The mainstream treatment for CRC is based on
comprehensive approaches, composed of surgery, radiation,
chemotherapy, and emerging immunotherapy. Although
curative removal of the tumor tissues is expected to be a
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curative treatment for CRC, the long-term survival outcome
of CRC patients is still not promising due to the early
recurrence.

Inflammation and malnutrition are proven to be
involved in the progression of CRC [4]. Systemic inflamma-
tion is a marker of worse survival outcomes in approxi-
mately 20%-40% of CRC patients [5]. Several clinical
studies have highlighted that serum inflammatory indexes,
such as systemic immune-inflammation index (SII), pan-
immune-inflammation (PII) [6], controlling nutritional sta-
tus score (CONUT) [7], Gustave Roussy Immune (GRIm)
Score [8], could well forecast the survival outcomes of CRC
individuals. Moreover, CRC patients are the high-risk popu-
lation with malnutrition, which is associated with impaired
therapeutic response and higher mortality [9]. Continued
malnutrition is more common in CRC patients with
advanced cancer and could speed up to early death in the
condition of no effective nutrition support. Hence, a better
understanding of CRC patient’s immune-nutritional status
is critical to their survival outcomes.

Immune-nutritional indexes could not only reflect the
inflammatory status of the body but also reflect the nutri-
tional condition. Hence, early identification of inflammation
and malnutrition in CRC patients is crucial. However, clini-
cians tend to belittle this phenomenon in the clinical prac-
tice, making it very imperative to assess the inflammatory
and nutritional status of CRC patients. Among these
indexes, PNI, CONUT, and GRIm scores are reported to
well reflect the host immune-nutrition status in CRC
patients. As immune-nutritional indexes are inexpensive to
test for blood and easily accessible in the clinical practice,
it is quite significant to identify novel immune-nutritional
indexes for the assessment of survival outcomes in CRC
patients. Hence, in this present study, our primary goal
was to assess the prognostic significance of a list of novel
immune-nutritional indexes. Then, our second goal was to
derive and verify two survival nomograms based on
immune-nutritional indexes for the precise prediction of
survival outcomes in CRC patients.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Population. A total of 1474 CRC sufferers from
Wuhan Union Hospital were initially analyzed, and only
1024 cases of CRC were included into the final analysis.
The inclusion criteria were listed as follows: (1) the diagnosis
of CRC confirmed by pathological reports, (2) surgical man-
agement performed as the first treatment, (3) CRC patients
with complete preoperative laboratory examination infor-
mation, and (4) CRC patients with no evidence of acute
infection. The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) systemic
chemotherapy or radiotherapy before surgical resection, (2)
CRC patients under the age of 18 years, (3) CRC patients
who lost for follow-up, (4) CRC patients were complicated
with obvious acute infection, and (5) administration of
anti-inflammatory agents prior to the initiation of the sur-
gery, such as antibiotics, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs, and glucocorticoid. All relevant materials were
checked and approved by the Clinical Research Ethics

Committee (CREC) of Wuhan Union Hospital (No. 2018-
S377). Written informed consents were obtained from all
participants prior to the initiation of this clinical research.

2.2. Data Collection. We retrospectively collected CRC
patients’ baseline data and clinical information before surgi-
cal management, including demographic data, clinical infor-
mation, and laboratory data. The demographic data were
composed of sex, age of diagnosis, and body mass index
(BMI). The clinical information was composed of tumor size,
tumor site, T stage, N stage, tumor differentiation, and TNM
stage. The laboratory data were composed of blood routine
[lymphocyte (LYM), neutrophil (NEU), monocyte (MON),
and platelet (PLT)], liver function [albumin (ALB), prealbu-
min (PA), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), alkaline phosphatase
(ALP), and glutamyltransferase (GGT)], and renal function
[creatinine (CREA)]. Moreover, we calculated the novel
immune-nutritional indexes, such as LDH/PA, LDH/ALB,
GGT/ALB, GGT/PA, ALP/ALB, ALP/PA, PLT/ALB, PLT/
PA, LYM/ALB, LYM/PA, NEU/ALB, NEU/PA, MON/ALB,
MON/PA, ALB/CREA, and PA/CREA. The cutoff values of
these immune-nutritional indexes were determined by X-tile
software (version 3.4.7). We also included three established
immune-nutritional indexes, PNI, CONUT, and GRIm score.
The GRIm score was obtained according to a previous study
[8] based on serum lactate dehydrogenase, serum albumin,
and NLR.

2.3. Development and Validation of Survival Nomogram. In
order to derive and verify a survival nomogram with robust-
ness, we randomly assigned the included CRC patients into
the test set (N = 717) and validation set (N = 307) according
to the ratio of 7 : 3. In the test set, we first developed an over-
all survival nomogram (OS-nomogram). We initially
employed a univariate Cox regression to identify the
immune-nutritional variables with a close relationship to
OS in CRC patients. Then, the significant immune-
nutritional metrics with P < 0:05 were further selected into
multivariate Cox regression. Only the immune-nutritional
indexes determined by multivariate Cox regression
(P < 0:05) were finally identified for the construction of
OS-nomogram. The risk score equation behind the OS-
nomogram was determined using the β-coefficients of the
multivariate Cox regression analysis. To validate the OS-
nomogram, the predicted OS rates of CRC patients in the
internal validation cohort were also measured using
the same regression equation derived from the test set. Sim-
ilarly, the DFS nomogram was constructed based on the
same method. The discrimination ability of survival nomo-
gram for predicting survival rate was measured by time-
dependent (td) receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves. Each survival nomogram was assessed with calibra-
tion curve, which made it possible to compare the predicting
survival rates with the actual survival rates. We also verified
the discrimination and calibration abilities of the two sur-
vival nomograms in the validation cohort. Finally, decision
curve analysis (DCA) was drawn to appraise the clinical util-
ity of the survival nomograms. DCA is a statistical method
which is widely used to evaluate prediction models. DCA
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attempted to overcome the limitations of discrimination and
calibration which are not very informative to full decision
analytic approaches. DCA compares a clinical “net benefit”
for a predictive model with default strategies of none treat-
ing or treating [10].

2.4. Statistical Analysis. All the statistical analyses were
implemented with SPSS (version 20.0), MedCalc application
(version 19.0.4), and R software (version 3.5.1). Categorical
indexes were presented with counts (n) and percentages
(%) and examined by a chi-square test or Fisher’s exact.
Continuous variables were expressed as the mean differences
and standard deviation or interquartile range (IQR) based
on the status of data distribution. Continuous data were ana-
lyzed with Student’s t-test or nonparametric test. Spear-
man’s correlation analysis was adopted to measure the
relationship between two immune-nutritional indexes [11].
The cumulative survival rates of CRC patients were esti-
mated by survival analysis and analyzed using the log-rank
test. Univariate combined with multivariate Cox analyses
were performed to evaluate the overall effects of included
variables on the survival outcomes of CRC patients. Td-
ROC curves were plotted to determine the prediction accu-
racy of the inflammatory indexes or survival nomogram
for 1-year, 3-year, and 5-year survival rates. The Akaike
information criterion (AIC) was also calculated to assess
the goodness of fit of the survival nomograms. AIC analysis
was viewed as a good statistical system for the identification
of predictive markers, which offer statistical significance for
the balance between complexity and adaptation of a predic-
tive model. AIC quantifies the relative goodness of fit for
various metrics for a preferred model. The predictive model
with the lowest AIC value is considered the preferred model,
and the lower the AIC, the better the predictive model [12].
A P value less than 0.05 signifies that the difference is
significant.

3. Results

3.1. Clinical Features of Included Participants. According to
the strict inclusion criteria, a total of 1024 CRC patients
who underwent surgical removal were screened into our
analysis (Figure 1). Among them, the majority of partici-
pants were men (60.45%), and the median age of these
included CRC patients was 58:399 ± 11:87 years. Among
all, 4.21% and 63.27% of patients had a low body weight
(LBW) and normal BMI, respectively. All the included
patients received surgical resection, and 541 cases of CRC
patients received postoperative chemotherapy.

3.2. Correlations among Immune-Inflammation Indexes. In
this study, we systematically assessed all the available
immune-inflammation variables in CRC patients. A total of
19 immune-inflammation indexes were included into our
analysis. Based on the correlation analysis, we found these
immune-inflammation indexes correlated with each other.
As listed in Figure 2, we observed that LDH/PA was strongly
correlated with LDH/ALB (r = 0:77, P < 0:0001), ALP/PA
(r = 0:68, P < 0:0001), PLT/PA (r = 0:62, P < 0:0001), NEU/

PA (r = 0:61, P < 0:0001), MON/PA (r = 0:57, P < 0:0001),
and GRIm score (r = 0:49, P < 0:0001), but reversely associ-
ated with PA/CREA (r = −0:56, P < 0:0001). As for LDH/
ALB, although this score was correlated with many other
immune-inflammation biomarkers, the correlation was less
significant than LDH/PA.

3.3. Overall Survival Nomogram Based on Immune-
Nutritional Indexes. For the purpose of building survival
model based on immune-nutritional indexes, we randomly
assigned these CRC individuals into test set (N = 717) and val-
idation set (N = 307) according to the ratio of 7 : 3. There were
no significant differences of clinical features in the test and val-
idation sets (Table S1). In the test set, we initially utilized
univariate Cox analysis to estimate the potential risk indexes
which could significantly influence the OS in CRC patients.
We identified that 24 significant features, including BMI,
TNM stage, T stage, N stage, tumor size, chemotherapy,
LDH/PA, LDH/ALB, GGT/PA, GGT/ALB, ALP/PA, ALP/
ALB, PLT/PA, PLT/ALB, LYM/PA, NEU/PA, NEU/ALB,
ALB/CREA, PA/CREA, MON/PA, MON/ALB, PNI, GRIm
score, and CONUT score, were all well correlated with the
OS in CRC patients (Table S2). Then, these informative
immune-inflammation indexes with P < 0:05 were further
selected into the multivariable Cox model. We noticed that
BMI (HR = 0:451, 95% CI: 0.022-0.924, P = 0:0295),
chemotherapy (HR = 0:608, 95% CI: 0.403-0.917, P = 0:0177),
T stage (HR = 3:336, 95% CI: 1.651-6.74, P < 0:001), TNM
stage (HR = 2:419, 95% CI: 1.560-3.751, P < 0:001), LDH/PA
(HR = 2:186, 95% CI: 1.434-3.331, P < 0:001), MON/ALB
(HR = 1:988, 95% CI: 1.248-3.167, P < 0:001), and PNI
(HR = 0:431, 95% CI: 0.282-0.658, P < 0:001) were still
potent prognostic biomarkers of CRC patients after adjusting
the confounding covariates (Figure 3(a)).

1474 patients with colorectal cancer were initially 
screened (N = 1474)

Exclude 102 patients who systemic chemotherapy 
or radiotherapy before surgical resection (N = 1372)

Exclude 62 cases of colorectal cancer individuals 
complicated with obvious acute infection (N = 1310)

Exclude 286 cases who received anti-inflammatory 
agents prior to the surgical removal (N = 1024)

Training set (N = 717) Validationset (N = 307)

Figure 1: Flow chart of participant selection.
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Hence, we further created an OS-nomogram based on
the seven risk indexes (Figure 4(a)), and the predictive accu-
racy expressed with AUC was 0.826 for 1-year, 0.809 for 3-
year, and 0.80 for 5-year survival rates in the test set
(Figure 5(a)). This OS-nomogram exhibited the smallest
AIC value of 1131. When validating the OS-nomogram in
validation set, the predictive accuracy expressed with AUC
was 0.795 for 1-year, 0.749 for 3-year, and 0.647 for 5-year
survival rates in CRC patients (Figure 5(b)). Moreover, we
divided these CRC patients into two categories (low risk
and high risk) based on the median value of OS-nomogram,
and the Kaplan-Meier curves exhibited the great survival dif-
ference between the two groups (P < 0:001), highlighting the
great value of the OS-nomogram for risk stratification of
CRC patients (Figure 6(a)).

3.4. Disease-Free Survival Nomogram Based on Immune-
Nutritional Indexes. Similarly, univariate analysis revealed
that TNM stage, T stage, N stage, chemotherapy, LDH/PA,
LDH/ALB, GGT/PA, GGT/ALB, ALP/PA, ALP/ALB, PLT/PA,
PLT/ALB, LYM/ALB, NEU/PA, NEU/ALB, ALB/CREA, PA/
CREA, MON/PA, MON/ALB, PNI, GRIm score, and CONUT
score were all well correlated with the DFS in CRC patients
(Table S2). After adjusting the confounding covariates,
TNM stage (HR = 3:31, HR = 2:06 − 5:30, P < 0:001), T
stage (HR = 3:34, HR = 1:60‐6:93, P = 0:0013), LDH/ALB
(HR = 2:80, 95% CI: 1.83-4.26, P < 0:001), and MON/ALB
(HR = 2:57, 95% CI: 1.63-4.04, P < 0:001) were risk factors
for unfavorable DFS in CRC patients (Figure 3(b)). Hence,
we further built a DFS-nomogram based on the four risk
factors (Figure 4(b)), and the predictive performance
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expressed with AUC was 0.806 for 1-year, 0.763 for 3-year,
and 0.82 for 5-year survival rates in the test set (Figure 5(c)).
This DFS-nomogram exhibited the smallest AIC value of
1137.8. When verifying the DFS-nomogram in the validation
set, the predictive performance presented with AUC was
0.794 for 1-year, 0.692 for 3-year, and 0.692 for 5-year
survival rates in CRC patients (Figure 5(d)). Additionally, we
also divided these CRC patients into two categories (low risk
and high risk) based on the median value of DFS-
nomogram, and the survival analysis exhibited the distinct
survival difference among the two groups (P < 0:001),
highlighting the potential value of the DFS-nomogram for
risk stratification of CRC patients (Figure 6(b)).

3.5. Calibration Ability and Clinical Utility of Survival
Nomograms. We applied the calibration curves to compare
actual probabilities of survival rates and the predicted
survival rates by survival nomograms. Figure S1A-F
demonstrates good agreement for 1-year, 3-year, and 5-
year predicting probabilities of OS rates and actual survival
rates in both test and validation cohorts. In addition,
Figure S2A-F also shows good agreement for the 1-year,

3-year, and 5-year predicting probabilities of DFS rates and
actual survival rates in both test and validation sets.
Moreover, we employed DCA to assess the clinical utilities of
the survival nomograms for CRC patients. As presented in
Figures 7(a) and 7(b), if the threshold probability of a patient
was 0.25, both the OS-nomogram and DFS-nomogram added
more clinical benefits than either treat-none scheme or treat-
all scheme, implicating that the survival nomograms were
clinically applicable for CRC patients.

4. Discussion

Systemic inflammation and malnutrition is prevailing in
patients with cancer. The two factors have a significant
impact on the quality of life and treatment outcomes in can-
cer population [13]. As malnutrition is a major element for
immunodeficiency, the nutritional condition can be used to
quickly evaluate the immune status of cancer patients [14].
Some clinical cohorts and meta-analyses investigated the
associations between the immune-inflammation index eval-
uated by laboratory data and survival outcomes in malignant
cancers [15–18], but few clinical researches have appraised
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Figure 3: Multivariate Cox regression of survival outcomes in individuals with CRC. (a) Overall survival. (b) Disease-free survival.
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this correlation in CRC patients. This clinical research syste-
matically assessed the available immune-inflammation
indexes (N = 19) as many as possible in CRC patients.
Then, we found that LDH/PA, LDH/ALB, PNI, and
MON/ALB possess the most outstanding performance in
the prediction of survival outcomes, and we also measured

its correlations with other immune-inflammation indexes.
Finally, we screened the most informative immune-
inflammation elements based on Cox regression for the con-
struction survival nomograms. Both OS and DFS nomograms
derived from immune-inflammation parameters exhibited
adequate discrimination and well clinical utility.
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Serum LDH usually converts pyruvate to lactate in the
condition of hypoxia, which occupies an important role in
the metabolism of tumor cells. LDH-A is reported to be
highly expressed in metastatic cancer cells and hypoxic car-
cinomas, whose levels closely associated with the viability of
cancer cells. Levels of serum LDH are markers of immune
suppression and tumor hypoxia [19–21]. Moreover, recent
studies also revealed that high levels of serum LDH signify
heavy tumor burden and tumor progression in cancer [22,
23]. Hence, we could conclude that high levels of serum
LDH are indicative of unfavorable survival outcomes in can-
cer individuals. As mentioned above, serum albumin level
could well reflect the nutritional status of cancer patients,
and tumor-related inflammatory response may contribute
to the loss of albumin. In LDH/ALB, a novel immune-

inflammation biomarker, its high level means severe inflam-
mation and worse nutritional status. LDH/ALB is reported
to be highly correlated with survival outcomes in some types
of tumors, but fewer studies explored its correlation with the
survival outcomes in CRC patients.

Feng et al. [24] conducted a retrospective study with a
cohort of 346 resectable esophageal squamous cell carci-
noma (ESCC) and concluded that LDH/ALB is a useful
prognostic biomarker in patients with resectable ESCC
who received surgical resection. Gan et al. [25] assessed the
prognostic role of serum LDH/ALB in a cohort of 1,041 liver
cancer patients who received curative resection, and they
demonstrated that serum LDH/ALB was superior to other
inflammatory scores in terms of predicting survival in liver
cancer individuals who underwent radical surgical removal.
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A cohort study from Turkey including 295 cases of CRC
patients also reached the similar conclusion that preopera-
tive LDH/ALB was an unfavorable prognosticator in CRC

patients receiving curative resection [26]. However, the sam-
ple size (N = 295) somewhat limited the persuasion of the
conclusion. In our study (N = 1024), we also found the
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Figure 6: Kaplan-Meier curves of survival nomograms by two groups. (a) Overall survival analysis. (b) Disease-free survival analysis.
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superior predictive performance of serum LDH/ALB, and
serum LDH/ALB was not only a strong prognostic bio-
marker for unfavorable OS but also an independent risk ele-
ment for inferior DFS in CRC patients.

Protein-related malnutrition is very common in cancer
patients with advanced stage and eventually leads to the
damage of immune barrier. Malnutrition can seriously affect
the biosynthesis of PA and ALB [27]. Compared with ALB,
PA has a shorter half-life (2 days) than ALB (12 days) and
could be utilized as a promising marker to monitor the
nutritional status. Our study not only explored the prognos-
tic role of serum LDH/ALB in CRC patients but also
assessed the prognostic significance of serum LDH/PA in
CRC patients. The multivariate Cox regression analysis
revealed that serum LDH/PAB was a potent risk factor for
inferior OS and DFS in patients with CRC.

The application of Mon/ALB is an objective assessment
criterion of inflammatory and nutritional status, which is
completely based on easily available laboratory parameters.
Monocyte count, directly from blood routine, is a direct
parameter of inflammatory response and also reflects the
condition of immune surveillance to tumor cells. In a mul-
ticenter study with 1052 cases of rectal cancer patients,
Fulop et al. [28] highlighted the clinical significance of
lymphocyte-to-monocyte ratio. They clarified that the
lymphocyte-to-monocyte ratio was inversely associated with
neutrophil-to-lymphocyte, and the preoperative values of
lymphocyte-to-monocyte can be utilized as an independent
risk biomarker for less unfavorable OS in rectal cancer indi-
viduals. Serum ALB can not only effectively reflect the nutri-
tional status of cancer patients but also be related to the
severe liver function caused by inflammatory cytokines
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Figure 7: The clinical utility of survival nomograms by decision curve analysis (DCA). (a) DCA of overall survival in the test set. (b) DCA of
overall survival in the validation set. (c) DCA of disease-free survival in the test set. (d) DCA of disease-free survival in the validation set.
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[29]. Our results confirmed that CRC patients with high
Mon/ALB were more likely to experience worse OS and
DFS. Compared with some established immunonutritional
indexes commonly applied in clinical practice, such as
GRIm score and CONUT, MON/ALB is more accurate
and convenient for immune-inflammation evaluation in
patients with CRC.

Our aim was to design a precise survival model based on
the independent prognostic factors for patients with CRC.
Since the endpoints of this analysis were OS status, OS time,
DFS status, and DFS time, so we selected the Cox propor-
tional hazards model rather than the Kaplan-Meier marginal
regression model. As the survival outcomes of CRC individ-
uals are usually related to multiple endpoints which compete
with one another to produce competitive risk data [30], the
Cox proportional hazards model is a classical statistical
model and widely employed in survival analysis for individ-
uals with cancer. Accurate estimation of the cumulative inci-
dence of survival outcomes for right-censored survival
variables with multiple endpoints is the main advantage of
Cox proportional hazards model. Hence, we identified seven
potent factors for unfavorable OS and four risk factors for
less favorable DFS in the test set based on the Cox propor-
tional hazard model.

Three limitations still existed in this clinical analysis.
First, this was a retrospective clinical research with relatively
small study population. Then, we could not assess the asso-
ciation between dynamic changes of immune-nutritional
indexes and survival outcomes in patients with CRC. In spite
of the internal validation with 307 CRC patients, no external
validation from another medical center was performed to
evaluate the universal applicability of the survival nomo-
grams. Hence, our conclusions should be further validated
with prospective studies of more medical centers in the
future.

5. Conclusion

This is the first scoring system based on immune-
inflammation indexes to forecast survival outcomes in CRC
sufferers. Notably, these selected immune-inflammation
indexes are commonly tested among hospitalized patients in
the clinical practice, which possess a practical advantage. This
reliable predictive tool may play a role in risk stratification of
CRC patients.
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CRC: Colorectal cancer
OS: Overall survival
DFS: Disease-free survival
BMI: Body mass index
LDH: Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)
PA: Prealbumin
ALP: Alkaline phosphatase
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ALB: Albumin
MON: Monocytes

PLT: Platelet
LYM: Lymphocyte
NEU: Neutrophil
PNI: Prognostic nutritional index
GRIm: Gustave Roussy Immune
CONUT: Controlling nutritional status score
DCA: Decision curve analysis
AIC: Akaike information criterion
Td-ROC: Time-dependent receiver operating characteristic.
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Preoperative staging of colorectal cancer (CRC) based on imaging techniques such as computed tomography (CT) or magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is crucial for identification and then removal of the positive lymph nodes (LNs). The aim of this
study was to evaluate the correlation between preoperatively seen morphologic criteria (number, size, shape, structure, borders,
or enhancement patterns) and histopathological features of LNs using an in-house validated map of nodal stations. A total of
112 patients with CRC that underwent surgery were preoperatively evaluated by CT scans. The locoregional, intermediate, and
central LNs were CT-mapped and then removed during open laparotomy and examined under microscope. The analysis of
correlations was interpreted using the suspicious-to-positive ratio (SPR) parameter. The greatest correlation was found in
tumors located in the sigmoid colon, descending colon and middle rectum; SPR value was 1.12, 1.18, and 1.26, respectively.
SPR proved to be 0.59 for cases of the transverse colon. Regarding the enhancement type, the dotted pattern was mostly
correlated with metastatic LNs (OR: 7.84; p < 0:0001), while the homogenous pattern proved a reliable indicator of
nonmetastatic LNs (OR: 1.99; p < 0:05). A total of 1809 LNs were harvested, with a median value of 15 ± 1:34 LNs/case.
Transdisciplinary approach of CRC focused on pre-, intra-, and postoperatively mapping of LNs might increase the accuracy
of detecting metastasized nodes for tumors of the distal colon and middle rectum but not for those of the transverse colon. In
addition to morphologic criteria, the enhancement pattern of LNs can be used as a predictor of nodal involvement improving
the CT-based preoperative staging.

1. Introduction

Despite individualized therapy, colorectal cancer (CRC)
remains one of the most prevalent digestive malignancies

worldwide and the second leading cause of cancer-related
deaths, with an increasing incidence in the last years [1–3].
Long overall survival rate (OS) is reported in patients with
CRC diagnosed in early stages [2–4]. Screening programs are
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developed in most of the countries but lack of optimization of
policy of screening and surveillance by colonoscopy lead to
diagnosis of most of the cases in advanced stages [5, 6].

Although several modern prognostic parameters were
proposed, the number of harvested lymph nodes (LN) same
as the number of metastatic nodes (N status) and the rate of
positive vs. removed nodes (lymph node ratio—LNR)
remain the most important independent prognostic param-
eters [7–9]. The 5-year survival rate of 75-95% was reported
for patients with CRC diagnosed in stages I or II (N0) com-
pared to 30-68% in stages III or IV [7, 8, 10]. Furthermore,
20-30% of the N0-staged recurrent cases with completely
excised tumors and free resection margins (R0) could be
linked to occult LN metastases [11]. An accurate imaging
evaluation of the LN status is crucial for choosing extensive
lymphadenectomy, pre- or postsurgery chemo- and/or
radiotherapy, as well as neoadjuvant therapy.

Although LN status and identification of synchronous
CRCs can be successfully done preoperatively using imaging
methods such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) [9], the reported sensitivity and
specificity for LN mapping via CT-scan is about 71% and
41%, respectively [12]. Several criteria have been proposed
for a more accurate evaluation of LN status. LN size has been
used as a predictor for positive LNs, with a threshold size of
10mm, but the sensitivity and specificity do not exceed 71%
and 67%, respectively [13–15]. In other studies, it was shown
that most metastatic LNs were <5mm whereas those beyond
10mm were enlarged due to a good host inflammatory
response [10, 11].

Japanese Society for Cancer of the Colon and Rectum,
respectively, Yamamoto et al., proposed to use, as a prog-
nostic parameter, a map of LN stations which was
designed based on the localization of the LNs. They
divided the LN stations into three main categories: locore-
gional, stations near great vessels, and stations located at
the origin of great vessels [16]. Metastases in the stations
located at the origin of great vessels upgrade staging at
stage IV [17].

For contrasting CT-scan identification of the LN stations
and suspected nodes, size, roundness, heterogeneity, and
contour irregularity should be checked [18]. Based on com-
bined features, Miao et al. proposed six patterns of internal
enhancement: homogenous, striped, spotted, core, rim, and
heterogenous [12]. Heterogeneity and rim pattern may cor-
respond to the invasion of malignant cells into the subcapsu-
lar sinus via lymphatic vessels (LV), as well as a lack of blood
supply which leads to necrosis of the medulla [12, 19–21].
Spotted enhancement was linked to dilated subcapsular
sinuses whereas stripped pattern is considered an indicator
of interlinked capillary sinus. Core and homogenous
enhancements are strongly associated with negative LNs,
being known as benign patterns [12].

The aim of this study was to perform an in-house valida-
tion of the map of Yamamoto et al., which reliability was
previously confirmed by the team for synchronous CRCs
[9, 16], and to check the correlation between CT-scan-
based criteria of suspicion of LN metastases and microscopic
features.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Criteria of Inclusion. This prospective study included
112 consecutive patients with CRC, diagnosed and surgically
treated by the same surgical team, at the Emergency Clinical
County Hospital of Targu Mures, Romania, between 2016
and 2020. The Approval of the Ethical Committee of the
Clinical County Emergency Hospital of Targu-Mures,
Romania, was obtained for the study. From each patient,
signed informed consent was obtained prior surgery for both
permissions to perform surgical resection and use of patient
information in the scientific publications.

All patients had previous colonoscopy with a positive
biopsy for carcinoma. They were referred to the Imaging
Department for CRC staging before surgery. We have
included all adult patients with preoperatively proved biopsy
of carcinoma, in which colectomy and tumor excision was
done with free proximal and distal resection margins and
extensive lymphadenectomy. Criteria of exclusion: patient’s
refusal, preoperative oncologic therapy, inoperable cases,
death before one month after surgery, associated peritoneal
carcinomatosis, recurrent carcinomas, synchronous or
metachronous cancers, and independently by their localiza-
tion, same as diagnosis of a metastatic tumor or a rare histo-
logical variant (e.g., neuroendocrine or clear cell carcinoma).

2.2. Image Acquisition. In all patients, nonenhanced (NECT)
and contrast-enhanced CT (CECT) scans, to identify the
localization and characteristics of the tumor and the suspi-
cious LNs, were done. Imagistic investigations were per-
formed by the same team (SP, SI), same as the surgical
intervention (BT) and histopathological assessment (GS, JI,
BL, and SC).

A Siemens Somatom 64 channel CT scanner was used
for the acquisition of images. An abdominopelvic multi-
phasic CT scan was performed for each patient, with none-
nhanced sequence exam followed by intravenous contrast
media administration and another two acquisitions: a late
arterial phase, at 25 seconds after injection, and a portal-
venous phase, at 70 seconds after injection of the contrasting
substance. The kilovoltage ranged between 120 and 140 kV
with 220mAs. All patients have received iodinated hydroso-
luble contrast media (Optiray 350, 350mg I/ml) in a dose of
1ml/kg of body weight with a flow rate ranging from 2 to
3ml/sec.

2.3. Imaging Assessment. All the abdominopelvic LNs were
assessed according to an in-house established protocol,
based on the Japanese Classification of Colorectal, Appendi-
ceal, and Anal Carcinoma (JCCRC) developed and updated
in 2019 by the Japanese Society of Cancer of the Colon
and Rectum (JSCCR). First, a map was adapted from JSCCR
study “Japanese Classification of Colorectal, Appendiceal,
and Anal Carcinoma: the 3rd English Edition” [16] with per-
mission obtained from the authors, where the nodal stations
were divided into three categories: locoregional—within
5 cm from tumor, intermediate-between 5 and 10 cm from
tumor, alongside the great vessels, and central LNs—more
than 10 cm from tumor, at the origin of great vessels
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(Figure 1). The map was previously used by our team for
identification and evaluation of synchronous CRCs [9]. In
the present study, for any patient, an individualized map
was done and the LNs suspected of metastases were ringed,
to be further harvested by the surgeons.

To consider a LN as being suspected to present
metastases, imaging features like short-axis diameter,
shape, structure, and borders were considered. The LNs
were divided into three groups according to their size:
˂5mm, 5-10mm, and ˃10mm. Suspicion criteria (round-
ness, heterogeneous density, and irregular border) were
considered depending on their size. So, if a LN was
˂5mm, it needed the presence of all three criteria of
suspicion; LNs between 5 and 10mm were considered
suspicious if they had two of three criteria and LNs
˃10mm were always considered suspicious [12, 18].
The total number of LNs was noted in each case, with
the number of suspicious LNs outlined.

For an objective evaluation, we combined the previously
mentioned features with the enhancement pattern of LNs in
the venous phase of CECT, using magnified images. Based
on the modified criteria proposed by Miao et al. [12], five
patterns of enhancement were checked: homogenous, dot-
ted, linear, central, and peripheral. Dotted pattern was char-
acterized by small spots (<3mm) of contrast enhancement
within the node. Linear pattern was defined as multiple belts
of low enhancement giving it a stripey appearance. Central
pattern appeared as bright spot of contrast enhancement in
the central region, and peripheral pattern was defined as a
hypodense center with a hyperdense rim (Figures 2 and 3).
The enhancement pattern of both suspicious and nonsuspi-
cious LNs was noted to be then correlated with the patholog-
ical reports.

2.4. Surgical Interventions and Histopathological Assessment.
In all patients, open laparotomy was done for colectomy and
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surgical removal of the tumor with free proximal and distal
resection margins. Based on the imaging map, the LNs
which were encircled by the radiologists were harvested in
individual recipients, on stations, and send for histopatholo-
gical assessment [9]. In cases where the encircled nodal sta-
tions were peritumoral, the pathologist was informed to
check the nodes in the resected surgical specimen.

Gross findings of the surgical specimens were done
according to the current guidelines and imaging map. After
formalin fixation, the palpable LNs were included for histo-
logical examination and comparison of imaging and micro-
scopic features. The encircled suspicious LNs were included
in individual histological cassettes. Then, histological slides
from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue (FFPE) blocks
were used for current histological assessment. When neces-
sary, immunohistochemical stains with cytokeratin AE1/
AE2 were performed for identification of occult metastases
or micrometastases.

The pathological reports included the number of LNs
harvested according to the nodal stations map and divided
into the three groups (˂5 cm, between 5 and 10 cm, and
˃10 cm from tumor), as well as the number of positive
LNs. Histological types, pTNM stage, number of LN metas-
tases per node stations, and LNR were also mentioned in the
histopathological report. The pTNM stage was established
according to the American Joint Committee on Cancer stag-
ing system-8th edition (AJCC). Distant node metastases were

considered as distant metastases (pM1). Dimensions of the
tumors (length and thickness), presence of vascular (V1),
lymphatic (L1), and perineural invasion (n1) invasion same
as the quality of the resection margins and the tumor bud-
ding degree (b) [22] were also pointed for further statistical
processing.

2.5. Statistical Evaluation. The imaging assessment of the
three categories of nodal stations was compared with the
pathological reports and divided into four groups: positive
correlation (preoperative suspicious nodes were histopa-
thological proved metastatic), negative correlation (no sus-
picious nodes on imaging and no positive LNs after
microscopic evaluation), false positive correlation (suspi-
cious LNs on CT were not found positive on histology
report), and false negative correlation (positive LNs under
microscope were not matched by suspicious criteria on
imaging assessment) [9]. The cases were then categorized
based on the suspicious-to-positive ratio (SPR), which
was the ratio between the number of CT-suspicious LNs
and histologically positive LNs. SPR was calculated for
each of the three groups of LNs (˂5 cm, between 5 and
10 cm, and ˃10 cm from tumor). Demographic (age, gen-
der), imaging (suspicious and non-suspicious LNs), and
histopathological parameters were compared between cases
with positive vs. negative LNs. Sensitivity and specificity
were calculated, as well as positive and negative predicted

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Lymph node assessment on NECT axial scan (left) and on CECT venous phase, axial view (right), with homogenous (a) and
dotted enhancement pattern (b); infiltrative tumor of the rectal wall on the right side infiltrates the mesorectal fat (arrow).
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values (PPV, NPV). Statistically significant differences
were considered for p˂0:05.

3. Results

3.1. Clinicopathological and Histological Aspects. From 112
patients with CRC, there were 78 males and 34 females
(M : F ratio = 2:29 : 1), with a mean age of 65:60 ± 10:99
years (range 27-88 years). Most of the patients (71.42%)
were diagnosed below their 60. LN metastases (LNM) were
identified in one-third of the cases. Distant metastases were
also seen in over one-quarter of the patients (Table 1). Mean
length of the tumors was 48:14 ± 20:61 cm, whereas tumor
thickness was of 20:07 ± 11:85 cm. There were 61 patients
with rectal- and 51 with colon cancer. Risk of LNMs was
not associated with the tumor localizations but was higher
in pV1L1n1b3 cases (Table 2).

3.2. Preoperative Imaging Assessment of LNs. Based on the
CT-scan assessment, 1079 LNs were identified. Most LNs
were seen in the first category of nodal stations—locoregio-
nal (n = 603; 33.33%), which showed a LNR of 0.10. From
the 1079 nodes, 241 (22.34%) were considered “suspect of
metastases,” according to the imaging protocol and were
encircled on the nodal stations map. Most suspicious LNs
were locoregional (n = 146; 60.58%) (Figure 4). The com-
monest suspicion criteria were roundness (64.56%), followed
by inhomogeneity (22.75%) and irregular borders (12.67%).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Lymph node assessment on NECT (left) axial view and on CECT scan venous phase, axial view (right), with peripheral (a) and
linear enhancement pattern (b).

Table 1: Clinicopathological parameters of the examined colorectal
cancers (G-grade of differentiation).

Variable
Number (n = 112
)

Percentage
(%)

Histological type
(i) Adenocarcinoma-G1
(ii) Adenocarcinoma-G2
(iii) Adenocarcinoma-G3
(iv) Mucinous carcinoma

(i) 3
(ii) 54
(iii) 5
(iv) 40

(i) 2.68
(ii) 48.21
(iii) 4.47
(iv) 44.64

Depth of infiltration (T stage)
(i) T1
(ii) T2
(iii) T3
(iv) T4

(i) 4
(ii) 13
(iii) 57
(iv) 38

(i) 3.57
(ii) 11.61
(iii) 50.89
(iv) 33.93

Lymph node status (N stage)
(i) N0
(ii) N1
(iii) N2

(i) 73
(ii) 23
(iii) 16

(i) 65.18
(ii) 20.54
(iii) 14.29

Distant metastases (M stage)
(i) M0
(ii) M1

(i) 94
(ii) 18

(i) 83.93
(ii) 16.07

AJCC staging (TNM)
(i) I
(ii) II
(iii) III
(iv) IV

(i) 12
(ii) 45
(iii) 39
(iv) 16

(i) 10.71
(ii) 40.18
(iii) 34.82
(iv) 14.29
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The median size of the LNs was 6 ± 2:34mm (range 2-
34mm). Almost half of them were ˂5mm. LNs˂10mm were
more likely to be negative (Figure 5).

3.3. Intra- and Postoperative Assessment of LNs. From the
112 cases, a total of 1809 LNs were removed during sur-
gery and examined under microscope. The median value
of the harvested nodes was 15 ± 1:34 LNs/case (range
between 1 and 60 nodes); over 14 nodes were successfully
retrieved in 75 cases (66.96%). From the 1809 nodes, 170
were metastatic (9.39%) (Figure 4). A percentage of
65.31% of LNs˂10mm was nonmetastatic but 70.53% of
those exceeding 10mm showed metastases at microscopic
examination (Figure 5).

The NPV was 0.92 overall, with a sensitivity and specific-
ity of 80% and 69%, respectively. The PPV was lower, being
calculated at 0.42 (Table 3).

LNMs were identified in 38 of the 112 patients (33.93%).
Majority of the metastatic cases involved sigma (n = 11;
metastases predominantly in the station 241) and superior
rectum (n = 9; nodal station 251). In most of the cases, pos-
itive LNs were seen in one nodal station, respectively, in the
first category—locoregional (n = 29; 74.35%). There were 6
cases with two positive nodal stations, 3 cases with three
and one case with four nodal stations with LNMs. The
SPR value was 1.13 for locoregional, 5.30 for intermediate,
and 0.92 for central node stations. The most accurate SPR
values were obtained for the cases located on the sigmoid
and descending colon same as for those of the middle rec-
tum (1.12; 1.18; 1.26) (Figure 6).

3.4. Internal Enhancement Pattern Analysis. Both NECT and
CECT examinations were used for a more objective CT-
histology correlation. The homogenous (43.72%) and linear
(28.83%) enhancement patterns were predominant, being
more likely met in negative LNs (76.38% vs. 23.61% for
homogenous pattern and 72% vs. 28% for linear pattern).
Dotted, peripheral, and central patterns were rather encoun-
tered in metastatic LNs (Table 4).

3.5. Follow-Up and Survival. Follow-up of the patients was
made for 21:61 ± 10:61 months. From the total of 112
patients, 79 (70.53%) survived over 20 months. No gender
predilection was observed. Looking at the age distribution,
a statistical difference was seen between patients younger
or older than 60 years (p < 0:05, p: 0.024, CI 95%). At 20
months after surgery, the highest OS was seen for stages I
(75%) and II (86.66%), followed by stages III (64%) and IV
(37.5%). LN status proved to have independent prognostic
value.

4. Discussion

This study confirmed the fact that a transdisciplinary
approach of CRC diagnosis and therapeutic management
can successfully improve the staging accuracy. It also con-
firmed the independent prognostic value of LN status and
the role of vascular, lymphatic, and perineural invasion,
and same as tumor budding degree for predicting the risk
of LNMs [22–25]. Although the diagnostic techniques have
been improved and certain pathological and molecular
markers have been found to have an impact on prognosis,

Table 2: Distribution of lymph node metastasis (LNM) upon clinicopathological parameters.

Variable LNM+ N1 + 2ð Þ LNM – N0ð Þ p value

Gender
Male (n = 78)
Female (n = 34)

(i) 29
(ii) 10

(i) 49
(ii) 24

0.52

Tumor localization
(i) Cecum (n = 13)
(ii) Ascending (n = 2)
(iii) Transverse (n = 10)
(iv) Descending (n = 6)
(v) Sigmoid (n = 20)
(vi) Superior rectum (n = 23)
(vii) Middle rectum (n = 20)
(viii) Inferior rectum (n = 18)

(i) 2
(ii) 0
(iii) 4
(iv) 3
(v) 11
(vi) 9
(vii) 6
(viii) 3

(i) 11
(ii) 2
(iii) 6
(iv) 3
(v) 9
(vi) 14
(vii) 14
(viii) 15

0.15

Vascular invasion (V)
(i) V1 (n = 29)
(ii) V0 (n = 83)

(i) 16
(ii) 23

(i) 13
(ii) 60

0.01

Lymphatic invasion (L)
(i) L1 (n = 46)
(ii) L0 (n = 66)

(i) 32
(ii) 7

(i) 14
(ii) 59

˂0.0001

Perineural invasion (n)
(i) n1 (n = 25)
(ii) n0 (n = 87)

(i) 18
(ii) 21

(i) 7
(ii) 66

˂0.0001

Budding degree (b)
(i) b2 + 3 – ≥5 buds/20HPF (n = 67)
(ii) b1 − ≤5 buds/20HPF (n = 45)

(i) 35
(ii) 14

(i) 32
(ii) 31

0.03
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Total no. of
LNs on CT

Total no. suspicious
LN

Total no. of
harvested LNs

Total no. positive
LNs

Nodal
stations
affected

LNR SPR

Locoregional 603 146 1202 129 40 0.10 1.13
Intermediate 289 69 317 13 8 0.04 5.30
Central 187 26 290 28 6 0.08 0.92
TOTAL 1079 241 1809 170 54 0.09 1.41

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

LNs on CT

Suspicious LNs

Prelevated LNs

Positive LNs

No. of affected nodal stations

Regional stations
Intermediate stations
Central stations

Figure 4: Distribution of LNs, identified on CT scan, per stations, based on the imaging map, and their correlation with the
histopathological findings (LNR: lymph node ratio; SPR: suspicious-to-positive ratio).

Positive LNs
Negative LNs
Total LNs

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

LNs < 5 mm LNs > 5 mm LNs > 10 mm

Positive LNs Negative LNs Total LNs
LNs < 5 mm 16,21% 33,73% 49,95%
LNs > 5 mm 14,64% 25,02% 39,66%
LNs > 10 mm 7,32% 3,05% 10,37%

Figure 5: Distribution of metastatic and non-metastatic LNs based on their size.
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the 5-year OS does not exceed 68% for patients with LNMs
[10]. Since the main therapeutic approach remains surgery,
one of the most crucial points in staging of CRC is preoper-

atively identification of the suspicious LNs and removal of
the suspect nodes.

In our study, the preoperative imaging assessment was
done according to the JCCRC, developed and updated in
2019 by JSCCR guidelines [16]. Each case was evaluated by
a team of radiologists, surgeons, and pathologists, with an
in-house protocol and a map of LN stations that helped
making the correlations between imaging and pathological
features.

An important and recognized independent prognostic
factor, for patients with CRC, is also the number of har-
vested LNs [7, 26]. At least 12 LNs are indicated to be eval-
uated but LNR needs to be also counted [7, 27]. The method

Table 3: Chi-square test showing association between CT-scan suspected node rate and histologic examination (LNM: lymph node
metastases).

LNM + LNM - Marginal row totals

Suspicious LNs 156 (92.02) [44.48] 85 (148.98) [27.47] 241

Nonsuspicious LNs 256 (319.98) [12.79] 582 (518.02) [7.9] 838

Marginal column totals 412 667 1079 (grand total)

The chi-square statistic is 92.6485. The p value is < 0.00001. Significant at p < :05.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Cecum

Ascending colon

Transvers colon

Descending colon

Sigmoid colon

Superior rectum

Medium rectum

Inferior rectum

Tumor location No. of 
cases

No. of cases 
with LNM

No. of positive 
LN

No. of nodal
stations 
affected

No. of 
LNs on 
CT

No. of suspicious
LNs

No. of LNs
prelevated

SPR (no. of 
suspicious/positive LNs)

Cecum 2 6 2 113 23 256 3,83
Asceding colon 0 0 0 20 4 22 -

Transvers colon 4 41 6 120 24 275 0,59

Descending colon 3 11 3 37 13 72 1,18

Sigmoid colon 11 34 13 175 38 350 1,12

Superior rectum 9 46 16 257 77 335 1,67

Medium rectum 6 23 9 198 29 328 1,26

Inferior rectum

13
2

10

6

20

23

20

18 3 7 4 156 30 169 4,29

LNM +
LNM –

Figure 6: Distribution of lymph nodes (LNs) based on the location of the primary tumor, the number of prelevated/harvested LNs, and
suspicious-to-positive ratio (SPR) value.

Table 4: Distribution of enhancement patterns in metastatic vs.
non-metastatic nodes (OR: odds ratio, CI 95%).

Enhancement pattern OR Lower Upper p value

Homogenous 1.99 1.09 3.62 0.02

Dotted 7.84 3.17 19.38 <0.0001
Linear 0.48 0.20 1.14 0.09

Central 2.85 0.40 20.14 0.29

Peripheral 3.25 0.23 44.69 0.37
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proposed in this study was successfully proved to enhance
the number of identified LNs per case till 15, with a LNR
of 0.10 for regional nodes.

On the other hand, although several studies showed that
size of the LNs is not an adequate parameter to predict nodal
involvement [18, 26], a cut-off value of 10mm showed a sen-
sibility and specificity of 71% and 67%, respectively [13].
Size alone fails to be an accurate predictor for node metasta-
sis. It can be an indicator of suspicion only if it is combined
with the other parameters such inhomogeneity, irregular
borders, heterogeneous density same as presence of dotted,
peripheral, or central enhancement pattern. We noticed that,
since almost half of the LNs were under 5mms, the size
makes difficult distinguishing spots of enhancement under
or over 3mm. Comparing our findings with those previously
reported by Miao et al. [12], our dotted pattern was similar
to the previously called spotted pattern, it being correlated
with positive LNs (OR: 7.84 and p < 0:000100). Homoge-
nous pattern was associated with nonmetastastic LNs (OR:
1.99, p < 0:05, p: 0.02).

In this cohort, the sensitivity and specificity of CT-scan
evaluation were 80% and 69%, respectively. A similar sensi-
tivity but a better specificity (97%) was previously reported
[28, 29]. It can be explained but the fact that MRI was used
by Brown et al., which has a greater accuracy in depicting
differences of signal in nodes [29]. Despite using a more
convenient method, our NPV was quite high (0.92), mean-
ing that nonsuspicious LNs were more likely to be negative.

The SPR is a parameter which was introduced by the
authors’ team to evaluate the correlation between suspicious
LNs on CT-scan and positive LNs confirmed under micro-
scope. We noticed the most accurate SPR values for tumors
located in the sigmoid colon, descending colon, and middle
rectum (1.12, 1.18, and 1.26, respectively). For these cases,
the majority of LNs with suspicious criteria on CT were con-
firmed as positive by pathologist, notwithstanding the fact
that the number of cases in the descending colon category
was significantly lower than the other two groups. At the
opposite pole, tumors localized at the level of transverse
colon had SPR value below 1 (0.59), meaning that CT failed
to identify all the positive LNs, using only the classic criteria
of suspicion. It highlights the limitations of CT scan in some
cases. This observation was first time highlighted in
literature.

There were some limitations of the study. For more sta-
tistically significant results, further research for longer
periods on larger cohorts of patients using a standardized
preoperative evaluation protocol is necessary. It should
include CT acquisition and examination of nodal stations
based on the enhancing pattern. MRI confirmation of the
data would increase the significance of the proposed
method. All the imaging data must be correlated with histo-
logical reports to also highlight the morphological changes
which might interfere with the enhancement pattern.

5. Conclusions

In-house validation of the mapping of the nodal stations
affected by CRC might be an important tool of raising the

accuracy of detecting the number of suspected LNs. Assess-
ment of the SPR values could be a key in prognosis of these
patients, especially for those with tumors of the distal colon
and middle rectum.
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Objective. To investigate the effect of sarcopenia on the prognosis of stage II-III colorectal cancer patients undergoing adjuvant
chemotherapy.Methods. A total of 196 stage II-III colorectal cancer patients who received 8 cycles of postoperative chemotherapy
were retrospectively analyzed. An abdominal CTacquired at 3-4 weeks after surgery was used to calculate the psoas muscle index.
Subsequently, once gender-specific receiver operating characteristic curves were plotted and cut-off values of psoas muscle index
were defined, the clinicopathological characteristics and the prognosis of patients with high and low values were compared. Lastly,
prognostic models were established based on the independent prognostic factors of relapse-free survival and overall survival
identified by COX analysis. Results. Based on the psoas muscle index, the prevalence of sarcopenia was 37.5% among 196 patients.
.is prevalence has significant correlation with patients’ age and gender. However, it was not related to the AJCC stage, T stage,
lymph node metastasis, pathological grade, grade III-IV myelosuppression, or preoperative carcinoembryonic antigen level. In
addition, both the relapse-free and the overall survival of patients with low and high psoas muscle indexes were significantly
different. COX analysis indicated that the psoas muscle index was an independent prognostic factor. Both the overall survival
prognostic model based on patients’ psoas muscle index, stage, pathological grade, and preoperative carcinoembryonic antigen
level and the relapse-free survival prognostic model based on patients’ psoas muscle index, pathological grade, and preoperative
carcinoembryonic antigen level could accurately predict the prognosis of patients. Conclusion. For stage II-III colorectal cancer
patients, the presence of sarcopenia before adjuvant chemotherapy would adversely affect their recurrence-free and overall
survival. Prognostic models based on psoas muscle index, stage, pathological grade, and preoperative carcinoembryonic antigen
level could accurately predict the prognosis in these patients.

1. Introduction

Colorectal cancer is one of the most common malignant
digestive tract tumors in Europe and North America [1]. In
China, colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer,
ranking the third among all causes of cancer-related deaths

in women and the fifth in men [2, 3]. Despite continuous
progresses in treatment strategies, the survival rate of co-
lorectal cancer remains poor due to late diagnosis, fast
progression, and easy metastasis [4, 5]. .e TNM (tumor,
lymph node, and metastasis) staging system, which is widely
used in the staging and prognostic prediction of patients
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with cancers including colorectal cancer, categorizes colo-
rectal cancer patients into four different stages according to
their TNM staging. Although theoretically, the prognosis of
patients at the same stage should be similar, in clinical
practice, vast differences are often observed. .erefore, it is
necessary to identify new biological indicators to improve
the accuracy of prognostic prediction [6, 7].

Sarcopenia is a syndrome characterized by the pro-
gressive and extensive loss of skeletal muscle mass and
strength [8, 9]. According to the literature, sarcopenia has an
effect on the postoperative complications and the long-term
survival of patients with different cancers including gastric
[10] esophageal [11] and colorectal cancer [12]. However, for
stage II-III colorectal cancer patients receiving adjuvant
chemotherapy, no studies have so far utilized CT before
chemotherapy to determine the presence of sarcopenia as
well as investigating the effect of sarcopenia on the
prognosis.

.erefore, this study retrospectively analyzed the cor-
relation between the incidence of sarcopenia and the clin-
icopathological characteristics, and the relapse-free survival
(RFS), as well as the overall survival (OS) of 196 stage II-III
colorectal cancer patients undergoing adjuvant chemo-
therapy. It was found that the psoas muscle index (PMI) was
not only an effective indicator of the incidence of sarcopenia,
but also one of the independent prognostic factors. Subse-
quently, for the first time, prognostic models based on
patients’ PMI after surgery were established for the prog-
nostic prediction of these patients. Furthermore, because the
parameters we utilized were from routine examinations
during the baseline evaluation of colorectal cancer patients,
these two models were economic, convenient, and accurate,
making them suitable for further implementation.

2. Materials and Methods

Patients who were admitted to our institution between
January 2011 andDecember 2018 were included in the study.
.is study was approved by the Ethics Committee of our
institution (approval number: 2021-KY-155). All patients’
diagnoses were confirmed by histopathology. In addition,
enrolled patients underwent postoperative 8 cycles of 5-
fluorouracil-based adjuvant chemotherapy in the Depart-
ment of Oncology and were subsequently followed up. Prior
written comprehensive informed consent for routine CT
scan studies and treatment had been obtained from all
patients. .e TNM staging was performed according to the
eighth edition of the American Joint Committee on Cancer
(AJCC) colorectal cancer staging system (8th edition). Al-
ternatively, the diagnosis of grade III-IV myelosuppression
was based on WHO acute and subacute toxic effect grading
criteria for anticancer drugs; that is, the patient was diag-
nosed to have grade III-IV myelosuppression if one of the
following criteria was met: white blood cell count ≤1.9×109/
L, neutrophil count ≤0.9×109/L, hemoglobin value ≤79 g/L,
or platelet count ≤49×109/L.

A routine and an enhanced abdominal scan was per-
formed using Revolution CT scanner (GE Healthcare,
Chicago, Illinois, United States) for all enrolled patients. .e

scan was acquired 3-4 weeks after surgery but before the start
of systemic chemotherapy. Fasting for solids and liquids was
required 8 h prior to the scan. Once the scan was completed,
the cross-sectional area of bilateral psoas major muscles on
the transverse plane of the lower edge of the third lumbar
vertebral body on abdominal CTwas measured by the same
radiologist (Supplementary Figure 1). Next, the PMI was
calculated as the sum of the area divided by the square of the
patient’s height, the unit of which was mm2/m2. .e PMI is
affected by patient gender owing to different body shapes of
males and females. Consequently, gender-specific receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves were plotted
according to the recurrence status. Subsequently, once PMI
cut-off values were defined based on Youden’s index, cor-
responding indicators of patients in the high-PMI group and
those in the low-PMI group were compared.

Observation indicators used in this study included pa-
tient age, gender, AJCC stage, T stage, N stage, pathological
grade, presence of myelosuppression after chemotherapy,
preoperative CEA level, RFS, OS, and PMI.

RFS and OS prognostic models were established based
on the independent prognostic factors identified from
multifactor COX analysis. Specific calculation formula is
shown as follows:

risk factor � 
n

i�1
Coef i ∗xi, (1)

where Coefi is the risk factor and xi is either the patient’s
stage (stage II� 0, stage III� 1), pathological grade (grade
1� 1, grade 2� 2, and grade 3� 3), CEA value, or PMI (PMI
high� 0, PMI low� 1). A prognostic nomogram model for
patients’ RFS and OS was then constructed according to the
risk factors.

Patients were divided into a high-risk group and a low-
risk group depending on whether their PMI was higher than
the median of risk factors. Subsequently, the RFS and the OS
of the two groups were compared by the Kaplan–Meier
(KM) survival analysis, whereas the accuracy of the prog-
nostic model in predicting patients’ 1-year, 3-year, and 5-
year RFS and OS was evaluated by the area under the ROC
curve (AUC). Last, heatmap, risk score distribution map,
and recurrence and survival state distribution map were
adopted to determine whether the prognostic model could
distinguish between high- and low-risk patients.

Statistical analysis: Other than the gender-specific ROC
curves and the cut-off values, which were plotted in SPSS
23.0 software, all statistical analyses were conducted in R
software (version 3.6.2). P< 0.05 was considered statistically
significant. Correlations between the PMI and patients’
clinical characteristics were assessed by logistic regression,
whereas correlations between the PMI and other clinical
parameters including RFS and OS were explored by uni-
variate and multivariate COX regression analyses. .e
prognostic nomogram model was constructed using the
RMS plugin of R software. Alternatively, correlations be-
tween the PMI and risk factors as well as RFS and OS were
investigated using the KM estimator. .e ROC analysis of
risk factors was conducted using the survival ROC plugin of
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R software. Heatmap analysis was completed via the
pheatmap plugin, data visualization was achieved via the
Ggplot2 plugin of R software.

3. Results

Gender-specific ROC curves were first plotted according to
the patient’s recurrence state after surgery, so that the cut-off
value could be determined. It was found that for male pa-
tients, the AUC and the cut-off value were 0.655 and
585.93mm2/m2, respectively. Alternatively, for female pa-
tients, these values were 0.634 and 456.21mm2/m2, re-
spectively. Detailed results are shown in Supplementary
Figure 2.

Of the 196 included patients, 109 were male and 87 were
female. .e median age was 64 years, and the average age
was 62.2± 10.2 years (range 27–83). Seventy-five patients
had stage II colorectal cancer, and the remaining 121 pa-
tients had stage III colorectal cancer. One patient’s tumor
was staged as T1, 10 as T2, 40 as T3, and 145 as T4. .ere
were 121 patients with positive lymph nodes and 75 patients
with negative ones. Based on differentiation, 9 cases were
identified as well differentiated, 154 as moderately differ-
entiated, and 33 as poorly differentiated. Forty-three cases
developed grade II-IV myelosuppression. According to PMI
measurements, 74 patients were divided into the low-PMI
group, and the remaining 122 into the high-PMI group.
Details are listed in Table 1.

Logistic analysis indicated that the PMI was correlated
only with the patients’ age and gender, but not with stage, T
stage, lymph node metastasis, pathological grade, presence
of grade III-IV myelosuppression, or preoperative CEA
level. Detailed results are listed in Table 1.

KM analysis suggested that both the RFS and the OS of
patients with a low PMI were significantly poorer than those
of patients with a high PMI (P � 0.003 and 0.001, respec-
tively). More specifically, the 5-year RFS and OS of low-PMI
patients were merely 60.2% and 63.4%, whereas for high-
PMI patients, these were 78.5% and 80.7%, respectively, as
shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b).

Univariate COX regression analysis showed that pa-
tients’ RFS and OS were related to multiple clinicopatho-
logical characteristics, including the patient’s stage, lymph
node metastasis, pathological grade, presence of grade III-IV
myelosuppression after chemotherapy, preoperative CEA
level, and PMI. In contrast, multivariate COX regression
analysis indicated that the RFS was correlated with the
patient’s stage, pathological grade, preoperative CEA level,
and PMI, whereas the OS was correlated with the patho-
logical grade, preoperative CEA level, and PMI. In addition,
PMI was identified as an independent prognostic factor of
patients’ RFS and OS. Detailed results are shown in Tables 2
and 3 and Figures 2(a) and 2(b).

An RFS prognostic model was established based on
patients’ PMI, stage, pathological grade, and preoperative
CEA level. .e risk score�PMI ∗ 0.868 + stage ∗
0.843 + pathological grade ∗ 1.623 +preoperative CEA lev-
el ∗ 0.009. Similarly, an OS prognostic model was con-
structed based on patients’ PMI, pathological grade, and

preoperative CEA level. .e risk score�PMI
∗ 0.812 + pathological grade ∗ 1.747 + preoperative CEA
level ∗ 0.013. As shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), a prog-
nostic nomogram model for patients’ RFS and OS was then
constructed according to the above risk factors.

It was found that the RFS of high-risk patients was
substantially lower than that of low-risk patients
(P� 1.1E− 11). .e 5-year RFS of the two groups was 49.4%
and 93.7%. .e AUC of the 1-year, 3-year, and 5-year ROC
curves was 0.840, 0.806, and 0.854, respectively as shown in
Figures 4(a)–4(d). Heatmap, risk score, and recurrence state
distribution map all indicated that the prognostic model
could accurately distinguish the RFS status of high-risk
patients from that of low-risk patients, as shown in
Figures 4(e)–4(g).

It was found that the OS of high-risk patients was
substantially lower than that of low-risk patients
(P� 1.1E− 11). .e 5-year OS of the two groups of patients
was 63.4% and 95.0%. .e AUC of the 1-year, 3-year, and 5-
year ROC curves was 0.744, 0.741, and 0.803, respectively, as
shown in Figures 5(a)–5(d). Heatmap, risk score, and sur-
vival state distribution map all indicated that the prognostic
model could accurately distinguish the OS status of high-risk
patients from that of low-risk patients, as shown in
Figures 5(e)–5(g).

4. Discussion

According to the consensus of the European Working
Group on Sarcopenia in Older People in 2010, sarcopenia
can be categorized as primary or secondary depending on
the cause [13]. Primary sarcopenia is defined as muscle loss
that is only related to age and does not have any obvious
cause. In contrast, secondary sarcopenia is often caused by
one or more obvious reasons such as inflammatory diseases,
malignant tumors, and malnutrition [14–16].

Accurate diagnosis of sarcopenia currently requires the
determination of three parameters: muscle strength, muscle
mass, and physical fitness [17, 18], although it remains
controversial how these three indicators should be applied to
the diagnosis of the disease. At present, the most used in-
dicator is the muscle mass. .e European Working Group
on Sarcopenia in Older People has described CTand MRI as
the gold standards for estimating muscle mass [19]. CT scan
has now been adopted as a routine examination during the
diagnosis, staging, and monitoring of cancer patients,
making it a suitable method of assessing muscle mass.
However, the measurement of systemic skeletal muscle is not
only extremely complicated, but also inconvenient for
clinical practice. Although the study has suggested that the
amount of skeletal muscle in the third lumbar vertebral
plane is directly proportional to the amount of skeletal
muscle in the entire body [19], the measurement of the
former is equally complicated and prone to error. Recently,
another study has indicated that the PMI is significantly
related to the amount of skeletal muscle among the Asian
population [20]. .erefore, in our study, the PMI was
adopted as the indicator of muscle mass, which was sub-
sequently utilized to plot gender-specific ROC curves. In
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Figure 1: Low-PMI colorectal cancer patients is associated with poor RFS and OS. (a) RFS; (b) OS.

Table 2: COX regression analysis results on correlations between patients’ PMI, clinicopathological characteristics, and RFS.

Parameter
Univariate COX analysis Multivariate COX analysis

HR 95% CI P Coef HR 95% CI P

Age 1.020 0.992–1.048 0.162 — 0.997 0.969–1.025 0.828
Gender 0.794 0.470–1.342 0.389 — 0.969 0.543–1.726 0.914
Stage 3.395 1.712–6.734 0.001 0.843 2.324 1.143–4.727 0.020
T 1.071 0.676–1.697 0.769 0.994 0.636–1.554 0.981
N 2.046 1.478–2.832 1.60E− 05 — 1.054 0.571–1.947 0.866
Pathological grade 5.082 3.012–8.575 1.11E− 09 1.623 5.066 2.909–8.821 9.81E− 09
Grade III-IV myelosuppression 2.859 1.675–4.880 1.17E− 04 — 1.403 0.772–2.548 0.267
CEA 1.009 1.000–1.016 0.041 0.009 1.009 1.000–1.017 0.038
PMI 2.315 1.366–3.923 0.002 0.868 2.382 1.398–4.058 0.001

Table 1: Correlation between patients’ clinicopathological characteristics and PMI.

Clinical characteristics Total no.
PMI

Ratio of low PMI (%) Odds ratio in PMI P
High Low

Age >60 years old 119 64 55 42.01 1.031 (1.001–1.063) 0.045≤60 years old 77 58 19 24.68

Gender Male 109 79 30 27.78 0.225 (0.225–0.735) 0.003Female 87 43 44 50.57

Stage II 75 51 24 32.00 1.361 (0.746–2.485) 0.315III 121 71 50 41.32

T stage

T1 1 0 1 100.00

0.823 (0.509–1.329) 0.425T2 10 3 7 70.00
T3 40 30 10 25.00
T4 145 89 56 38.62

Lymph node
N0 75 51 24 32.00

1.395 (0.980–1.986) 0.064N1 64 43 21 32.81
N2 57 28 29 50.88

Pathological grade
G1 9 7 2 22.22

0.797 (0.414–1.534) 0.497G2 154 91 63 40.91
G3 33 24 9 27.27

CEA High 73 46 27 36.99 0.998 (0.985–1.101) 0.751Normal 123 76 47 38.21
Myelosuppression Grade III-IV 43 25 18 41.86 1.247 (0.626–2.485) 0.530
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Table 3: COX regression analysis results on correlations between patients’ PMI, clinicopathological characteristics, and OS.

Parameter
Univariate COX analysis Multivariate COX analysis

HR 95% CI P Coef HR 95% CI P

Age 1.041 1.005–1.078 0.026 — 1.023 0.984–1.063 0.253
Gender 1.003 0.529–1.902 0.993 — 1.289 0.641–2.590 0.476
Stage 3.279 1.442–7.455 0.005 — 1.163 0.257–5.262 0.845
T 1.221 0.669–2.230 0.516 — 1.001 0.559–1.795 0.996
N 2.043 1.374–3.036 4.14E− 04 — 1.297 0.591–2.846 0.516
Pathological grade 4.607 2.461–8.623 1.79E− 06 1.747 5.737 2.956–11.135 2.42E− 07
Grade III-IV myelosuppression 3.229 1.703–6.123 3.29E− 04 — 1.885 0.921–3.859 0.083
CEA 1.011 1.003–1.020 0.010 0.013 1.013 1.005–1.022 0.002
PMI 2.110 1.113–4.000 0.022 0.812 2.252 1.179–4.302 0.014

stage

Hazard ratio

(N=196) 0.02*(1.1 – 4.7)
2.3

grade (N=196) <0.001***(2.9 – 8.8)
5.1

CEA (N=196) 0.038*(1.0 – 1.0)
1.0

PMI (N=196)

# Events: 56; Global p-value (Log-Rank): 2.1144e-11
AIC: 513.27; Concordance Index: 0.79

0.001**(1.4 – 4.1)
2.4

1 2 5 10

(a)

Figure 2: Continued.
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addition, PMI cut-off values were determined according to
Youden’s index as the standard to diagnose sarcopenia, and
correlations between the incidence of sarcopenia and the
clinicopathological characteristics as well as the prognosis of
stage II-III colorectal cancer patients undergoing adjuvant
chemotherapy were investigated.

Research by Lieffers et al. [21] found that the overall
prevalence of sarcopenia in 234 stage II-IV colorectal cancer
patients was 38.9%. Alternatively, Miyamoto et al. [22] re-
ported that the incidence of sarcopenia in 220 stage I-III

colorectal cancer patients was 25%. Similarly, our study
discovered that the prevalence of sarcopenia in 196 stage II-
III colorectal cancer patients undergoing adjuvant chemo-
therapy was 37.5%, a ratio that is of significance. In addition,
we found that the incidence of a low PMI in patients aged
over 60 years and in patients aged less than 60 years was
42.01% and 24.68%, respectively, whereas the incidence of a
low PMI in female and male patients was 50.57% and
20.78%, respectively. In both comparisons, the difference
was statistically significant, which was consistent with the

Hazard ratio

grade (N=196) <0.001***(3.0 – 11.1)
5.7

CEA (N=196) 0.002*(1.0 – 1.0)
1.0

# Events: 38; Global p-value (Log-Rank): 3.0428e-07
AIC: 350.69; Cpmcprdance Index: 0.76

PMI (N=196) 0.014*(1.2 – 4.3)
2.3

1 2 5 10

(b)

Figure 2: Forest plot of patients’ RFS and OS from multivariate COX regression analysis. (a) RFS; (b) OS.
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Figure 3: Prognostic model nomograms. (a) RFS; (b) OS.
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results from relevant research on the correlation between the
prevalence of sarcopenia and the patient’s age and gender
[23].

As was previously mentioned, an important cause of
sarcopenia is cancer. .erefore, theoretically, it is expected
that patients’ tumor stage should be related to the incidence
of sarcopenia. A study by Zhuang et al. revealed the rela-
tionship between sarcopenia and the stage, T stage, and
lymph node metastasis of gastric cancer patients [24]. In
contrast, another study by McSorley et al. [25] reported that
there was no correlation between the incidence of sarcopenia
and the TNM stage of colorectal cancer patients. .is is
consistent with our findings that the incidence of low PMI is
irrelevant to the patient’s stage, T stage, N stage, or path-
ological grade. .is result suggested that the correlation
between sarcopenia and the clinical characteristics of stage
II-III colorectal cancer patients required further investiga-
tion. Even though no correlation between patients’ T stage
and sarcopenia was found, the decline in the PMI showed a
clear upward trend with increasing N stage, especially be-
tween N0, N1, and N2 (N0 vs. N1 vs. N2: 32.00% vs. 32.81%
vs. 50.88%, P � 0.064). .erefore, it was concluded that
compared with the local size and local invasion of the tumor,
the lymph node metastasis status could exhibit a greater
impact on the incidence of sarcopenia. Alternatively, while
the action mechanism of sarcopenia on the side effects of
chemotherapy has not been clarified, multiple studies have
reported that sarcopenia increased the risk of chemother-
apy-related grade III-IV toxicity among colon cancer

patients [12, 26]. However, in our study, no correlation
between sarcopenia and grade III-IV myelosuppression was
observed. .is was likely because most stage II and a small
number of stage III patients included in this study only
received capecitabine single-agent chemotherapy..erefore,
the fact that only 43 patients developed grade III-IV mye-
losuppression was likely a result of the weak intensity of
chemotherapy. In addition, the small sample size could also
contribute to a possible bias, and no grade III-IV side effects
other than myelosuppression were considered, which could
also contribute to a possible bias.

Sarcopenia is a response to increased tumor biological
activity and metabolism, the latter of which first causes a
severe systemic inflammatory response and ultimately leads
to muscle loss [27]. Several recent studies have indicated that
a systemic inflammatory response is directly related to the
prognosis of multiple malignant tumors [28]. For example,
overall survival was significantly associated with increased
neutrophil-to-lymphocyte and decreased lymphocyte-to-
monocyte ratio in patients with rectal cancer. [29].is result
suggested that the infiltration of inflammatory cells into the
tumor is a factor of poor prognosis for patients with rectal
cancer. Furthermore, since it has been reported that the actin
secreted by muscle cells can inhibit the growth of tumor cells
[29], sarcopenia can increase the risk of tumor recurrence
and compromise the patient’s OS by incurring actin damage.
In a retrospective analysis of 220 stage I-III colorectal cancer
patients who received radical resection, Miyamoto et al.
found that patients with sarcopenia had considerably less
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Figure 4: Evaluation of the prognostic in predicting patients’ RFS. (a) KM analysis; (b) 1-year ROC; (c) 3-year ROC; (d) 5-year ROC;
(e): heatmap; (f ) risk score distribution map; (g) recurrence state distribution map.
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RFS and OS. Another meta-analysis of 12 studies including
5,337 nonmetastatic colorectal cancer patients also reported
that sarcopenia was a negative factor for patient’s survival
outcome. However, up until now, there have been no studies
that either utilized CT to determine the presence of sarco-
penia before chemotherapy among stage II-III colorectal
cancer patients receiving adjuvant chemotherapy or inves-
tigated the effect of sarcopenia on the prognosis of the same
patient group. .erefore, this study retrospectively analyzed
the relationship between the incidence of sarcopenia and the
RFS as well as the OS of 196 patients..e results showed that
the 5-year RFS and OS for patients with a low PMI were
merely 60.2% and 63.4%, respectively. However, for patients
with a high PMI, these were 78.5% and 80.7%, which were
significantly higher (P � 0.003 and 0.001, respectively). .is
finding suggested that sarcopenia affected the RFS and OS of
stage II-III colorectal cancer patients receiving postoperative
adjuvant chemotherapy. In addition, Wang et al. discovered
that the incidence of sarcopenia before surgery is an inde-
pendent prognostic factor for colorectal cancer patients [30].
Similarly, in this study, univariate COX regression analysis
found that patients’ RFS and OS were related to their tumor
stage, lymph node metastasis, pathological grade, presence
of grade III-IV myelosuppression, preoperative CEA level,
and PMI. Alternatively, multivariate COX regression anal-
ysis suggested that patients’ RFS was correlated with their
stage, pathological grade, preoperative CEA level, and PMI,
whereas their OS was correlated with their pathological
grade, preoperative CEA level, and PMI. Based on these
results, it was concluded that the PMI was an independent
prognostic factor for the RS and the OS of stage II-III co-
lorectal cancer patients undergoing adjuvant chemotherapy.

.e study also established an RFS prognostic model
based on patients’ PMI, stage, pathological grade, and
preoperative CEA level, as well as an OS prognostic model
based on patients’ PMI, pathological grade, and preoperative
CEA level. Both models were subsequently verified by KM
analysis, ROC analysis, heatmap, risk score distribution
map, and recurrence status distribution map. .e results
indicated that the prognostic models could accurately pre-
dict patients’ 1-, 3-, and 5-year RFS and OS as well as
distinguishing between low- and high-risk patients.

In conclusion, approximately one-third of stage II-III
colorectal cancer patients undergoing postoperative adju-
vant chemotherapy could develop sarcopenia, the incidence
of which was an independent prognostic factor of patients’
RFS and OS..e use of the PMI in determining the presence
of sarcopenia is both convenient and economic. .erefore,
for colorectal cancer patients who have undergone radical
surgery, their PMIs should be measured prior to the start of
adjuvant chemotherapy to predict prognosis. For patients
with a low PMI, individualized interventions such as nu-
tritional support can be considered to increase muscle
quantity and quality and consequently improve prognosis.
Prognostic models established in this study based on the
PMI, stage, pathological grade, and preoperative CEA level
can accurately predict the prognosis of stage II-III colorectal
cancer patients undergoing postoperative adjuvant che-
motherapy and therefore should be implemented in the
future.

.is study had several limitations. First, it was a ret-
rospective study conducted in a single center. Second, some
prognostic factors for colon cancer patients, such as
buddings and lymph node ratio, were not included in our
COX regression analysis [31, 32]. .ird, there are other
techniques widely used to assess muscle mass, such as
magnetic resonance imaging and bioelectric impedance
analysis [18], which we were unable to perform because this
study was a retrospective analysis and it was possible to
compare the prevalence of muscle loss between those
techniques and PMI. Hence, comprehensive studies with
multicenters and multitechniques are warranted in the
future.

Abbreviations

TNM: Staging, tumor, lymph node, and metastasis staging
RFS: Relapse-free survival
OS: Overall survival
PMI: Psoas muscle index
CEA: Carcinoembryonic antigen
AJCC: American Joint Committee on Cancer
ROC: Receiver operating characteristic
KM: Kaplan–Meier.
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